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I-etters

Your editorial in the November,
198? issue of ,q.RcHITocruRar,
REcoRD, page 9, spoke ofJohn F.
Hartray's address to the
National Institute for
Architectural Education (NIAE)
in which he questioned the
success of university education
and discussed the possible
subsfitution of formal training
with the apprenticeship system.

Now John Hartray is a
wonderfully charming and
disarming raconteur of why the
old days were somehow better
than present days. We do not
live in the Middle Ages, however,
nor in Hartray's and the editor's
words, the age of "'fearless
youngsters' who began their
careers by directly participating
in the making of buildings."
There are many craftsmen
available today who can lay brick
and block and stone, place
reinforcing steel, assemble wall
sections, place ducts and conduit,
install glass and hang ceilings,
but that does not make them
architects-even though they
are able to make buildings.
There are many craftsmen who
can create drawings that show
how these pieces are to be
assembled, but that does not
make them architects. What
architect "master" today does
things the way his predecessors
did? Today's architect must be
able to understand and absorb
new knowledge, apply it, and be
able to eonverse intelligently
with all who are a part of the
building process in today's
complicated building
environment.

We would probably all like life
to be simpler than it is. We
would like people to show us
how to do something and then go
do it. But in today's world
actions do not replicate
themselves so easily.
Apprenticeship is imporbant,
and it is being seriously
addressed in the IDP program,
which most architectural
educators and professionals
support. No educator would
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argue that everything can be
learned in the university. It
seems silly to argue that
the answer to educating
architects who must cope with
the complex realities of our time
can be found by simply having
them do as we do. It is tempting
to grab for easy solutions to
what is a most difficult
problem, educating professionals
for an uncertain future. Let's not
add to the uncerbainty by
supporting simplistic solutions to
the problem of education.
John Thomas Regan
President ACSA
Robert M. Beckley, FAIA
President Elect ACSA
Washington, D. C

Neither John F. Hartray nor I
stated or implied that
arc hite c tural apprentic es hip
should replace forrnal
uniaersity education in
architecture. The editorial
simply urged that
apprenticeship once again
become an option.
Furthermore, neither of us
suggested that apprentices as
such should "do as ute d,o."
Nor do we support
apprenticeship as a solution to
the problems of architectural
education. It would be hard to
fi,nd anEone who would be that
simplistic.-M. F. S.

It was a great pleasure to read
your editorial regarding the
apprentice system.

Frank Lloyd Wright,
recognizing the value of the
apprentice system, started the
Taliesin Fellowship in 1932,

as an experiment in the
education of architects.The idea
has evolved over the past 55
years to become the Frank Lloyd
Wright School of Architecture.
Just as in Mr. Wright's time,
today's students work side-by-
side with professional architects
directly participating in the
making of buildings.

In August 1987, the school was
accredited as a single-purpose

institution with the North
Central Association of Colleges
and Schools. This recognition
was especially satisfying because
it affirmed our special
nontraditional approach to
architectural education. Our
Master of Architecture degree
program is currently a candidate
for accreditation with the
National Architecture
Accrediting Board.

As you noted, it is nearly
universal that aspiring architects
must be equipped with a degree
from an accredited program in
order to sit for the licensing
exam. This all but eliminates the
apprenticeship system of
education. The Frank Lloyd
Wright School of Architecture
demonstrates that acquiring a
degree and apprenticeship
can be successfully combined.
E. Thomas Casey
Director of Education
Frank Lloyd lilright
School ofArchitecture
Taliesin West,

Scottsdale, Arizona

Correction
In the design news item
entitled "New lights on old
Broadway " [REcoRD, November
1987, page 731, credit for the
1580 Broadway Building should
have been attributed to Mavers
& Schiff Associates PC,
Architects in association
with Schuman Lichtenstein
Claman Efron.
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we can fuse a limitless range of colors, patterns
or graphics into the wall surface.

AI lianceWall's Cor-oRzusroN panels are virtua I ly
indestructibie They won't chip. crack mar or fade
and thev are scratch-. heat- and chemical-resistant.

^- -ieon-SteelLeram
Melds High'rechwith High Sryle.

AnlV AllianceWall makes CoronfUstoltlu a unique They're easier and less expensive to install than
\-/ breed of ceramicon-steel panels as beautiful as conventional wall surface materials. And they're
they are functional. By a new proprietary process, maintenance'free.

=
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Nice to know that ceramic-on-steel now gives
you endless design possibilities. And that it will keep
your design intact. .a long way into the future. Write
or call for more information on American-made
CoLORttlsroN panels.

AllianceWall Corporation.Box 920488'Norcross, Ceorgia 30092 '(404) 447-5043'TWX 810-766'0436'fAX 4O4-446't951

{l}Am\NCEUAIT

AllianceWalls ceramic-on-steel panels lelt ta riqht. Exreriar. Paragon Building, Houston.
Exterior CICNA Reglonal Office Buiidings. lnterjor applicatjons and escalators. Liege Hospital. Belgium. Graffitti-resistant wails

Elevator Manufacturers Worldwide, Exterior and jetways. Cedar Rapids Airport
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hwerhols
ow you have the tools to build

a desktop design solution that's

easy to learn, fast, and powerful-
thanks to three powers in the

computer industry.

Start with a Macintosh@ Il computer

-the most powerful, most expandable

member of the Macintosh family. It
can handle your most complex design

tasks with ease. And, with access to

thousands of productivity programs.

it still takes care of business.

Add VersaCAD@.

VersaCAD's "Macintosh Edition"-
the first high-performance CAD

Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc

Architectural Record Februaru 1988

software written especially for the

Macintosh-provides all the design

power and flexibility youll need.

And it's so easy to learn, you can

"point and click" your way through

complex designs in no time at all.

VersaCAD is a registered trademark of VersaoAD Corporation.
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Finish with Hewlett-Packard.

When high-quality input demands

outstanding output. plug into an

HP DraftMaster drafting plotter.

The powerful DraftMaster delivers

superior line quality on a variety

of media-in just minutes.

Power Tools. The only hardware and

software youll need to build the most

powerful, easy-toJearn desktop design

system around.

For more building tips, just call

(714\960:7720 and ask for our

"Power Tools" brochure.

DraftMaster is a product of Hewlett-Packard Company.

VERSAC

2124 Main Street,

Huntington Beach

cA 92(r'.8



Good for contractors, bad for owners,
worse for architects? The new General Conditions
(AIA Doc A 201) appeal:s to have problems

Attorney Carl M. Sapers, making his debut this month as a RECORI legal columnist
(pages 37-43), takes aim at the 1987 edition of the AIA's standard forms of
agreement for the construction industry. L20t/87 fails in many significant ways, he
asserts, "an event of grave concern to all of us connected with the design and
construction of buildings in Ameriea." His criticism, elaborated in the precise
language of a good lawyer, loses its subtlety in the following summary, but I
nevertheless offer it as a lure to his text.

Whom does the 1987 edition fail, in Sapers's opinion, and how? The architect's
client, for example, may be disserved by legal language that appears under certain
conditions to give the general contractor the right to keep the owner off the
premises. L20l/87 may also unnecessarily eomplicate, to the owner's disadvantage,
the sequence of procedures leading to the arbitration of disputes between owner
and contractor. Furthermore, in the new edition, the owner loses his right to
terminate if the contractor demonstrates insolvency, but the contractor may
terminate if dissatisfied with the owner's evidence of financial resources for the
project. It is now easier for a contractor, in trouble because he has seriously
underbid the work, to void his contract with the owner. And in the current
document the owner loses his protection against subcontractor liens. In Sapers's
view, A201l87 creates confusion in its definition of the responsibility assumed by
the general contractor, compounding misunderstanding as to the circumstances
under which the contractor is required to indemnify the owner and architect.

The architect, disadvantaged by such injury to his client, could suffer additional
setbacks. Unfortunately, earlier editions of A201, as well as the present one,
provide documentary evidence for, in Sapers's words, "a court to support the
proposition that the architeet's duties are for the contractor's benefit and that
therefore the contractor may sue the architect directly if the architect's
performance injures the contractor." Not until the 198? edition, however, has 4201
gone so far as to enable even subcontractors and material suppliers to recover
against the architect. According to Sapers, it would appear that the drafters of the
new document have lost sight of the fact that the architect's duty "is to a client/
owner, not to every other participant in the construction process."

Sapers believes that the 1987 edition's inconsistencies respecting the architect's
responsibility toward hazardous materials expose him to liability in this regard.
And that L20I/87 increases the possibility that architects will be considered liable
for workmen's injuries related to defective construction means and methods,
including temporary lifts and scaffolding.

Sapers's meticulous critique is not the first the AIA has received, nor will it be
the last. He and other defenders of the architectural profession are joined in urging
the AIA to bring forth an improved edition of A'201 in '88. Next month RECoRD will
publish a commentary on Sapers's arguments by the AIA. Architects should be
looking forward to the Institute's rebuttal. Mildred F. Schmertz
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Marvin Round Top windows
are available in more sizes
and shapes than any other
arched windows.

lf you want a casement
window with a Round Top,
we'll build you one.

lf you want an 18-foot
high Round Top with true
divided lites, we'll build you
one of those.

Ol if you want an Oval
Round Top six-feet wide, we'll
build that for you, too.

That's because our Round Top
windows are made to order.
And virtually every day,
somebody asks us to build
one in a new size or shape.

In fact. if we can't build
the window you have in mind,
it probably can't be built.

NO MATTER HOW
DIFFERENT THEY APPEAR,
OUR WINDOWS ARE ALL
MADE THE SAME WAY.

Carefully. With much of the
work done by hand.

Designs, such as Gothic
true divided lites or a hub with
spokes, are handfitted to
ensure proper fit.

YOURilIIilD
GAl|GO]IGEI|E.

OUR ruDSGAII
GMIE.

EVEN WE DON'T KNOW HOW
MANY KINDS OF ROUND
TOP WINDOWS WE OFFER.
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And matched oieces of
Ponderosa pine are meticu-
lously fitted togetherto form a
sturdy arch that will accept a
beautifu I stain-and-varnish or

paint finish. A polycron exterior
finish is also available. (This
finish has been proven to last
at least as long as alumirrurn or
vinylcladding.)

THTY'LL STITL SEEM
BEAUTIFUL AFTER THE
HEATTNG BrLL AgBryEI_
They're available with either
half-inch or one-inch insulated
glass. We offer triple glazing for
increased energy conservation.
Storm sash are also available.

For more information,
send us the coupon, or call
1-800-346 5128 toll-free.
ln Minnesota, 1-800 552-1167.

Send to: Marvin Windows
Warroad, MN 56763

Name

Company

Address

ltp

t:^
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Your client wants one design statement

throughout the office-on a tight

budget. You know that's practically

impossible, but. . .

Or, your client wants to merge

three divisions into one and install

a furniture system with a high-

profile design statement-but keep

all existing furniture. You can

visualize the aesthetic disaster, but. . .

Or, your client thinks that by just

putting a hot new look into a cold

old building, you can transform it into

a silk purse. You know better, but. . .

So you compromise, compromise,

compromise.

No longer.

Introducing new Elective Elements.'

A furniture system that gives

you literally thousands of combina-

tions to play with. A choice of

wood or non-wood components. A list
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of surface materials that includes

eighty-three fabric selections, eleven

wood veneers, six laminates, and

eight paint colors. Even the option

of radial or rectilinear top caps

and worksurface edges. Not to men-

tion sophisticated wire and cable

management. The result: unheard-of

design flexibility.

The job of specification, installa-

tion, and reconfiguration is a cinch

-in the Steelcase tradition. Also

worth noting: the price spread

between wood and non-wood com-

ponents means your clients can afford

to use new Elective Elements top

to bottom.

front to back.

No trouble.

Stow&Davis
A Division ol Steelcase Inc.
The Olfbe Environment CompanyFor more informtion, call 1-800-447-4700
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Frrding fabria for awnings and otherfabricated
items hasnt been easy. Because any materials
that have met commercial fire codes harrc been
if{ shiny and even plastic looking.
But with Sunbrella Firesist, you cin have the

and feel of canvas vou've wanted. Because
fabric hasnt been coated with chemfu-:ls or

with glor.y resins. And it isnt made
rt of vinyl, either, hstead, it's acnrally wovenfrom
H-extinguirhirtg fiben.What's more, these fiben

made of color-pigmented modacrrylic. \I/hic}
ns they provide rich, saturated hues. Hues that

locked in so they cant be faded or washed out.
Even bettet Sunbrella Firesist worit cmck, peel,

, mildew or ror. And it's highly soil resistant,
In fact, we re so sure it1l live up to these promises,

comes wirh a 5-year limited wananry. And it has yet
rother advantage: It's highly breathable, making it

energy efficient.
Ofcourse, Sunbrella Firesist also meets the toughest
les like the requirements of the 1 417u-,ud

ational Fire Protection Association I &
d the Califomia Fire Manhal's test. lZ
hi.l] means you can put it up just about anywhere.
So find out about our wide selection of solids and
tteffIs. Contact vour n I rr r<r.
al rabricator ., H:l SunbrellaFiresist

n Mills,Lrc., Glen Raven, NC 272I5,9I9LZT-6211.
Fircist is a registered radeIuk of Glen Raven Mills, Inc. OSEF-PLUS it a *gi"tered u'ademuk of Monmo Chemiel Compmy-
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the first time.
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flc thoufht he r,'lrs iirrrsherlruith tlrislirh I]rrt the
non-Sloan flush valvcs he origin;rli1' spct'iirrd rlrcin't
u'ork riglrt. ['her krpt pul]inf looSe &t thc stop;'rnd
rr'ould11 1 stltl in atljustmcnt.'fho' leakcd ;it tht'
handir'..rt thr main.sr.:al, anil thrl r,''ere imp<issihle trr
re t',ulatc.

lt's trrrc irr savcd the huilcting ()\\'ner a fcu'dollars
on lht sLrhstitute r'.rllts. []ut th;rt re;illv dt,t,sn t mcan
nrrich nrirr'. ,\li of ttrc r'alves hin't' 1n he rcll;re rd. ancl
lrr's right hacli lrhcrt hc starte tl . \\'ith rinr rmpofiant
e rceptiort, ol ctrursi,'.

-firis timc he spccrl'irti 51o.rn flLishomi'tcrs. what htr
sir,rulrl lr.rr'.'.ione in tht'irrst pl;r..'t'. [-nlrkc suhstjttttt
r'.r1r'rs, Slo;rn t-l ushr)nr('ters are huilt to last And last.

I tr f.rct. tr,i-iay' ;rn i ttcrc;:-sing trttnrher o1' htriItlinfs
i'qrripp.'l uith suhstitutc protir-t, 1s are hrin! rcfiitt'tl
u'rth Sl,rrn ilirsh()rnr'to.s. llcearrsc Slrtan s rtip.Q.td,
t ampt'r.-1-.r.ooi tl lrilr i alr. c rlesr gn lrssrr rers q u itt,

,r,,-i, , t , :t:.",:.;.

1 l'raditiort ol ()rtrtlitu anrl l'r'idt

\r-

ilept'n tllible rrpt'r;rt io11. ('r'nsistcntl)'.,\nri witf
min i nr;rl. ror r t i ne nrai ntcn ;r rtcc, Sloatt fl trshor

'" );:il; lll';i'.11,*,1.;j,l:,i,\"'S- r*'
llr'..rl.l:r' ulll(:s.r lltlslt r';,lVr' J I

sJ's '\lr,.rtt. llrt'rt"s 
" 

i, if i'',* *={tt
ho'"r' mrrch timc or mono' it u ill f '-.-
takt' to get thc .ioh cione right. i I
So rr'lrv take ;r g,Lnrhle on look-alike I I

prcidut ts' Pr rt t lt t' odcls in y'orrr ' I

tar,or.;rnd spt'i'ttv Sloan. The iirst 
itimt'. eL
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th or
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showsup.
orlatpUtl
sn'tshoq

Sooner
qualitythatdoe

hecision engineered pre-fabricated flashings eliminate the need for canlking.

rofessionals know the real test of product value is
performance. They know that there is no substi-
tute for trouble-fiee installation and lons-term

client satisfaction. VELUX' roof windows and skylights
prcve their worth on every count:

.Competitive hices

. Expertly Crafted for aWeathertight Fit

. 
fryclgion Engineered Prefabrica-ted Flashings

.A Full Line of Sunscreening and Remote-Control
Accessories

. NoAnnoying and Expensive Call-Back problems

.On-time Deliveries

Ol9E7 VELUX-AMERICA INC. 3 VELUX is a Registered Tiademark.t---

VELUX roof windows and skylights lead the
competition on every continent. It's no wonderleading
architects and builders arcund the world specify VELUX
products for their most important projecB.

You can give your work the quality it deserves with
VELUX roof windows and skyliehts. Thev are available
in prices ranging fiom just $ t tb.fu to $SOO.OO. Get all the
facts from your local building supply, or send for ''The
Copplgle Guide to RoofWndows and Skylightsl' a
FRIE 28 page full color brochurc with photos and tech-
nical information, and a price list.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

L

Mail this coupon. We'll send you a free copy of
"The Complete Guide to RoofWindows and
Skylightsl' and price list within 24 hours.

The world leader
in roof windows and skylights.

CitylStatelzip

VELUX-AMERICAINC.
PO. Box 3268
Greenwood, SC 29648

VELUX-CANADAINC.
16817 Hymus Blvd.
Kirkland, PQ., CanadaHgH 3L4

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

J

FREE 28 page full color brochure

Name

AR288

tirala lr ^- i--..i-., ^--i
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As the only national
company in the United
States that designs and
manufactures joists,

joist girders and steel

deck,Vulcraft works
with the relarionships

between joists and deck

every day. So, they have

a depth of experience
that can often simplfu
many seemingly com-
plex problems.

The Woodfield at the Crossing office complex in Indian-
apolis, Indiana is a good example. The open web configu-
ration of the steel joists was ideal for the use of suspended,

26 Architectural Record Februaru 1988

energy efficient heat
pumps. But, the 3'spi
ing between joists wh:
is needed to support
standard floor deck w

not adequate for the

installation and main-
tenance of the heat
pumps. So, 5'spacing
were initially specified

wherever the heat pur
units would be installt
Howevet varying the

joist spacings would make construcLion complicated, time

consuming and expensive.This is where Vulcraft was able

to helo.

5 ftxtt spaciry betu,pnVuluat't joists pernits easy installnt ion and nninturnnce of lteat pump urtits



FIED ACOTIP1EX PROBIETI .

eWootlfield at'The Crossing ot't'ice compler in Indianapolis used 2'16 tons ofVulcraft joists and 159,000 sq. ft. ofVulcraft steel deck.

After reviewing the specifications and discussing the job
ith those involved,Vulcr#t engineers carne up with an
ea that reduced the number of joists needed, sped up
ection time, and stayed within budget. Drawing on their
tensive application experience,Vulcraft recommended
rangmg the joist size from the original "H" series to the
,H" series in order to provide a uniform 5'spacing
roughout the job. In addition,Vulcraft proposed using 2"
rmposite deck instead of standard s/ta" form deck.Thus,
deeper slab was created without using any more concrete
rd fansitory vibration was reduced.
By taking advantage of Vulcraft's experience as well
their products, construction of the Woodfield office

,mplex was greatly simplified. In addition,Vulcraft's
:ommendations added greater value and flexibility to
e overall design.

For more information about Vulcraft steel joists, joist
girders and steel deck, or for copies of our joist and steel

deck catalogs, contact the nearest Vulcraft plant listed
below. Or see Sweet's 05100/VLL and 05300/WL.

PO. B<rx 637, Brigham City, UT 84302 aO1/734 9433
PO. Box F-2, Florence, SC 255a2 8O3/66243a7
PO. Box 169, Fort Payne, Al- 35967 205/845 2460
IlO. Box 186, Crapeland, TX75841 4O9/6a7 4665
[?O. Box 59, Norfolk, NE 68701 402/644 85OA
PO. Box 1OOO, St. Joe, IN 46785 219/337 5471

A Division of Nucor Corporation

Owner: Phillip R. Duke & Associates; Contractor: Duke Cor.truction Management In(
Architect, Cooper Carry & Associates, Inc.; Consulting Enginer: K. Cene Miller Inc-;
Stel Fabricator: Ferguson Stel Co.
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MousETRAR..

FOUNTAINHEAD
BY NEVAMAR

ETECEI{T LuxuRY
Aun Sorn DunnBrlrry

CnpTURED Ix OIvE
REUIRKABTE SUREACE.

Feeling trapped by the meek performance and plain appearance of
conventional surfaces? Or the mousy colors and limited sizes of most
solid surfacing materials? Catch Fountainhead...the most exciting
new surfacing material in yearsl

Fountainhead is a solid, nonporous material specially
developed by Nevamar with color and pattern throughout im thickness.

Its soft translucence gives it a natural warmth and elegance. Yet

Fountainhead is extnmelv durable with high resistance ro hear, impact,

mildew, stains and chemicals. It can be cut, drilled and shaped for all
ty"pes of applications. It's easy to maintain, too. Incidental damage can

be quickly and easilv repaired to keep its new appearance indefinirelv
A brood ronge of colors ond potterns -Fountainhead gives you a

choice of rich patterns, including Black Marix, Rose Matrix, Verde

Matrix, Gray Mist Matrix and Medium Grav Matrix... plus elegant

solids: Pewter Gray, Sand Beige, Classic White and Architectural
White. A soft, luxurious satin (matte)

finish is standard. But the surface may

also be buffed to a polished appearance.

Unlimited edge possibilities- Foun-
tainhead can be routed and shaped:

rounded for softness; squared or angled
for drama. It's beautiful used alone or in combination with other
materials such as wood or metal,

Wide sheets cut costs-Choose 30" 0r 36" widths, inlis','lh" or 3/q"

thicknesses. (Matrix is available in1/2" and 7+" thicknesses only.)
Wider sheets minimize waste and often eliminate seams in large

applications.

Closs I Fire Roting-Fountainhead is accepted as safe for use in all
public and private spaces.

Escope to Fountoinheod! Dorft be trapped by the limitations of other
materials. Fountainhead lends a unique, subtle elegance r0 com-
mercial and residential applications including counterrops, vanities,
tub and shower surrounds, tabletops, wainscoting, thresholds and
more, Ibr literature and samples, call 1-800-638-4380. In Maryland,
call 1 - 800-23 3 - 9485. 0r write: Nevamar Corporation, 83 3 9 Telegraph

Road, Odenton, Marvland 21113.

NM
DECORATIVE SURFACES
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Streams Of Consciotsness. r,s,imevougo,vourree,we



Firm/Add

.ll 1-800-848-4400 (ext.261) for the unequaled pioneer in custom pattern tufting. City

For morc infonnation. call rrr writr ttWW
KarastaniBiseldv' c"mmtrciar iarpet 

n, \4A 021 18 Desigllt..e"
::.11;tt" 

cathedralsration' u' 
ur%"avorge-ow

\rarp /t^
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BI0OMSBURY: THE DRAMA U]{F0IDS

Responding to critical acclaim, Ron Carter's stellar series now includes chairs, barstools, dining/conference

tables. occasional tables and case pieces. Produced by Miles/Carter in England for Interna Designs in the United States.

INTERNA DESIGNS U. S, A.
6168 Merchandise Mart, Chicago' lllinois 606514 1'800iNTERNA

^i;ala 
DO an inarrirv aard



Marble Modes smoothly handles shifting styles. For over 30 years interior
designers and architects have depended on Marbre Modes pr6ducts. Marble
Modes manufacturers and imports over 130 selections of travertine, granite,

marble, slate and onyx from five continents. All can be seen at the new
Marble Modes showroom. callor write for more information today.

MARBLE MODES INC.
CONCEPTS START IN MARBLE

15-25130TH STREET COLLEGE POINI NY 11356 I=]718/539-1334 TELEX:428819tUlnUOO p
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WAUBNrcEFONOVERTWOM
rln the eyes of the world,
Buckingham'Virginia Slate is t
most highly regarded natural
roofing material in America.
Non-fading, this blue -black,
grade A slate was specified by
ThomasJefferson, and is still
selected by eminent architects,
our time for its permanence ar
natural beauty.

Because it blendswith
either contemporary or tradi-
tional architecture, and helps r

blend both, its a
natural, super-

lative choir

work,
schools, com
and municipal jobs

If you want to create

Robert E. Puync, Arcl'titcct, Richmond,Virginia
Generations wiIL appreaau: the dtsancnue, hnndmade qttatiry, natural cleft and

t:xture of Buckingham-Virginia SLate roofing producs that mal'e an1 r<tof a''dur

ing\ bemtiful CaII or u'r*e for our free canlog and speaficanons malog today'

shelter that will be around for
generations to come,lbgve all,
use apeffnanentrool oI
Buckingham Virginia Slate.

lD Buckingham,Virgini
tD Slate Corporation
4110 Fitzhugh Avenue. P.O. Box 11002

Richmond,Virginia 23230 (ffi4) 355' 435
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Restoration vinyl siding
isn't what it used to be.

Some people are going to see the words "vinyl siding"

and tum the page. Their loss. Because, in our view the news that

Restoration* vinyl siding now comes in five distinctive styles

and profiles is pretty heady stuff.

Naturally, the more sensitive and perceptive among you

who've used Restoration already know how well the smooth, low-

gloss finish work with any good design. So we didn't re-invent it.

We just gave it a deeper shadowline and made it

sbonger and easier to install, while we were at it.

If that news alone doesn t make you want to &T8:'i't" 
t'

run out and side something, think of how we've made

the whole process of choosing Restoration a lot more
Cumberland Mill

interesting. Now when you want the indusfuy's best- t;D;i;i. L"p 
"'

looking siding, you can choose 3" clapboad, 3,, or 4y2,,

Dutch Lap, 3" rolled edge, or even 6" beaded,. It's all
Stockbridge 4r z

Restoration. All premium vinyl. All from Wolverine. Dutch La[

Of course, Wolverine's been gving builders

and architecb smart choices for some time. No news 
Monterev 3,,
n"il"a E',tq"

there. But now we're up to 18 siding panels in all. And

siding's just the beginning.

There's a lot more to talk about - and one chaperHir 6,,
Beaded

supremely easy, toll-free way to do it. Because Restoration

may not be what it used to be, but our number is. 1-800-s2l-9020.

O Wolverine Technologies
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6IbANNUAL
Northeast Gonstructi on
Expo & Gonference

March 22-24,1988
World Trade Center Boston

I Over 500 Exhibits
I Commercial lnteriors Showcase

I COM-STRUCT'88 Computers & Software

I WorkMatch CenlerrM - New Work Opportunities

I Free F.W. Dodge "Future Jobs" Report

I Exhibitors' Rebates, Discounts and "Show Specials"

I 30-Session Conference

I BIG SHOW BONUS - Sign'up to qualify for FREE

edition of the 1988 Blue Book Contraclors Register

and subscription to Construction Products Review'

America's Biggest AtFconstructbn .Expo & conference -

The Construcfion Event of the Year!

March 22'24,1988'World Trade Genter Boston

Soonsored bv THE BLTJE B00K C1NTRACTQFQ.EE!!s-TE!"{oii'ii rii i-i r o ii V n oo u cis nEW EW and ARC H tTEcru RAL R E c 0 R D

Compliments of Slater Publications, Inc. -- Photocopies Accepted
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Besteel relocotqbJe rnodulqr clossroom
building completed 1974, Scotts dqle, Arizons.

T h e r e'' wf il,? :f::ilf l! 
n u o' n o

Deboting be tween conventioncJ
bui/dings and mobiJe-type units?
Here's othird option.

A Besteel building gives you the
best of both worJds; q "stqndord"
building that's plonned ond con-
structed o difierent way.

SflONT LEAOTIME, NilA
LASTTIIE TIME. You'Ilbe slod to
know there's nothing flimsy cbout
BesteeJ's metal mo dulan systems.
They've been usedon cornpuses
Ior 20 yeors qnd more-with fian
Jess deteriorotion thcn other
types olbuildings.

Yet Besteel structures cqn be
readyin cslittle os 30-45 dap

Iromthe dcrypermits ore gronted.
There's much less disruption. Thqt
rnecns less noise, /ess cctivity and
Iewer outsiders on site.

C0MROLUBIE C0SIS. Even
more impofiont, Besteel buildings
cost less thqn conventionol build-
ings. You hqye excellent cost

control cssurqnce becouse your
cost options qre clecrbelore you
begin. Compare thot with conven-
ional construction.

Yet cost control doesn't stop with
construction. Besteel maintencnce
histories are better than those o.f
c onventionol structures hclf
theircge.

A t LI M,TEL F LEX, Bl LITV, rhe size
of Eesteelbuildings, along with
roof lines, fqscia, qnd exterior ond
intefior Iinishes ccn cll be custorn-
izedto your needs. Very ottractirrely,
in foct.

Best of alJ, becquse Besteel
buildings qre relocqtqble, you
don't hove to be q fiortune teller.
W hen conditions chang e, Besteel
buildings cqn follow the need.

including lecse qnd finance
assistonce, mqil the coupon
below today, or to scye time,
coll 14800)-BESIEEL

CAHFOfrlllA: II99 So. Fullerton Roqd,
Industry, CA9I748
S0ATII CABOLlrlA: 320 RecoldBoqd,
Wqlterboro, SC 29488

IEXAS:3421 No. Sylvania Avenue,
FortWorth, TX 76111

II Pleose send me.inlormotion obout EesteeJis modrlcn buildingl
systerns. Our tcrgret completion dote is cqoprcx.

I n cmr I crn nol inlerested in lecing.

School or
Addrcss

city/statelzlP-

'{ndwith Besteej's
modulordesign,
younot onlyhove
the choice oIrcIo-
cqtion, but you con
ecsilycdd on,
too-hofizontally
or verticolly.

OETMONEIilFON.
MATl0t ll0W. For
more inlormotion
oboutBesteeJ
modujsrschooJ
bui/dings,

-- -
MailtoBesteet, It99 'Jt-ILsorueaonni. (BESTEEDIn&tstrv'cAs.'4' 

1J-J-lrf-27

-'
CALL: tlffiIBSTEEL
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Unique desigh
considerations make
Carlisfe's Fuf ly-Adhered
Roofing System
Max Kfein's choice.
"Deslgn A" fofloua the lrregutar ontour of the roof,lne-
and fits tfiem llke a gfove.

Call it uniqug exciting or striking. When Max Klein, a mqjor
plastics housewares products manufacturer decided to build a
new corpoEtte headquarters, he resolved it woufd be uncon-
ventional beauUful and memorable.

Designed by Detroit architect, Harvey Fenero, the Southfield,
Michigan structure is all of these.

The inventive architectural concept is difficutt to describe. tts
spirals, curyes, slopes and angles ltow with an inegutar but fluid
geometry.

And the first-class-plus building required a top-of-theline
roofing s)6tem. One flexible enough to folfow the inricate
geometry of the roofline. A system strong and reliable enough
to perform outstandingly under Michigan,s rigorous weather
conditions. A system that is fully adhered to hold fast for
thousands of tomorow's.
They chose Carffsle's "Destgn A" Rrtty-Adhered Rooflng
System.

Owner, PhilBrodak, Brodak Roofing of Wixom, Micfrigan
observed "The roof has more angles than f,ve ever seen. lt is flat,
circulat banel-shaped andjuts in every imaginabte direction.

Cadble Su]€-S€al, and Bdte.Pty
are tradsmarlG ot Carlisle CorDoration

-;,)?;7 
-

Archltcct Ffarvc}r Flrrcro
Roofng Contracton Srodak Roofrng & Sf|GGt itctal
Cadblc Manufbcturu"s Rtprcs.ntattv!: Hotrn6 Assodat6

And because the roof is visible, it had to have a smooth, perfect,
solid black surface."

Concluded Brodak, 'The Carfisfe'Design A's;atem is the only
roof I know that could perform well under suctr design consid-
erauons. ft was the perfect solution. lts fully-adhered roofng
system allowed us to go rarfierever the roof went.,, Carlisle-s
roofing membranes include the standard EpDM and a new
polyester reinforced EPDM. Both are available in designer colors-
basic black fure'Seal" or the innovative white-ontlack Brite.ply*.

Next time you need a roofing s)6tem try a Ouality Roof by
Design . . . ty Carlisle.

Need more Informatlon?
Call a Carlisle representativepisuibutor. Or call Carlisle SynTec

Systems rollfree at F8OG233€551. In pennsylvania, l€OO_
932-4626.ln Canada, t4l647}.S1g7. Or write Cartiste SynTec
Systems, P O. Box 7OOO, Carfiste pA flO13.

Carlisle SynTec Systems

@ 1988 Conisb Corporation
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BODY

Marazzi challenges time where foot traffic is heaviest. Where elegance and

beauty must be matched with extreme cleaning ease.

The challenge is met with "l'larazzi Enduroo," the product of a new

technology in the making of glazed ceramic tile. This unique single firing
process applies the glaze, a specialmolten and vitreous material, to the

incandescent body after the inherent gases have escaped. The result - a

perfectly hard and dense glaze that is completely fused to the body and

easily maintained.
Specify "Marazzi Enduroo" lor airports, mass transit facilities, shopping

malls - the toughest commercial installations - and we'll back it with a

10-15 year warranty.
The "Gloss' and "Ocean" Series together provide 12 colors with a high-

gloss finish in a12" x 12" size. The "Matt" Series offers 4 natural colors,

each available with a smooth or "Grip" finish in a12" x12" size. Cove base

trims are offered for "Gloss' and "Matt."
To receive detailed technical information about "Marazzi Enduroo," the glazed ceramic tile that

challenges time, call the American Marazzi Tile Marketing Department at (214\ 226-01'10. For

immediate reference turn to section 09300/AlA in the Sweet's General Building & Renovation File.

Microscopic Cross Section of Tile

Traditional singleJired
technology capturcs
nicroscopic gas bubbles in
Ihe glaze. As the surtace
wears, these pores open and
dirt hecones tnpped within.
Manai's new prccess allows
liese gases to escape and a
conpletely dense glaze
resurfs. Besislanl to acids,
solvenfs and detergents,
'Marazi Enduro" dsesn'l
harhor dirt and can he
completely cleaned with
comnon deteryenls and water.
Alter yearc ol wear, "0cean"
and "Glosl' can actually be
re-polished to their original
luster with nornal
maintenance equipment.

We'll be bringing the timeless
beautv of "Maruzi Enduro" to
vour area soon in the form of a
technical luncheon. Call
Aneriun Maruzi Tile lor
details.

,6rtiffi,nAzzl rtLE
359 Clav Road
Sunnwale (Dallas), Tx. 75182
Q14\226-0110

GLAZEDSURFACE 

-
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Conference examines how design can
further corporate goals

The Boston-based Design
Management Institute explored
ways architects can help
corporations achieve their goals
in a recent conference entitled
"Corporate Strategy Made
Visible by Design." According to
the institute's director, Earl N.
Powell, the conference aimed to
bring together experts in
strategic planning and design to
discuss, "building, enhancing,
and controlling the visual equities
of a business enterprise."

This is not the first time that
the 1l-year-old institute,
composed mainly of corporate
design directors, has offered
architectural presentations. Says
Powell: "Our goal is to help
corporations orchestrate the
messages they give to their
publics through the design of
their products, communications,
and environments."

Speakers included partner
Fred Koetter of architects
Koetter, Kim & Associates and
Thomas Walton, associate

professor of architecture and
planning, The Catholic
University, Washington, D. C.

Koetter discussed the impact
on work of the shift from the
urban to the suburban
workplace. He described the
thinking that went into his
design for the Codex World
Headquarters Building in
Canton, Mass. [RecoRl,
November 1987, pages 120-1311.

"Historically," said Walton,
"while Gothic cathedrals stand
as quintessential symbols of
religious zeal, their beauty
depended on a region's economic
rather than spiritual blessings."
He compared the sails of fortune

emblazoned on the walls of
Florentine structures
commissioned by the Runcellai to
the giant aluminum radiator caps
that adorn the corners of New
York's Chrysler Building: "In
both cases, the motivation was a
dynamic blend of prestige and
profitability."

Responding to the criticism of
London designer Wally Olins
that much corporate architecture
today is, "bombastic and
offensive," Walton said: "The
challenge is to discover the
decision-making processes that
allow executives to exploit the
full potential of the design
resource." He told how
architects had helped businesses
increase productivity, defi ne
their corporate culture, express
employee values, control costs,
achieve the environmental
flexibility to respond quickly to
new-product or management
demands, and even to address
their social responsibilities.

On the subject of productivity,
Walton said: "The work space
must be as thoughtfully
developed as the work tools. . .

The bottomline rewards can be
tremendous considering that,
over the life of a building, more
than 90 percent of the operating
costs are personnel expenses."

And on the subject of corporate
culture and employee values, he
pointed to The Hillier Group's
design for The Beneficial
Management complex in Peapack,
N. J. (photo)."The wooded campus
of red-brick office buildings,
formally arranged around plazas
and courtyards, stresses the
notion of corporate community
and the hierarchical nature of this
fi nancial-services company."

The next institute conference
will take place in San Diego
April 10-13. It will include a
presentation by architect Takuo
Hirano on managing
multidisciplinary design teams.
For more information, contact
the institute at 777 Boylston
Street, Boston, Mass. 02116-2603
(617 /23G1315\. Natalie Gerardi

New head for
College of Fellows

Perkins & Will vice chairman C.
William Rrubaker has been
invested as the chancellor of the
AIA College of Fellows, replacing
S. Scott Ferel,t't'. Jr. He is a past
president of the Council of
Educational l.hcilitv Planners and
is on the boards of numerous
planning organizations.

National Computer
Graphics exposition
scheduled

The ninth annual conference and
exposition of the National
Computer Graphics Association
will be held in Anaheim, Calif. on
March 2U24. The association
consists of individuals and
companies interested in
promoting and improving
computer graphics in business,
industry, government, science,
and the arts, including
architecture and engineering.
Systems integration will be a
major focus of some 300
speakers in the 128 tutorials and
technical sessions planned. One
demonstration will show
information exchange using only
stock systems. Other subjects
include artificial intelligence,
computer art, and animation.
College-student volunteers are
sought to help with registration,
clerical work, phones, and
monitoring conference sessions.
For more information, contact
the association at2722 Merrilee
Drive, Fairfax, Ya. 22031
(?03/698-9600).
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EllisonDoors Put Force InThe Hands Of The People

f; efore Ellison there
K. was no balanced
LJ door. So the act of
opening a door was a one-
sided contest which
invariably left people on
the losing end. But
rethinking the weighty
principles of how a door
swings changed the
balance of power and put
physical forces where they
belong - in the hands of
the user.

The solution to the
problem was so widely
accepted it's now taken for
granted. And yet we all
know the difference when
opening a heavy swing
door and a heavy balanced
door. All things being
equal, it takes half the
energy to open a balanced
door in a 20 rrrph wind.
The principle at work
becomes evident when the
door begins to open and
the hinge stile swings
inward. The effect of
exterior wind or interior
suction is greatly dimin-
ished by this movement,
rendering the door
amazingly easy to open.

The balanced door is a
convenience for most of
us. It can represent

something much more
valuable to the physically
challenged.

There are other benefits
of course. Ellison balancec
doors save space. They
move in an elliptical arc.
Because travel is confined
lobby space can be saved
and sidewalk obstruction
is reduced.

There's
more. Elli-
sonbalanced
doors are
particu-
larly well
suited
where
building
design
requires
a large or heavy door.
Consider the advantage of
reduced wear and tear
on hardware in addition to
the obvious operational
benefits.

Ellison Balanced Doors.
Long respected for their
custom craftsmanship in
bronze and stainless steel,
are now available in
economical aluminum
designs. Call or write us for
more information on the
doors that put power in the
hands of the people.



Practice:
The new AIA General Conditions-
a flawed document that
architects will use at their fril

By Carl M. Sapers

An eminent attorneA argues that A201/1987 has
serious conceptual problems so bad as to require
a neu) edition that carefully and ffictiuely deals
with them.

Since it first published standard
forms of agreement for the
construction industry in 1911,

the American Institute of
Architects has profoundly
influenced the manner in which
buildings are built in America.
The General Conditions (AIA
Document A201), which
describes in detail the
responsibilities of the owner, the
contractor, and the architect on a
construction project, has often
been described as the keystone
in the arch supporting the vast
expenditure on public and private
construction. When a new edition
is published-the 1987 edition is
the 14th-it is an event of great
importance. When a new edition
fails in as many significant ways
as the 198? edition does, it is
an event of grave concern to all
of us connected with the
design and construction of
buildings in America.

Lawyers are trained to worry
about language, its clarity and
precision. Lawyers are trained
to deal with controversy and
often uncover the potential for
controversy where architects
and others see harmony. As my
criticism of the 1987 edition
unfolds, the reader must take
into account how natural
it feels for a lawyer to carp,
challenge, and undermine. The
Japanese long since observed
that architects build things
while lawyers divide them up.
Yet for all of that, the problems
of the 198? edition are serious
problems and, in my judgment,
we use the new A201
at our peril.

Mr. Sapers is a partner in
the Boston law fi,rm of Hill &
Barlow. His clients include
architects, engineers, the
National Council of
Arc hitec tura I R egistration
Boards, and the Massachusetts
chapters of the AIA.
In 1975, he was awarded the
Atlied Professions Medal of the
AIA, the f.rst lawger
so honored.

A20Uf987 and the
ownet's interest
It is a long-standing criticism of
A201 that owners are not
participants in the analysis and
drafting, even though it
constitutes the working parts of
the contract between an owner
and a contractor. Billions of
dollars are spent each year by
owners who rely on ,4'201 as a
fair document which takes the
owner's interest into account.
But does it?

One problem emerging from
the 1987 edition is who controls
the building site. Historically, the
site is the owner's, as are all the
improvements made upon it. The
basis for statutory liens arises
from the fact that the mason
loses title to his brick when it is
permanently fastened to the
building wall; that is why he is
given a lien against the real
estate for the value of the brick.
Many contractors talk, in error,
about "turning the building
over" to the owner; but the
common law views the owner as
always having the right to
possess the premises, subject to
a license he has given his
contractor to go on the site to
build the building. Contract
language could change all that,
of course, and the authors of the
198? edition seem intent on doing
so. Section 9.3.3 now says that
title to work done on a building
passes to an owner "no later
than the time of payment," while
the 1976 edition provided that
title passed by incorporation of
the work in the construction or
by payment, whichever first
occurred. This is a technical point
bearing chiefly on rights after
bankruptcy; but, taken together
with 3.16.1 (which for the first
time sets forth the owner's right
of access to the work, a
permission most of us never
thought necessary) and 9.9.1 (a
new section barring the owner
from occupying any portion of
the work without agreement
from the contractor, public
authorities, and the builder's risk

insurer), a careful reader can
only conclude that the authors
really believe that the owner has
somehow given up his
possessory right to the premises.
It is particularly galling to an
owner's counsel to read in the
document that public authorities
must approve the owner's move-
in; obviously, certificates of
occupancy may be required, but
that is a matter for the owner to
deal with and not a condition to
be put in the owner's contract
with his general contractor.

When does fully responsible
mean not quite?
A second problem arises from
the puzzling variation in the
lon g-established responsibility
assumed by the general
contractor under A201. If, as the
agreement itself says, "the
contractor shall perform all the
work required by the contract
documents," it should follow that
he is responsible for that
performance whether done by
his own forces entirely or by
anyone in the pyramid of subs,
sub-subs, material suppliers, and
others, all of whom have been
engaged on some portion of the
work. Back in the 1950s, this
relationship was clear. But the
intervening editions have
confused matters enormously.
Section 3.3.2 makes the
contractor responsible for the
acts and omissions of his
employees, subcontractors, their
employees, and "other persons
performing portions of the work
under a contract with the
contractor." Since any person
"performing a portion of the
work at the site" under contract
with the contractor is a
subcontractor (5.5.1), the third
reference in 3.3.2 to "other
persons performing. . . under a
contract with the contractor"
must be to folks who perform
work off-site-a steel fabricator
might be an example, but only if
the steel fabricator is under
contract with the general
contractor rather than the steel
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Practice continued

I can.not tlink of better docunrcntary euidence

for a court to suppot't tlte pl'opositiort th.a,t the
arcltitect's duties are Jbr the contractor''s bertt'fit
and thctt therefore the contractor ntny stre the
architect directly iJ' the orchitect's per/brntenc(
iniures the contractor'.

19?6 edition, and two of the three
new ones reflect a subtle change
from earlier editions.
Traditionally, the contractor
could not void the contract
unless the owner failed to make
payment or public authorities

.'effectively suspended the work;
the owner could delay the
contractor, suspend the work, or
substantially change the work
without risking a contractor's
termination although, in all of
those circumstances, the
contractor was entitled to
additional compensation for the
owner's action. In the new
edition, if the owner interrupts
the work and thereby doubles
the contract time by 100 percent
or fails to fulfi]] the owner's
obligations (other than payment
obligations) so as to interfere
with the progress of the work,
the contractor may terminate.

Is the change significant? It is
to a contractor who seriously
underbid the work and wants to
unload his improvident obligation
to the owner. Previously, he

could only recover the cost to
him of the owner's interference.
Now he can get out from under
his contractual undertaking.

The third new cause for
termination by the contractor is
all the more surprising in light of
the removal of the contractor's
insolvency as a cause for an
owner to terminate. In the 1987

edition, a contractor may
terminate if the owner "fails to
furnish to the contractor
promptly upon the contractor's
request reasonable evidence that
financial arrangements have
been made to fulfill the owner's
obligations under the contract."
While Ben Franklin might have
applauded so severe a stricture
against spending beyond one's
means, it is not clear how real
estate-developers will react. It is
one thing to introduce a

requirement that an owner
disclose to a contractor the
owner's financial resources for
the project (2.2.1), but to grant
the contractor the right to
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terminate the contract if the
disclosure gives him insufficient
satisfaction is quite another. If a
national trade organization
representing developers had
participated in the drafting of
L20l/1987 rather than
Associated General Contractors
of America, the resulting
document would, no doubt, have
been different.

And 4201/1987 poorly serves
the architects' interests as well
Architects who have read the
foregoing are no doubt
concerned with a document
which does so much injury to
their clients to whom they have a
fiduciary obligation. As for
themselves, they assume that the
American Institute of Architects
would never issue a document
which inadequately protects their
interests. Regrettably, even the
interests of American architects
fare badly under 4201/198?.

In recent years, architects
have been plagued by suits from
contractors who claimed that the
architects owed them a duty
which was not fulfilled.
Architects responded by
inserting in previous editions the
unequivocal statement that
nothing in the contract
documents "shall be construed to
create a contractual relationship
of any kind between the
architect and the contractor"
(1.1.2.). Unfortunately, at the
same time, recent editions of the
general conditions have
contained language that
undermines any benefit which
the quoted clause might confer.
The new Sections 4.1.2. and 4.1.3

seem effectively to sink any
benefit found in 1.1.2. Section
4.1.2 states that duties,
responsibilities, and limitations
of authorities of the architect
may not be changed without the
contractor's consent. Section
4.1.3 gives the contractor a veto
right over the appointment of a
successor architect. I cannot
think of better documentary
evidence for a court to support

the proposition that the
architect's duties are for the
contractor's benefit-and that
therefore the contractor may sue
the architect directly if the
architect's performance injures
the contractor.

The language referred to will
be cited by a general contractor
bringing suit against an
architect. But until the 1987

edition, nothing in A201
purported to create an obligation
on the architect's part to
subcontractors and material
suppliers. Now, Seetions 9.6.3

and 9.6.5 give the architect a new
obligation to account to
subcontractors and material
suppliers about amounts
requisitioned by the general
contractor and about payments
made to the general contractor
by the owner. If the architect
makes a mistake in that
accounting and a material
supplier or a subcontractor relies
on that mistake to his detriment,
the latter will have a sure path
to recover against the architect.

No one entering the professibn
of architecture expects that his
practice will be free of risk, but
we all hope that the risk runs
with a duty unfulfilled, and that
that duty is to a client/owner,
not to every other participant in
the construction process.

And what about hazardous
matcrials?
One hears a lot these days about
the extraordinary risks involved
in the removal of hazardous
materials. The 198? edition
produces some quite remarkable
and perplexing results for the
architect. In 9.8 of the
owner/ architect agreement
(8141), the architect has no
re sp onsi bi lity w h a,tso ea er
respecting hazardous materials.
That disclaimer makes good

sense because architects cannot
get insurance coverage if they
undertake responsibility with
respect to hazardous materials.
Section 10.1.2 of A201, however,
takes quite a different turn.

Here, the architect is assigned
the duty to render a judgment
(absent an agreement between
the contractor and the owner on
the subject) that the project arei
is free of asbestos or PCB or
that, if the project area earlier
contained those materials, the
asbestos or PCB has now been
rendered harmless. Thus. while
in the owner/architect
agreement, the AIA draftsmen
insisted the architect was to hav
no responsibility, in the
owner/ contractor general
eonditions, the architect is
assigned frightening
responsibility.

Those who have studied A201
will say that there is no need to
worry, for in 10.1.4, the owner
agrees to indemnify both the
contractor and the architect fror
any loss arising out of injuries tr

anyone employed in the
performance of the work on
account of the existence of
asbestos or PCB or the fact that
the asbestos or PCB has not
been rendered harmless. The
architect, notwithstanding that
he is not a party to the general
conditions, is named as a
beneficiary of this
indemnification agreement.

The problem remains,
however, that the
indemnification is limited to
injuries suffered by persons who
are injured in the performance o

the work, which would exclude
any persons subsequently using
the premises or any person who
casually appears on the premises

while the work is going on.
Moreover, the indemnification is

"only to the extent caused in
whole or in part by negligent
acts or omissions of the owner."
This is a tangled web which,
when unwoven, has less to it
than first appeared. The owner
and the contractor, by way of
example, have a dispute as to
whether or not the asbestos in
the project site has been
rendered harmless. The
contractor contends it has, and
the owner contends that it has
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Aglass smooth exterior
On the outside, new Crystaline from Kawneer
presents u n i nterru pted aesthetic appeal. Fou r-sided
silicone glazing in the door and framing sysrem puts
all the glass on the same line for the look of a con-
tinuous reflective expanse. Readily available in stock
lengths with the design flexibility of t/c" utd 3k"

glazing or the thermal performance of l" insulating
glass. For storefronts, one-story office buildings and
even interiors, Crystaline is the total system no
matter how you look at it.

Kowneer P roduct I nformatron. Kowneer Conpony, I nc.' Deportment C
Technology Pork-Atlonta . 555 Guthrtdge Court ' Norcross, GA 30092
Circle 31 on inquiry card
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erector. A lumber yard that sells
green lumber to the contractor is
not an example, since the lumber
yard does not "perform a portion
of the work." If the contractor
has taken responsibility for all of
the work, it is quite puzzling that
the contractor has no
responsibility for the green-
lumber supplier or the wrong-
gauged steel sent to the site by a
fabricator under contract with
the erector.

The issue becomes more
confusing in Article 14, where
the contractor appears, in 14.11,

to bear responsibility for sub-
subcontractors, while in 14.1.3, in
a parallel wording, sub-
subcontractors are omitted.

In 3.18.1, the contractor is
required to indemnify the owner
and the architect for claims
caused in whole or in part by
acts or omissions of anyone for
"whose acts [the contractor or a
subcontractor] may be liable."
Do we then look to 3.3.2 to
discover that the eontractor is
not liable for sub-subcontractors
and most material suppliers?

Reaching arbitration is
a confusing process

A third problem arises from the
convoluted twists and turns
required by the 1987 edition to
resolve disputes between owner
and contractor. Arbitration was
introduced as the dispute
resolution method in the second
edition in 1915. The AIA has
always believed that arbitration
"can be carried out expeditiously
and cheaply," and arbitration
remains the dispute-resolution
method in the 1987 edition, if you
can find your way there-

As in the past, there is a
general rule that all claims must
go to the architect for a decision
before invoking arbitration. The
1976 edition contained a single,
straightforward rule stating that
arbitration could be commenced
when the architect had rendered
a decision, or 10 days after
evidence had been or could have
been presented to the architect,
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whichever came first. Section
4.5.1 of the new edition contains
a general rule that arbitration
may be commenced 45 days after
the claim has been referred to
the architect, but 4.5.4 provides
for five other events which. if
earlier, will permit the
commencement of arbitration.
Additionally, arbitration may
start without any recourse to the
architect, if "the claim relates to
a mechanics' lien" (4.3.2).

When a claim is filed with the
architect, he must take one of
five specified actions within 10

days (4.4.1). The claimant must
then take one of three actions
(4.4.3). Does the architect then
make a decision? No, not until he
takes the time to write to the
parties to tell them that he will
make a decision "within 7 days."
He is then instructed to render a
decision "upon erpiration of
such a time period."

There is some utility in the
quasi-arbitral role of the
architect if the architect's
decision is accepted by both
parties and further proceedings
are thus avoided. The architect's
ability to make his decision stick
has always depended upon the
authority, equity, and dispatch
with which the decision is made.
As a practical matter, virtually
all architects' decisions to which
strong objection is made are
finally resolved by either
negotiation or arbitration
between the owner and the
contractor.

It should be simple, not
complex, to obtain an architect's
decision. It should be easy, not
difficult, to appeal an architect's
decision to arbitration. The 1987

edition of A201 has made the
process virtually impossible to
understand, much less
administer. What an informed
contractor will do seems clear to
me; if he files a mechanics' lien
at the same time he invokes
arbitration, he can avoid the time
delay and the confusion
altogether (4.3.2). But the owner
has no such escape hatch.

The contractor gets

to hold a stacked deck
If the third problem is brand new
in the 1987 edition, the fourth
problem has grown inexorably
over the years by virtue of the
extraordinary influence of the
insurance industry on the AIA
forms. Observe that owners have
no representation at the drafting
table, but the influence of the
insurance industry has
profoundly affected AIA
documents for 20 years.

The project is a 100,000-square-
foot office building. The
contractor was half finished
under a maximum-price contract
for $18 million when a fire wiped
out everything. The owner asks
the contractor how much it will
now cost to finish the project.
Because of inflation, and the
costs of cleaning up the charred
remains, the contractor quotes a
new maximum price of $22
million. The owner, who has $9
million left under his
construction loan and $9 million
in insurance recovery, decides
that the project is not feasible at
$22 million and, besides, he

cannot raise the extra $4 million.
So he pays the contractor for
work to date, uses the insurance
proceeds to pay off his mortgage
and calls the project off. Wrong!

All owners must read AIA
Section 11.3.9 closely; in the
circumstances stated, the
owner's only choice (absent a
"special agreement" with the
contractor) is to rebuild and to
issue an "appropriate change
order." If the insurance is not
adequate to fund the change
order, the owner is out of luck;
he can't call the project off.

Finally, the new edition
worsens the owner's position
materially if the owner and
contractor reach an ultimate
impasse and one or the other
seeks to terminate the contract.
For many years, the contract
draftsmen have allowed an ironic
inconsistency: if a contractor
cfaims a $10,000 "extra," he must
submit his claim to the architect

before invoking arbitration, but
if a eontractor wishes to
terminate the contract altogether
for one of the six causes set
forth in 14.1, he need not first
seek a ruling from the architect.
The owner, on the other hand,
must obtain the architect's
certification that "sufficient
cause exists to justify"
termination before he may
terminate the contract.

The owner, by the way, has
only four causes set out in the
document as grounds for
termination; in 1976, the owner,
as a fifth ground, could
terminate if the contractor was
bankrupt or otherwise took an
action evidencing insolvency. The
deletion of the owner's right to
terminate if the contractor
evidences insolvency is serious
and apparently reflects
erroneous legal advice about the
bankruptcy code.

One owner's cause for
termination-the failure of the
contractor to make prompt
payment to the subcontractors,
in A201 since at least the
1950s-has now been
substantially narrowed to
"[failure] to make payment to
subcontractors . . . in accordance
with the respectiae agreements
between the contractor and
sub contractor. " The draftsmen
seem to have forgotten the
reason behind the cause: the
owner's concern that
subcontractor liens could be
asserted against the owner for
amounts unpaid by the
contractor. The new language
ties the issue to the terms of the
subcontract which the owner
never sees. If the subcontract
says that a subcontractor will be

paid in full only upon completion,
the general contractor may bank
all of the monthly payments for
the sub's work, while the sub
asserts a lien against the owner.

I observed earlier that the
contractor is given six causes for
termination in the new edition.
These are three more than were
conferred on contractors in the
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A softly sculpted interior:
Inside, new CDrstaline from Kawneer presents the
rounded profile of radiused horizontal and vertical
framing mgmbers only 2" wide and 4'deep. Snap-
on head/sill members faciliate installation of inte-
rior trim, carpet, and ceilings. A full palette of color
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MBCI Metal Roof System Adds a Touch
of Warmth and Beauty to Medical Facility

ffi
PROJEGT REPORT

Designer Prescribes MBCI Craftsman Scries Roof System
To Achieve Warm, Friendly Appearance for Medical Facility
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Designer T. A. Fairhurst and his client were
seeking a warm and inviting building. Their
goal was to avoid the "cold feeling" of
many medical facilities while creating a
distinctive, high quality appearance.

Read how this was accomplished. Contact
the nearest MBCI plant for Project Report
No. 1031187. You can rely on MBCI for
quality preformed metal roofs, walls,
fascias, and soffits. Call today.

Houston 7131445-8555
Lubbock 806174l-4291
Oklahoma City 405 I 672-7676
San Antonio 5l2l 661-2409

Dallas 2141988-3300

Atlanta 4041948:7568
Thmpa 8131752-3474

Richmond 8041526-3t75
Circle 33 on inquiry card



Practice continued

not. The architect is then
required to issue a judgment and
issues the judgment in favor of
the contractor. It turns out that
the architect and contractor were
wrong, and someone is injured as

a result of there being asbestos
on the site. The owner did not
cause the problem in whole or in
part, the indemnification does
not fasten, and the architect is
exposed to liability.

Before A20U1987, architects
were not held responsible for
iqiuries to workmen
For 20 years, the AIA General
Conditions and skilled counsel
have turned the tide on the
efforts of workmen's
compensation insurers to recover
payments made to injured
workers by suing the project
designer. With some early
exceptions, the courts now
clearly uphold the contract
language to the effect that: "The
architect will not have control
over or charge of and will not be
responsible for construction
means, methods, techniques,
sequences, or procedures, or for
safety programs in connection
with the work . . ." (4.2.3). But
consider 4.2.7. which now allows
a possibility that the architect
may be approving construction
means, methods. etc.. when he
reviews submittals. Similarly,
3.3.1 repeats that the contractor
is responsible for construction
means and methods, etc., but
adds the unwanted exception:
"unless contract documents give
other specific instructions
concerning these matters." From
the point of view of careful
defense counsel, the two clauses
go far enough to give the
plaintiff the right to reach a jury
on the question of whether either
the contract documents or
statements made by the architect
indicate that the architect was in
fact taking some responsibility
for means and methods.

In a similar vein, the definition
of "work" in 1.1.3 raises the
mischievous possibility that the
architect mav become
responsible for the safety of
temporary structures like lifts
and scaffolding. In earlier
editions, "work" meant the
completed construction required
by the contract documents. In
the 198? edition, "work" includes
all temporary structures such as
lifts and scatfolding. Since the
architect assumes an obligation
to examine the way in which the
work is being performed, to
reject work which does not
conform, and to endeavor to
protect against defects and
deficiencies in the work, a much
clearer case lies against the
architect for injuries resulting
from faulty lifts and scaffolding.

The foregoing observations
about 4201l1987 are not nit-
picks, though plenty of nits could
be picked, running the gamut
from typographical errors and
inconsistencies to an ill-thought-
out new concept, "construction-
change directives," which adds
length and confusion to 4201.
The comments discussed here,
however, go to the heart of
serious conceptual issues raised
by the 1987 edition. Llnlike the
t1'pographical errors anc
inconsistencies, they cannot be
easily eradicated by a carefully
drafted set of supplemental
conditions. It is this author's
hope that the AIA wili respond
to the criticisms it has already
received by authorizing a 1988

edition of A.201 that carefully
and effectively deals with
these problems.

A comrnentary.from the AIA will
appear nert ntonth.

Innovative Marble
and Tile, inc.

Produces results.
To find out more abut

Innovative Marble and Tile and
our patentd stone specifier program,

or to sample our library featuring the largest
selection of marble, gnnite and man-made
dimensional stone, quarrid worldwide,

contact our New York headquarters.

l,c/vYd/L
470 Smith Srreet

Famingdale, NY 11735
(516) 752{13E

Fut (516) 252441r
1€m{25IONE

INNO\Af,IVE
SMARBIETilffin
AND TILE INC
W.U. Telq. E$145 INNOVATIVE
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Last yeay's stock crash will make 1988
construction tougher, but not disastrous

By Joseph Spiers

If you're absolutely convinced
the crash of'87 is like the crash
of'29, there's no use in reading
this article. The only thing to do
is lay in your store of apples to
sell in the coming depression.
For if there is a depression, work
for architects will plunge
precipitously: Between 1929 and
1933, spending on housing
declined 85 percent and outlays
on nonresidential structures
tumbled 80 percent. Not until the
1940s did construction regain its
1929 level.

Last October's market debacle
was indeed serious. But that a
1930s-style eeonomic implosion
will follow does not seem

Finance:

possible. Hence architects should
think about aftershocks on their
firms falling far short of that.

A key reason to discount a
rerun of the 1930s is federal
insurance of bank deposits. Don't
forget, the Great Depression was
deepened by a run on banks,
which resulted in people losing
their life savings. AIso, back
then, the Federal Reserve Board
made a major blunder by
tightening credit, a blunder that
today's Fed is sure to avoid.
Another contrast between today
and 1929 is that speeulation was
more rampant because people
could borrow a lot more
unsecured money to buy stocks.

So depression does not seem a
major worry. In fact, most
economists do not even forecast
a recession in 1988. Rather, the
prime worry is a possible
slowdown in economic growth to
perhaps 2 percent-compared
with 1987's nearly 3 percent.

Slow growth or reeession
would occur because consumer
confidence was undermined by
last October's crash-and
because people lost a lot of
money. But a lot of the losses
were strictly on paper. What's
more, by the end of 1987 the
stock market still showed a gain
for the year as a whole. So, while
certain individuals obviously lost
a lot by buying just before and
selling just after the debacle,
investors on the whole-those
who had been in for the long
haul-did not lose money.

Construction wasn't going to be
that hot anyway
Even if a recession does hit in
1988, it would not be a disaster
for architects, keeping in mind
that prospects for the year even
before the crash were not very
good. F. W. Dodge, for example,
had been predicting a 4-percent
decline in the value of
nonresidential building contracts
and a 2-percent drop in
residential contracts in 1988.

And, through October,
construction outlays for

nonresidential buildings had
fallen 5 percent compared with a
year earlier, and housing starts
about 9 percent, according to the
U. S. Commerce Department.

The commercial-construction
market has already felt the
impact of tax reform. Through
the 10 months ended last
October, office construction was
down 12 percent from a year
earlier. Other commercial and
hotel building was also declining.

The fact is that, after five
years of good times, the
construction cycle had already
peaked by Blaek Monday. A
recession resulting from the
crash would make things
lougher this year, but it
probably wouldn't drastically
alter the course of events.

Lower interest ratcs could even
help housing
In one way, the crash could even
help architects because interest
rates dropped significantly as
investors pulled money out of
stocks and put it into bonds. As a
result, mortgage interest rates
(which reflect conditions in the
bond market) fell a full
percentage point in the wake of
Black Monday, putting some
hope back into housing.

Shortly after the crash,
William M. Moore, president of
the National Association of
Realtors, said falling rates
created "a window of housing
opportunity for the American
public." And the chief economist
at the Federal Home Loan
Mortgage Corporation, Robert
Van Order, said the net effect of
the crash could be good for
housing. True, some potential
buyers will exit the market
because they lost money, or
because they fear for their jobs.
But many potential buyers will
be helped by the availability of
lower mortgage rates.

Van Order predicted that
housing starts in 1988 will, at
worst, slip just slightly below
1987's level of 1.6 million units.
The realtors' association
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Who says nothing is made to last these days?
these woods for professionals like you for aIt's not likely we'll see one of our planters

wear out. rtrais because Mother Naiure and
Sitecraft have been working together for gener-
ations !o produce planters and other site
fumishine^s that n^ot onlv last, but lookbeau-
tiful doinE so. one reas6n Sitecraft site fumish-
ins^s are s]o durable is the materials we choose.
ddar, all-heart Califomia Redwood, South
American lpe and Rrmleheart, Philippine
Mahoeany, ned Oak and uestem Ybllow Cedar

are aione the most durable woods on earth.
Another rEason is craflsmanship. tvlE've been
molding, shaping, finishing and protecting

40-25 Crescent Street Long Island Ci$ NY 11101

1-800-221-1448 lbll Free (ln NYS, 718-729-49OOl
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The stock shock is likely to leaae at least
a residual fear, causing businesses and
consurners to proceed with caution.

predicted housing starts will fall
8 percent this year to 1.5 million
units. DRI/McGraw-Hill has a
similar outlook, but the
forecasting firm actually lifted
its 1988 starts forecast after the
crash because of lower rates.

With new-house building
expected to slip, architects in this
field might turn their attention
to alterations and additions, for
which spending tends to rise
through thick and thin. One
reason such spending goes up is
that the housing stock keeps
getting bigger, so there are more
houses needing improvement. In
1988, the decision to improve
rather than move may be
particularly easy to make while
house owners worry about
fallout from the crash.

But there may be unhappiness
at housing's high end
For some owners, of course, the
fallout has already come.
Brokerage firms have laid off
thousands, and other Wall Sheet
workers are receiving much
lower income than they were
used to. For architects in major
financial centers, especially New
York and Chicago, upscale
residential upgradings could thus
be in a bear market. To make
things worse at the high end, a
new tax law ends interest
deductions on home-equity loans
above $100,000.

While it is still early for much
data to have accumulated, there
is some evidence that upper-
middle-income people reined in
spending after the crash. Almost
immediately, for example, U. S.
sales of luxury European autos
plummeted. And mortgage
banker Lomas & Nettleton said
brokers in some markets
reported difficulty selling homes
in the $200,00Gto-9800,000 range.

Also feeling a direct hit from
the crash will be the vacation-
home market, according to
Freddie Mac. Those who buy
second homes are also those who
buy stocks . . . and those who sell
stocks. So Freddie Mac sees an

end to the vacation-home boom
that stretched out of Wall Street
to New Jersey and Maine.

Some analysts believe real
estate of all kinds will become
more attractive to investors
soured on the stock market. But
the new tax law that became
effective in 1987 slashed the
benefits of real-estate tax
shelters. In addition, for high
rollers, another tax measure
signed last December disallows
interest deductions on mortgage
debt exceeding gl million. That
includes a taxpayer's total
debt-primary residence plus
other homes, as well as some
assets such as boats.

The combination of the bear
market and tax measures could
therefore intemrpt the long-term
trend of new houses becoming
bigger and more luxurious.

The worst-case scenario would
develop from mainly
psychologieal factors
For example, if the market crash
slows consumer spending, retail
store and restaurant chains will
delay expansion plans, creating
further weakness in construetion
of new malls and shopping
centers. A slowdown in vacation
spending would further hurt new
hotels and motels.

Taking into account that 1988
was not shaping up as a great
year for new construction
anJrway, the crash created the
fear that things could turn out
much worse. But as life went on
after October 19, interest rates
fell, and the economy turned in
an acceptable performance, fears
abated somewhat.

Still, the stock shock is likely
to leave at least a residual fear.
causing businesses and
consumers to proceed with
caution. One cautious tactic is to
delay major outlays such as
construction projects. So while
architects need not order up
apples and barrels, they should
brace for what could be the
softest demand for their services
in recent years.

Construction doesn't always follow stocks

A stock-market slump doesn't
necessarily lead to an economic
or a building slump.

Consider, for example, 1962,

which some Wall Street pundits
see as analogous to 1987.

In 1962, the Standard & Poor's
500 index dropped a hefty 26
percent in the first half of the
year (chart 1, page 45). The
market then recovered somewhat
in the second half, but was still
down more than 11 percent from
early 1962.

Yet the economy grew in 1963,
and housing-construction
expenditures in 1963 jumped
nearly 11 percent. Outlays on
nonresidential structures also
picked up a little in 1963, and
then rose sharply in 1964 and
1965.

Some analysts, however,
worry about parallels between
1987 and 1973-74, when the
economic consequences were
severe. (Chaft2, page 45.)

By the end of 1974, the stock
market was down 43 percent
from early 1973. And in 1975,

construction of all kinds slumped
badly.

But looking at stocks and
construction alone ignores the
surge in inflation resulting from
OPEC's quadrupling of oil prices
1n 1973-74. Skyrocketing oil
prices led to extraordinarily high
interest rates and to lower
corporate profits. All this
exacerbated the market decline
and caused a recession in \974-75
that clobbered construction.

The market crash of 1987 is
probably more akin to 1962 in its
consequences than to 1973-?4. As
in 1962, inflation today is
reasonably under control, in part
because OPEC is no longer the
fire-breathing dragon it was in
1974. Hence there's no need for
the Fed to unduly tighten credit.
Also as in 1962, the economy was
growing nicely going into the
stock crash.

True, interest rates today are
much higher than in 1962, with

long-term rates now at roughly
their 1973 level. But rates before
the October 19 crash were low
compared to a few years ago,
and the crash brought them
down further.

The wild card in this latest
crash is that it ail happened so

suddenly. From August 25 to
October 19, the S&P 500 entered
into a 33 percent free fall-in
two months, that is. the market
plunged faster than it did in six
months in 1962. But at least by
the end of the year the market
rebounded by 10 percent; and the
economy continued to look good
in 1987's fourth quarter.

The economy, since 1982, has
enjoyed a record-long peacetime
expansion, which, even before
October 19, left many wondering
how much longer it could last.
The crash increased the chances
of a downturn. But as the 1962
experience shows, a 1988

recession is not the necessary
consequence of the Crash of'87.

Mr. Spiers is an economist and
assistant ntanaging editcr of the
McGraurHill Neus, a fnancial
news seruice.
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What you see here is a brand new building material. Commcoat"'

Flurodizeo Coil.
The remarkable finish is made by bonding a Flurodize coating

to our finest aluminum substrate, right in our rolling mill.
Commcoat looks a lot like anodized aluminum. Only better'

And it comes in seven exciting colors. (Extrusions, too.)

For a price no higher than
anodized.

But the difference is, Commcoat
Flurodize Coil keeps on looking good

1'ear after -vear. \\'ith far less rveathering, fading or staining than
anoclized.

Nor does its coior vary from panel to panel. Or crack when

sharpl5'bent.
'fti get your hands on some, call any of these distributors:

Peter;en Alun1inum Corporation, W'risco Industries or lddal \letal
Inc. Laminated panels are produced
by A lrrcobond Tech nr,rlogies.

Or call us at 1 (800) 556-1234, Ext. 171

In California, 1 (800) 441-2345, Ext. 171ALUMINUM
CommcoallsarademarkolcommonweallhAlUmnumcorpF|UrodzesalegsleredtademarkolDesolo.Inc
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Leoding project monogers from key industries hove this
to soy obout SuperProjecto Expert:
Aercspoce: "superProject is the best , . , outstonding
feofures like Eorned Volue Reporting ond Work Breok-
down Summorizotion give me complete controlover
my projects, Experfs grophics moke impressive
presentoti o ns'i Bo r ry Fee I ey, Tec h n i ca I M o n o g e r,

Ford Aerospace,

Construction: "lts fomilior SuperColco ond 1-2-3 menu
system mokes it reolly eosy to leorn ond use , . , the wqy
it hondles muftiple projects, networking ond flexible
report writing hove opened my eyes-The muftiple
resource colendors ond histogroms monoge
resources very efficiently'' Ied Ritter, CEO, O'Connor
Construction Co,
Doto Processing: "The Outliner ollows me to quickly
sketch criticol instollotion schedules,lcon odd os much
detoil os necessory for eoch tosk, SuperProject Expert is
woy oheod of the pocki'D.W Nesper, Regionol
Consulf ing Monoger, Wong Lobs,
SuperProject Experf for presentotion grophics ond de-
toiled controlover multiple projects,lorge or smoll,
Theres nothing like it otony price, Utilizing Gontf,

PERT, or CPM chorts plus powerful newtools-the
most odvonced ever, Only ComputerAssociotes

gives you PC-to-moinfrome connectivity,
You con uplood vio CA-PLANLTNKS'" ond
consolidote your projects within
CA-TELLAPLANN.

lf bosic project monogement is ollyou
need, then SUPERPROJECT PLUS will moke
It eosy for you. lt contoins esentiol tosk
ond resource monqgement feofu res

qnd is fully compqtible with Expert,
Which uloy should you odvonce?

Simplycollone number:
800-533-2070 and ask for

Terry Smith. Or simply send
in the coupon belcnv.

Alln: lorry &nllh, Compufor Asroclolr., Inc.
2195 Forfune Drh,e, Son Jo$, CA 95131

n Pleose s€nd me free informqflon on Sup€rproJect
Expert ond SuperProjecl Plus.

D Pleose send mo o demo dlsk€tte, AR 2'88
Enclosed is $25 [refundoble wlth ourchos€].

Check one: ! SuperProJect Exp€d n Sup€rftol# ptus,
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SAFETY
FOR LIFE

Interior wall system with
COIITRAFLAil@ for hospitals, r

ries, restaurants, shopping cer
department stores, corporate ce
conference rooms.

O UL classilied and tested fire resi
glazing material 60-90 minute
wall and door systems.

O Unobstructed vision, high light t
parency (83%-85%) and reduced s
transmission (48-51 DB).

OVersatile modular construction,
open clear glass, wood or metal p
mullion system, unlimited aest
choices.

Olntegration of EFG systems into
existing or new buildings.

OMaximum glass areas ol 4' x7'
OOffering greatest measure of fire

prolection. System of infinite len

O High visibility in public areas pro'
full security.

O US patent no. 4.578.913design no.[
See our catalog in Sweet's 08400/ElC

-t- USA, 3881 West 6tt'Stt
EIEH Los Angeles, CA 9002r

- 

phone (213) g81.7424,Tetex 181
Telefax (213) 38'l-3991



Projocl: La Guardia Mariott
Owner: Mass. Mutual Lile lnsurance Co
Archilect: Russell, crbson, von 0ohlen, Inc
Distibulor: STO of New York
Applcator: Westchesier Wall Svstems

The only
exterior
insulation
system
appruved
in L.A.

There's only one noncombustible
wall system that meets every
rcquircmentof the Depaftment of
Building and Safety in l_osAngeles,
the most code-rcstricted city in
the U.S. And it's ST?'s.

The ST0 MinenlWool System
was also the first and only wall
system approved in NewYork City
beforc the rccent blanket approval
of EIFS sysfems. As a result, it
solved a multitude of code and
building rcstontion problems on
the La Guardia Marriott Hotel ...
as no other system could.

Benuse ST0 is second to none
in ideas, solutions and the tech-
nology to bring them to reality,
our competitors have no choice
butto follow our lead. And in 1.A.,
we announce another "first."

STO INDUSTRIES. INC.

Quality Lane, Box 219
Butland, Vermont 05701
Toll Free: 800-851-5533

A Subsidiary of STO Corp., the
Systems Technology Organizaiion
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The Marsh finds a center
of balance on a
challenging site,

Doors proue physically fit.
The Marsh'" in Minne-
tonka, Minnesota, is
called 'A Center /;

And PellaWindoursand

for Balance and
Fitness." And ev-
erything about the
building reflects
this theme. In this
unusually complex

El8L".'l.oiTii:'l ,NN
son have created a bal-
ance of action and
reflection, the solitary and the
communal, a center for equilibrium
of body, mind and spirit.

The buildino is oriented towarci thrThe building is oriented toward the pro-
tected view of a broad marsh to the north.
The moment you walk into the Marsh, the
feeling is onei of calm, warmth and heal-
ing rest. You sense the openness and se-
renity of the marsh throuqh soarinq
custom trianoular Pella Windows and
Pella Sliding Glass Doors. The feeling is
carned out by deliberate residential scale
and shapes, as well as by the carefully
thought-out lighting, acoustics, color6
and materials. So, indoors, no less than
the warm wood beauty of Pella would do.
A.major shaper of the building was the
srre, weoged between a busy thorough-
tare and the marsh below, and dotted with
mature oaks. HGA designed the building
around an existing hous-e which was latei
razed to make room for the vollevball
court. The site also had to accommodate
an outdoor running track and a children's
play area.

The indoor running track, which lends
such character to the exterior, was actual-
ly added late in the program. A ribbon of
Pella Awning Windows 6t eye level gives
tne relattvely narrow track the feel of an
outdoor space, especially with the win-
dows open. As for maintenance, Pella
Awning and Casement Windows at the
Marsh are easily washed from indoors.
Pella doors used as windows.

Exercise studios have 3000 souare feet
of spring-cushioned floors. Ahd here,
Pella Sliding Glass Doors are used rathei
than windows, to let in as much liqht and
breeze as possible. An exercise bar
mounted across these doors neatlv rede-
fines their function and provides safety.

The significant difference in windows and doors.
Ruth Stricker's The Marsh',
Minnetonka, Minnesota
Architects
Hammel, Green & Abrahamson
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Contractor
Crawford-Merz Companv
Minneaoolis, Minnesota 

-

fers seven standard glazing and shading
optlons to save heatinq and cooiino costs
from Minnesota to Sarasota. One oT these
is Pella Type E Slimshade@ blinds. In-
stalled between the panes of the Double
Glass Insulation System, these blinds
help give Pella Windows a low U value of
.23, actually outperformino triole olazino.
And Pella Windows stop air rritittrition u"p
to 16 times better than industry standards.
Pella custom shapes, sizes and clad
colors offer unlimited flexibility to suit the
mood and scale of each proiect, with any-
thing from monumentalcircleheads to in-
tegral muntins to your choice of colors in
low-maintenance aluminum exterior
claddino.

Your Fella distributorcan tellyou more.
For information, look for Pella in the Yellow
Pages under "Windows", call Sweet's
BUYLINE or send the coupon below.

I Seats.

Pella thermal control.

Please send me the latest literature on Pella for
replacement and new construction.

Name

Firm

Address

State Zip 

-

Telephone

This coupon angwered In 24 hours.
ilall to: Pella Windofls and Doors Commercial Division.
Dept. T3 t88.100 Main Srreet, Peila, tA 50219.
Also available throughout Canada. @ 1986 Rolscreen Co.

City

the harder the north wind blows
; against it, the tighter the door

At the Marsh, where each
area has a different me-
chanical system and

where outdoor tem-
peratures can vary
130"F in six months.
Pella's exceptional

-\ thermal control is
essential. Pella of-
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three ways
to come out oh topooo

with quality Bilco Roof Scuttles
When your specifications call for performance proven Bilco roof scuttles in any size, standard or special,

you call for the'design, the workmanship and the'ease of operation that are uniq.uely. Bilco. Of heavy gaute

material throughoutl Bilco scuttles are insulated and gasketed for complete weathertightness. Their overall
quality of conslruction combined with built-in compression spring m.echanism.s for smooth, easy operation
risuret your client's lasting satisfaction. Standard sizes shown in steel or aluminum are normally in stock for
prompt shipment. Special-scutdes can be fabricated in single or double leaf, in a wide range of sizes to meet
your special needs.

T.rt a Ir'],v b

for normal stair
The ultimate in roof access. This
size Bilco scuttle allows a normal
stairway. lt takes the place of
costly penthouse construction.
Helos maintain a clean roof line.

Size: 2'6" x 8'0"

Trrna (. Il.v Y
for ladder access*
Every building needs at least one
ladder access size Bilco roof
scuttle. lt provides easy, safe,

economical access to the roof in

all kinds of weather.

Size: 2'6" x 3'0"

*Shom with the new Bitco Laddert)P
Safely Post For safer, easier ladder use.

For complete information, details and specifications see

Sweets General Building, Industrial Construction and

Engineering Files, or send for a copy.

T.^^ LIDlvlF lrlr'rr- ' '-
for ship stair
This size Bilco scuttle is ideal
for installations where frequent
use may be indicated. lt Permits
easier movement of maintenance
personnel, tools and eqLliPment.

Size:2'6" x 4'6"

The Bilco Gompany, P.O. Box 1203, New Haven' GT 06505
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Developers: Proiect Architect:
Crown Ameri€n Corporation, Mari WEi$man. A.l,A,
Johnston, Pe. and wilmorite, lnc
Roch6tei, N.y. Proiecl Engineer:' Bonald Samset,

Structural EngineE

Crown American Corp's. Senior
Vice President, Nicholas Fasquerilla,
credits Kseries steeljoists and G-Series
joist girders for saving over 6To oI
combined joist and girder costs.

He points out that the two products
are ideally suited to the wide bays and
deep roofs favored by Crown American
in shopping mall construction. Also, they
allow the confractor to pour the footers
and erect joists and girders in spite of
adverse weather.

Crown American locates H.V.A.C.
and other mechanicals in the interstitial
space provided by joists and girders. A
suggestion by engineers and architectural
staff to change the joist girders on
Great Norfhern Mall in Syracuse, N.Y.
from 30" to 6O" deep, resulted in the
cost savings.

Also the quick erection helped keep
construction time to a minimum. The
resulting wide bays were particularly
pleasing to the retail tenants because of
the extra roominess.

Send the coupon for your copy of
New Specifications, Load"Tabl"s a"U
Vrleight Tables.

NEW! 60th ANNIVERSARY issue.
64 pages of facts and i gures with new Instruct ons for
designating and specifyrng the new K-Series ioists.
$8.50 ($9 50 outside U.S.).

No of cop es-
50 years of Steel Joists. F - g:
220 pdqes or specs "nd 3 "o runs,.", - *- ? j,.. Jurst h,r., . aoad tables lrom 1g2B -.q.rotstDt6trl

10 1978 to help yuu f
optermlne nad 3 .".i,':::y-
cdpacltles in exist. : ,"::',ii,i"
ing structures: plus ,:
lrme sdvrnq trps.
sJ4 00 { $44 00 q
outside u.s I q*q**g
No ol coprps- 

*- : . .'
n rr
rJrrl

Managing Director
Steel Joist Inslitute
Group A
1205 48th Avenue North
Myrtle Beach, SC 295/7

Totalenclosed- (Remrttance wrth order. olease)

Firm

Street

City

ztp
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Tough Gustomers
Deserwe lough Garpets.

Carpets tough enough to take on the
really tough jobs. . . airports, shopping

malls, schools, and hospitals.

That's why we make Unibond@ carpets.

They don't ravel along seams and they
don't delaminate. Use them in an office
and you won't need chair pads. They're
performanceguaranteed for 1 0 years.

There's just no safer specification.

But safe doesn't mean boring. Unibond

carpets don't have to look tough to be

tough. In fact, they're downright pretty.

Stylish new colors and patterns, unex-
pected accents and soft pastels. All in

advanced generation Antron@ nylon by
DuPont, with soiland static protection

built in.

Unibond healthcare carpets offer
Bioguard@ permanent antimicrobial
protection, incorporating Dow Corning's

Sylgard@ treatment. That makes them the

ultimate tough carpets for hospitals, nurs-

ing homes, and other medicalfacilities.

For brochures, test data and specifications,

call toll free 800/523-5647. From within

Fennsylvania, call collect 215 I 666-9426.

Lees
Gomnereial
Garpet
Gompany
Eill
ITU
A Division ol Burlinglon Induslries, Inc.
King of Prussia, PA 19406
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unibond carpets in over 200 colors, atl with coordinales in modutar systems. photography: Fred schenk O1987 Burlington Industries, lnc
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Built on the University of Calgary campus for the 1988 Winter Olympic Games, this award-
winning structure is the world's fiist fully enclosed 400 meter speeO-si<ating oval. The intersecting
concrete arches spanning the domed ceiling are finished with 6ne of Thor6's architectural coatings.

Thoro System Products otfers the highest quality materials for waterproofing, r"ttoring 
";dprotecting all types of concrete and masonry surfaces. For over ZS years, these [roducts hlve

delivered world-class performance on thousands
of. major new construction and restoration projects
alf over the world. And they carry a full labor 

-

and material warranty.
For specific product information, contact:

Thoro System Products, 2800 N.W. 3gth Street,
Dept. AR-2, Miami, Florida 33166.

THORO @)
SYSTEMV
PRODUCTS
o1988 Thoro System Products
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'' ' '" Generolly speoking, ihe pur-
pose of o roof is to keep whot's out-
side o building from getting inside
o buildinq.

WT-''ich meons the lost thing
you'd expect to wont in Your roof is
o hole.

But thot's exoctlY whoi we do
with the most odvonced single-PlY
roofinq svstem you con buy. Put holes
in voui roof so ii doesn't leok.' The mechonicollY-ottoched
Hi-Tuff roof. Whot goes down
doesn't come up.

To stick o single-PlY membrone
to the roof deck, some PeoPle use
qlue. Which works. For o while. But

6".ort" qlue con be sensitive to
moistu re, 

"rooftop 
chemico ls, ond

buildinq exponsion, the membrone
.on.oil" unglued. And there goes
the roof.

Others use bollost, or stones.
Thinq is, to keep o lO0,O00 squore
footioof in ploce, you need o million
pounds of stones on toP of it. Now
is thot something you wont honging

O lgBZ J.P Stevens & Co., Inc., Roofing Systems,

395 Pleosont St., Northompton, MA 01061

* Hvpolon is o registered trodemork o{ Du Pont'

f from Stevens.
.., We ottoch the scrim-rein-

ced, Hi-Tuff membrone to the dec
Hr co rrosion-resistont fostene rs.

cover the fosteners with the nexl::':,'f:I:Y Yv LrJvel ll I'1:tt.;"i.1: , 
nbfOne. And then We"'loyer oT men

over vour heod?' 
Which brings us to the Hi-Tuff

fuie the iwo loyers together wiih o
hoi oir welder. The result is o single,
roofwide sheet of rubber.

A Stevens roof isn't gone
with the wind.

Once instolled, o Hi-Tuff roof
resists destructive wind uplift forces.
In foct, in Foctory Mutuol's wind upli
tesi, the Hi-Tuff roof received the
highest ovoiloble roting. of 90 poun(
of pressure per squore toot, then
exceeded it by 50 perceni' Which
meons if there's o ploce on eorth
ihot's too windy for o Hi-Tuff roof
design, nobody's discovered it Yet.destqn, nooooy s olscovereo ll Yer.
Or if"they did, fhey got blown owoy

rji,,. When the weother gets tougl
'i',,:Hypolon' gets tougher.

,,'.., 
' ' The Fti-t ff mLmbrone is mode



roof
rom DuPont's Hypolon. Unlike
>ther membrone moteriol, Hypolon
:ombines the best properlies of
>oth thermoplostics ond rubbers.
lo ofter it's hot-oir welded ond fullv
nstolled, ii self-cures to resist ultro-'
riolet roys, roin, pollution, heot,
rnd cold.

- And Hypolon is white, so it
etlecfs up to ZB percent of the sun's
reot. Which mokes your HVAC rvt-
em work less. Which, in turn, soves
/ou monev.

Our operotors ore now
;tonding by.

We could olso tell vou obour
-li-Tuff's UL Closs A roiing, its resist-
rnce to oggressive chemicols, its low
emp,eroture flexibilily, or its low burn-
ng.chorocteristics. But, quite fronkly,
Ne're out of room.

So insteod, we'll send vou
;ome product literoture. But first, we
reed to know your nome ond wh"r"
zou pick up your moil. So qive us o
:oll ot 413-586-8750. WJ'll toke
:ore of the rest.

king'
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runners-up. Submission deadline
is March 22. For more

&

call202/626-7358.
' IJu Pont Carpet F ibers is

For more information, call
2r2/614-2962.
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Design news continued

News brief's

Skidmorc, Owings & Merrill
lirrs rk'sigrrcrl *'hut rvtll bc the
tlLll,'.t l,rril,iing itr ( ,,11p1,,, 1 j, r1
( 1 t.'l'lrc -12-storr,. $200,rrriliiorr
stfuctur| r,n'ill OCcupV ir site in
rLi* rrtolvn Hartford ari.jacertt to
tlie (livic Centcr rLnrl lrrol ide
t orrrnit:rcial anri oliice -slrat:e.
( otrrlrletiort rs lrro.je<,lerl lirr
rr rrrl-11)9(1.

A tower currently under
t'orstmclion in tire Strcetcn illt,
rrt,iglrlrorirood of (lhicago (2) will
( onLaitr t't-rrritntn.ial sl)irce aL

slrfct 1('\'el, iJ1)1) r'ctrtiil
:i[)trftt]i(,nLs. arrd lr r0()iL01r

sn rnrrriirrg yrool. l.)esigrred
l'., \rtgl, Har'tltt.\ N .\.-.,rli;rt,..
',t ( )rir'irlj,,, llrr I:rlr.lr',t t'\lt rior'
o1 glrtss lranels uccentrd b-v dar.k

;r', r.rr l,;tkr',l','r,ulrr(,1 Il:rilr{': is
n)rant to recall, accorrling to the
architcct, the cit.y's older
apirrtllr('nt buildings.
The largest downtown n.iixed-
use venture to date uridertaken
1'r th,, Rr,u.,, ('otrtl'ltnr i>

lreginning colistruction ur
l)hoenix (3). Designerl by
Hor.r'ard, Needles, Tanrmerr
anrl l3ergendoff, and
dubbed "Superblock," the $Jl,>
nrillion project ri'ill include 1.1)

milliorr srluare feet of oliice
space, .150.000 -square feet of
retail shops, l 600-rooni hotcl,
and parking for 5.,100 c:rrs
spread over the 18.5-acre srte.
Port;\merica, clescribed rrr

lrrunrotional literature as "a ne\\'
luxurl' port torvn," rvill bc built
on a .180-acre site along the
Potrinrac River in Prince
George 's ('ountr'. IId. (.1). The S1,
liillion ,st'liernr,, dcsigncri Irv John
Burgee Architects rvith l,hilip
Johnson, g ill includr a \\rorltl
Tradt' Center (comprising 1.8
million square feet of office
spac(', a 200.000-square-foot
trader mart, 80,000 square feet of
ret:til s1xrc,,. J.lU,'on,lorniniurtrs.
:inrl trvo hotels) and a r,r.aterfront
parcel consisting of a 35(froom
hotel, a ir00boat miirina facilitr',
and 1,150 Georgian,stvle
condominiurns. Completion of the
entire projt:ct is targetod for tht,
Year 2000.

Tropical sanctuary

A synagogue in Barbados built
in 1654, one of the oldest Jewish
houses of worship in the
Western world, has barely
surYived neglect, abandonment,
and tropical storms. Now, under
the leadership of Paul Altman,
member of a fledgling
congregation of Jews who have
recently returned to the island,
the synagogue is being restored
to its former splendor.

After a hurricane destroyed
most of the 17th-century
structure in 1831, congregants
rallied to reconstruct the
building according to its original
design. The synagogue remained
the focal point for the Jewish
community, whose prosperity
was linked to the flourishing
sugar-refining industry, until
sugar prices plummeted in the
later 19th century and temple
members began to emigrate. By
1900 only 17 worshippers
remained, and in 1929 the
synagogue was sold by the last
Jew on the island-to be
converted into offices.

Efforts to save the synagogue
from oblivion were started by a
Barbadian gentile, Eustace
Shilstone, who sought to
purchase the adjoining cemetery
as a Jewish memorial. Barbados
then had no national policy for
preserving monuments, however,
and in 1983 the government
acquired the site for construction
of a new Supreme Court
building. The synagogue escaped
demolition only through a
campaign led by Paul Altman,
with the aid of Barbados's newly
empowered National Trust.
Altman then solicited funds from
Jewish communities in North
America and Europe and from
owners of vacation homes in
Barbados. Island architect Andy
Voss is currently overseeing
both exterior and interior
reconstruction. The project
extends to the cemetery and
grounds; a "Biblical" garden and
an exhibition on the history of
the Jews in Barbados are also
planned. Scott Gutterman

Interior and erterior of the
Barbados synagogue prior to
restoration.

Westweek 1988
in the works

This year's Westweek, the
combined contract-manufacturer
trade show and design
conference held at the Pacific
Design Center in West
Hollywood, is scheduled for
March 23-25. Entitled "Overyiew:
Expansion and Insight," the 1988
lecture program features
astronaut Joseph Allen, New
York performance artist Antoni
Miralda, graphic designer Milton
Glaser, and an international
assortment of architects,
including Gae Aulenti, of Milan,
Richard Rogers, of London,
Cesar Pelli, of New Haven,
Frank Gehry, of Los Angeles,
and Marco Zanuso, of Milan.
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tltEY l|tENT WlTtl
u,s. llffEc BRAI,

Proven consistant quality. Quick
rnstallation wtth mrnimum incon-
venience to business. Brai modified
asphalt roofing membranes are betng
installed all over the nation. U.S.
Intec is the world's largest producer
of A.P.P modifed bitumen. Our Brai
products wrthstand time and virtually
all climatic conditions. And with Brai
you get more than a tough roof.
Pre-iob conferences. Free warranties.
And technical information afree phone
call away. Do we make several roofing
membranes for different applicattons
and preferences? You bet.

Reoional Olfices:
Fo-rt Worth, TX
North Branch, NJ
Redmond, VA
Mesa, AZ

Texas 1-800-392-4216
National 1-80G231-4631
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Design neus continued

A master planner moves on

When Stanton Eckstut split $'ith
partner Alexander Cooper to join
the Ehrenkrantz Group a 1'ear
and a half ago, it was
generally-and, as it turns out,
correctly-assumed that the
Ehrenkrantz Group & Eckstut
would continue the urban-
planning tradition of its new
principal (with Cooper, he was
responsible for New York's
Battery Park City master plan,
hailed in RI,;CORI) by critic Carter
Wiseman as "the standard by
which the success of any future
urban design must be
measured"). Two of the score of
urban projects currently on the
Ehrenkrantz & INckstut boards-

the Newport Master Plan for
Jersey City, N. J., (figures 1 and
2, above) and the Tower City
Center for Cleveland, Ohio,
(figures 3 and 4)-exemplify the
firm's current approach to city
planning, which is, in the words
of project architect Michael A.
Manfredi, "to design everything
down to the benches." The
proposal for the $10-billion, 400-
acre mixed-use Newport
development, now urrder
construction across the Hudson
River from Battery Park City on
the site of a derelict railroad
yard, calls for low-, mid-, and
high-rise buildings to be
encircled by a "greenbelt" of

public parks and recreatron
areas. Eleven piers extending as
far as 1,400 feet inro the river
will support town houses, which
will be linked by arcades to
shopping areas and
transportation facilities. In
Cleveland, a 34-acre tract along
the Cuyahoga River at the city's
southern edge will be
transformed into Tower City
Center. The focus of the
Ehrenkrantz Group & Eckstut's
proposal is a rotunda, located
opposite the landmark Terminal
Tower, to be flanked by low-rrse
buildings giving wav to high-
rises. Arcades will connect office,
retail, and hotel space. K. D. S.
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ftonlyloohsl7k
But look again.lt emulates pen plotters,

reading popular 906/907 and HPGL data
formats. lt comes in pen plotter wtdtns - 24
and 36 rnches. And you can use it with your
favorite CAD packages, such as AutoCAD,
VersaCAD, or MICRO CADAM.

But the Versatec 8500 series is like no
pen plotter made. lt is more reliable. because
it plots with electrons. not pens. lts faster,
plotting D or E size drawrngs in less than a
minute. lt can olot an unlimited number of
vectors, variable line widths (to,/z inch wide),
dashed lines, or text without reducing speed.

A built-in rasterizer and full-page buffer
enable fast outDut at a constant rate for
outstanding quality Plot an original in fifty
seconds. Make copies without retrans-
mitting data. And plot over one hundred
drawings wrthout changrng paper.

So fastyou can share one plotter
among severalusers. So quietyou can run
this plotter at your desk. So reliable you can
olot unattended at remote sites.This is the
revolutionary new 8500 series of electro-
statrc plotters. Prices start at under S20.000.

Circle our readers'service number or
calltoll-free 800/538-6477* for a free prod-
uct application brochure.

-ln Californra. call toil-free 8002/341 6060

HPGL is a trademark of Hewlett-Packard.906/907 is a trademark of
Calcomp. AutoCAD isa trademark of Autodesk. MICRO CADAM is

a trademark of CADAM Inc. VersaCAD is a trademark of Versacad

Corporat,on. Versatec is a trademark ofVersatec, Inc. Xerox is a trademark
ofXerox Corporation.

Plot data courtesy of Autodesk.
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Design Engineering and NCGA
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More than a decade ago, we founded a comparry on for your building p storage r$uirements..

the unive.iji principleihaTihe fundamental cttatteirge - \.o matter what type.of facilitr v.ou.destqtl- .

of ii.tritoturi, is ttri accommoAation of space. - from libraries and law offices to hospitals and banks.
-- - il;i;;.rpv it usetuttv. gnacepayupystems are engineered with your design

EfficientLy. 
' " goals in mind. They complement the environment you

nnA *itfi"U"autv. envision. They ujilinavailable grycg more efiqt"."llv;
Wittt Sp"**ver highdensity mobile storage fhey savg upio half the room of stationary shelving. Or,

svstems, voi *on't havelo sacrifice your desirJto creatg they can dggble theslorase ffijstructuie that is as aesthetically pleasing as it is useful epaqity of the same area.

,n..il:1T,fr1'dJi#ffi1,,

We share your dream of uniting form with function.

to design-in the architec-
tural elements that unite
form and function.

Moreroomforatriums.
Moreroomforterraces.
Even more room

for people.

ffig
Sp.".".rn", Corporation, l4s0Janesville Ave., Ft. Atkinson, WI 53538, Tel: 414-5635546' TWX910-260-3730
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Books

Eileen Gray: ArchitecU
Designer, by Peter Adam. New
York: Abrams, 1987, 939.95.

Reaiewed bg Julie V loaine

It is perhaps predictable that
Eileen Gray, one of the
preeminent designers of her
generation, was grossly
overlooked during her life, only
to be elevated to cult-figure
status after her death. She
probably would have scorned the
publicity anyway, according to
Peter Adam's thorough, if at
times lackluster, biography.
Gray, after all, was a tough-
minded but exceptionally shy
woman who had to face the
lifelong indignity of seeing her
work go uncredited or, in the
case of her signature E-1027
house (one of only two houses
she realized as an architect),
misattributed to Le Corbusier.

Born to a wealthy family in
County Wexford, Ireland, Gray
moved to Paris in 1900 to study
art, and quickly became part of
the cutting fringe. She was a
spirited autodidact who absorbed
all influences. In the 1920s, for
example, the lacquer cult was in
full swing, and Gray, having
mastered the technique under
the Japanese artisan Sagawara,
was at its center. She also took
up rug design during this period,
and while her lacquer screens
clearly exhibit a lingering Art
Nouveau sensibility, her rugs
seem influenced more by
Russian Constructivism. Quite
early in her career, Jacques
Doucet, the 4minence grise of
the fashion world, became one of
Gray's major patrons. While
Adam correctly notes that
Doucet did not exactly
"discover"Gray, as some have
contended, a much later auction
of Doucet's studio contents in
1972 did contribute significantly
to her recent rediscovery.

Julie loaine is a freelance writer
who contributes frequentlg to
RECORD.

Throughout the 1920s Gray
managed, or mismanaged, a chic
Paris shop called Jean D6sert.
Retailing for the carriage trade
was not her strong suit,
however, and she was far more
preoccupied with her radical
design of Madame Mathieu-
[,€vy's apartment, a four-year
project that resulted in the
creation of the memorable pillow-
stuffed Pirogue sofa. Some
additional recognition came in
1923 with Gray's first full-scale
exhibition at the Salon des
Artistes D6corateurs, where a
fur-covered divan and a large
lacquered screen shared top
billing with several neo-primitive,
gold-lacquer and blue-glass
ceiling lamps. (One alarmed critic
compared the room to the
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari.)

Gray turned to architecture
quite late in her career, and saw
only two of her designs built.
Her most significant commission
was for Jean Badovici, editor of
the short-live d L'Arc hitec ture

Viuante and doubtless the single
most influential person in Gray's
life. They made an odd couple:
he, the lively Hungarian who
enjoyed drinking with Le
Corbusier, L,6ger, and Mondrian;
she, the middle-aged working
professional with no time for
foolishness. It was Badovici who
commissioned Gray in 1930 to
design a house that might
satisfy her desire to integrate
architecture and furniture. The
striking result, E-1027, is Gray's
masterpiece. In some ways a
casebook Modern house right
down to its pilotis, E-102? has
fun with function, incorporating
wit in its fold-up drawers, sliding
dividers, and stenciled collages
that show where the pillows go.

During the 1930s and '40s,
Gray, her social consciousness
stirred by world events, turned
to the design of mass-produced
housing and public buildings.
Although none of these projects
was ever built, Le Corbusier did
occasionally include her plans in

exhibitions that he arranged,
mostly of his own work.
Meanwhile, Gray languished in
her own studio (with very little
company other than her ever-
faithful maid, Louise Dany),
working on new designs or
perfecting old ones. She died in
1976 at the age of 92.

It was not until Gray's death
that critics began to reexamine
and praise her work. Within the
past decade, she has been the
subject of several major
exhibitions, Andr6e Putman has
licensed individual pieces of
Gray's furniture (most
successfully, the chrome.and-
glass table from the E-I027
house), and The New York
Timeshas recently hailed her as
"the first woman to achieve
recognition as an architect."
Adam's carefully considered
monograph simply confirms this
enigmatic figure's acknowledged
place in the history of 20th-
century design. The enigma
herself deserves further studv.

1

"I keep te you, Harold--ask a stupid question and you get a stupid. ansvrer.,,telling
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O bserantions continued

Brave new worlds

BE Michael Sorkin

When I look at the work of
Lebbeus Woods, certain
comparisons inevitably come to
mind. The fantastic interiors of
Piranesi. The soaring vistas of
Hugh Ferriss. The latter seems

especially resonant. To be sure,
for raw delineating power,
Woods is our greatest, our
Ferriss. And, like Ferriss, Woods

has long supported himself
making other architects' work
look good: it's the guilty secret
of many offices that a rendering
by Woods often accomplishes

more by way of design than was
there to begin with.

But it's the visionary side of
Lebbeus Woods that is of
concern here. For Woods is, as

this portfolio attests, a creator of
worlds. Like Hugh Ferriss, his

territory of invention is the citY.

Over the past 10 years, Woods

has produced an array of
striking urban visions, the latest
of which-" Centricity"-is
presented on these pages. But,
despite a certain kinship of
chiaroscuro, the comparison to
Hugh Ferriss is a limited one.

Ferriss was the great
extrapolator, setting out his
astonishing views of what
American cities (and especially
New York) might be on the basis

of ideas-whether of enormous
buildings, traffic separation, or
zoning-that had currency but
lacked expression. Indeed, the
power of his images was
precisely in the way theY

concretized expectation. There
was never any doubt that these
things might be.

In this, Ferriss particiPated in
a tradition of graphic polemic
that was central to the Modern
movement. Sant'Elia, TonY

Garnier, Le Corbusier, and

Frank Lloyd Wright a little later
were all suppliers of imagined
urban futures, corroborations of
the larger workability of their

Michael Sorkin is a practicing
architect in New York CitY and
the architecture critic forThe
Village Voice.
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In an ertraordinary series of pen-and-ink
drawings dubbed "Centricity: The Unif'ed Urban
Field," Lebbeus Woods reaffirrns his posi'tion as

our nxost fecund uisionary - a futurist whose
notions of the ideal city stretch architecture to its
technologico,l and philosophical limits. We

architectural projects. Of this
particular set, perhaps Sant'Elia
is a betber model for
understanding Woods. Unlike the
city of Corb, Garnier, Wright, or
Ferriss, Sant'Elia's was less a

reproduction of feeble social
theorizing than a deliberate
attempt to break out into an
unknown, a tool of research
rather than propaganda. Here is
Sant'Elia's own description, full
of the peppy cadences of
Futurism: "The problem of
modern architecture is . . . to raise
the new built structure on a sane
plan, gleaning every benefit of
science and technique, settling
nobly every requirement of our
habits and spirits.... Such an
architecture cannot be subject to
any law of historic continuity. It
must be as new as our state of
mind is new and the
contingencies of our moment in
history. . . . In modern life, the
process of consequential stylistic
development comes to a halt.
Architecture, tired of tradition,
begins again, forcibly, from the
beginning."

In the mesmerizing,
astonishingly wrought vision of
Lebbeus Woods, we never have

the sense of confrontation with a
perfected version of the present,
the architectural rationalization
of suburban or skyscraper
theory. We are plunged into
unfamiliar territory, a world of
architecture beginning again.
Not that an aura of familiarity is

wanting. The viewer grapples for
some certifying comparison,
riffing through oil refineries, the
middle ages, l9th<entury
technical construction, to try to
gain a visual handle. What we
see, though, is none of this.
We're not even sure that the
scenes are terrestrial. Woods's

structures betray no familiar
routines of use or of
inhabitation. Yet clearly there
are activities accommodated
here. The whole is suffused with
the support of a mysterious
technics, evident in the presence

of strange alchemical apparatus

and alluded to by Woods in his
enigmatic captions.

This is an imporbant clue. In
many of Woods's drawings there
is writing, sometimes legible, as

often not. Like his architecture,
the writing's about longing,
about a straining after language.
Woods has written, "We should
build our buildings and then
discover how to live and work in
them." The drawings are his
avenue of inquiry, his process

for this diseovery. And Woods

continuously leaps ahead of
himself: the utter clarity of his
images defies any presently
possible account of them. While
the written texts may be mired
in an aching unreadability, the
drawings deliver an account-
precise, measurable---of
phenomena which, for now,
exceed explanation. Woods's
breathtaking images force
fictions upon us, innumerable
strategies of coherence, different
assimilations of the raw data,
fresh personalized hypotheses,
lodes of unverifiable elegances.

The suffusing technical aura is

also crucial. Woods's polemic is
about science, about an

architecture conceiving in the
light of the Einsteinian
revolution. Among their other
agendas, Woods's cities are
graphic models-metaphors-for
the new physics. The connections

are diffuse and undogmatic, to
be sure. Nevertheless, they
assert Woods's implicit belief
that architecture, if it is to retain
vitality, must be a part of this
inquiry. While architecture maY

have long ago abandoned its
position at the leading edge, he

asserts that it must, at the very
least, be conscious of science's

findings.
This architecture is-not to

resist a phrase-science fiction, a
supple rhetoric of things to
come. It abounds in sites for
events, rituals, and techniques
now only dimly imaginable but
pregnant with expanded hopes.

One with the greatest of
imaginative expectations, it

invents the vernacular of a
culture that's yet to be. At a
time when the proprietorship of
anticipation has been almost
completely ceded by architecture,
when visionary roles have been
either coopted or renounced,
Woods shows nothing but
bravery in pursuing his new
worlds. And in Woods's sure
hands, architecture begins to get
one back from George Lucas and

Ridley Scott.
I recently received a

questionnaire that wondered
whether the U. S. government
should spend more on a search
of the universe for
extraterrestrial forms of life. I
ticked the "no" box. Not that I'm
uninterested in finding neighbors
out there, just that the mode of
inquiry-massive
radiotelescopy-seems to narrow
rather than expand the field of
speculation, imprisoning the
future within the confines of a
narrow wavelength, demanding
that the unknown accommodate
itself to the limits of our
technology. Woods's search
seems to offer far richer
prospects, a genuine utopia,
unequivocal about its
o-geography, the mentalism of
its mapping.

Yet Woods's work is engaged
and critical, notjust acquiescent
babble. Some lines from Brecht's
poem "1940" evoke the
problematic: "The designers sit/
Hunched in the drawing offices./
One wrong figure, and the
enemies' cities/Will remain
undestroyed." Brecht thought of
bombers, but our architectural
technique shares the calculus.
Woods clearly enfolds the Janus
of technology and terror in his
vision, seeking to redeem science

for the arts of the marvelous. He
struggles to restore the very
idea of the city to a humanizing
terrain, implicitly criticizing its
decay into a receptacle for the
irrational. The epicyclical
undergirding, the inevitability of
return, offers the hope of life/
Continued on Wge 85



publish Michael Sorkin's essay on Woods to
coincide utitlt a current erltibition of the
architect's l,uork, on uiew at tlte Storefront for
Art & Architecture, in New York Citg, from
February 19 tltrough March 19.

$
,
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"New patterns of urbanform
and lidng arisefrom the
concepts of time and space
coraidered 0s one," Lebbeus
Woods has written. "The
interplay of metrical systems
establishing boundaries of
material and energetic fortn is
the foundation of a uniaersal

seience. . .whose workers
include all indiuiduals, whose
principal instru,ment of
research is architecture, and
whose interactiae field is
centricity. " The biomorphic
and mechanomorphic fortns
that populate Woods's
uisionary world are, according
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to Michael Sorkin, "the
uernacular of a culture that's
yet to be."
Drawing page 81: Centricity
Terminus
Drawings below:
1. Centricity: concentric field
2. Biomechanical tower
3. Citylimit: towers and rings

/1. Quadrapolar 9A: square with
geodynamic towers
5. Centntm chamber, with
kinetic light machines
6. Citylimit: rings with
accelerators
7. Acceleration rings, with
geothermal machines
8. Freefield: freelight machine
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Corbin has no eeivalent.
ln form.

In function.
Form ancl function. Beauty

and technology. The architect
requires them. The contractor
neecls them. The builcling owner
demands them. The choice is
Corbin.

Corbin Mortise Locksets
combine innovative clesign,
elegant styling ancl quality
materials in a wide range of
functions and finishes - iust
what you cl expect from the
leaders in mortise lock tech-
nology. That's why specifications
reacl: "Corbin - no substitutionl'
Write or call for complete
information.

1. SotU, one piece, I " stainless steel
cleaclbolt exceeds ANSI Gracle I
strength requirements by 3OO%.

2. Sturcly 3/4" anti-friction latchbolt
exceecls ANSI Crade I Bolt Strength
Rating by 3OO%; much stronger than
a reversible latch.

3. Heavy gauge 3/32" steel case -
nickel/chrome-plated fi nish for aclclecl
corrosion resistance.

4. Exclusive, total non-ferrous lock
construction available for corrosive
environments and marine applications.

5. Heavy-cluty springs furnishecl stan-
clarcl to extencl life ancl resist
lever sag.

6. Thru-bolteci trim for greater
strength and easier installation.

7. All lev., hanclle trims have a stan-
clarcl fusible link - to meet clemancling
UL 'A' label requirements.

@

9500 Series Mortise Lock

[fr
ru
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ln full line.

@
ET'I{ART

Emhart Hardware Group
225 Episcopal Road
Berlin, CT06037
1?€,3225-7411

Closers

Mortise Locksets

SecurityBoltrM Locksets

Cylinclrical Locksets

Devices

Circle 57 on inquiry card

O bs entations continued.
cycle. The craft and casual decay
of his urban fabric retain
everywhere the evidence of the
hand, not his alone but the
unseen imagined hands of a
citizenship. And, tech's sting is
averted by architecture's
privileging. Woods's vision
assails the placelessness of
mediated culture by mesmerizing
us with location.

Late in the sequence of
drawings for the Centricity,
forms slowly metamorphose,
sloughing off Euclid for more
biomorphic shapes. Architecture
is evolving here as Woods
struggles to bring it to life. One
sees the fervid inventor in his
lab, commanding matter into a
new order, making notjust those
cycling atoms and molecules but
the orbits of the universe dance
to an irresistible tune. Here's a
glimpse of the grand Woodsian
synthesis, the ultimate
harmonizing of the spheres, the
fresh totality. Mechanics, excited
by light and genius, becomes
biology. The final images of the
Centricity-the "free.gravity"
and "free-light" machines-loose
architecture from its most
primary constraints, barely
materialized wisps of longing for
an eventuality we know must
come. Lebbeus Wbods prepares
architecture to soar from
becoming to the incredible
lightness of being itself.

It is a striking feature of
contemporary architecture that
the visionary style, once so
prominent, so central, is now so
lacking. Our avant-garde, such
as it is, pursues inquiries that
seem ultimately solipsistic-
private investigations which,
however poetic, long for no
comprehending grandeurs. Fart
of this reticence is reactive. a
retreat from the regulatory
oppressions of a checkered
history of great plans. Lebbeus
Woods's bold imaginings are
vital and restorative. His
imaginary cities walk the
visionary's inevitable fine line
between coercion and fantasy
with the elegance and grace of
Philippe Petit. Centricity argues
not for the superiority of some
specific practical arrangement
but for the liberatory prospect of
imagining broadly, fervently. His
ever-expanding discourse of the
almost possible is an inspiration
notjust to build, but to think.

Now it's possible to remove
water from a deck without
getting soaked.

New cost-effective Mira-
drain' 9000 has a hydraulic capa-
city that's 4 times more efficient
than a 6 inch layer of well-graded
gravel on a deck sloped 67o.

And with a compressive
strength of 18,000 psl it can
handle alrnost any tlpe of traffic.

But best of all, Miradrain
9000 reduces your overall costs.

Because of its ultralight
weight-just 4 ozlsq ft-struc-
tural costs and installation costs
are minimized. In addition, 2
layers of fabric, gravel and, in
many cases, protection board are
eliminated.

Miradrain 9000 is also per-
fect for planters. It allows for
more growing medium than
gravel, and the woven geotextile
resists clogging better than non-
wovens for soils typically used in
planter applications.

To find out more about
Miradrain 9000 miracle drainage,
contact your Mirafi Representa-
tive or call us toll-free. In the U.S.,
800/438-1855 (7 041 523-7 47 7 in
NC, ltrawaii, Alaska) or write
Box 240967 . Charlotte. NC
28224. ln Canada, 8001 267 -0782
in Eastern Provinces (519/539-

9877 elsewhere).
Miradrain 9000. A drain on

your deck. Not on your budget.

cfnrR.^F'
Mimfi' ad Miradrain" re trademks omed by

Mim6, Inc.

l"-*a*" $ DortultoN rExlu sdrp
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The \xbr{db Hrst Totalh Irileffi ted Miuopro cesso
Conml SYstem For Ilttraulic Eleroihrs

We're purtic,rlur, actually stub-
born, about refinements in
state-of-the-art technology
for hydraulic elevators.
Remember, we invented
them.

Other manufacturers
have made a lot of noise
with assorted bells and whis-
tles. Dover has been quietly
and patiently perfecting
the greatest advance in
hydraulic elevators since we
invented them 5l years ago.
DMC-I@ -the first totallv
integrated microprocetsot
control svstem.

Our new DMC-I eleva-
tor closes the doors more
reliably. Moves the car to the
next floor more efficiently.
Opens the doors more
dependably. What else is an
elevator for?

Other brands have offered
add-on microprocessor func-
tions on a onesy, twosy basis,
like bandages. Only Dover
has taken the vears and mil-
lions of dollari necessarv ro
perfect a total,built-in sys-
tem. Because only Dover's
volume as the industry leader
made it feasible for ui to
invest such vast resources in
its development.

Douer EAS.T unit giues instant
pe rJ o rm a,nc e a n al 1ts i s.

DMC-I has a unique new
hand-held EA.S.T unit that
is literallv a "windod' into

the microprocessor controls.
It allows us to reprogram up
to 40 elevator functions in
minutes. It provides instant
analysis of existing perform-
ance, permitting faster,
more thorough preventive
maintenance.

If you're buying or speci-
fying elevators for low or
mid-rise buildingsr 1'ou need
to see what DMC-I can do.
Call your local Dover office
or write Dover Elevator Sys-
tems, Inc., P.O. Box 2177,'
Memphis,TN 38101.

ETEUATORS
Makinp more
eleuatdrs makes
Douer No.1



At the pinnacle ol the Opryland Hotel Conservatory's lush indoor Victorian garden are angle bay windows, custom built for the hotel.

Wh w Opryland Hotel asked lt{orco to de@
sotne special uindaws,theresults usre granq

I

Some would call it a tall order. . . building 
i

windows for Opryland Hotel that are in perfect
harmony with their Conservatory suites.

But Norco measured up and built custom
windows, fine tuned on both the exterior
and interior to capture the Conservatory's
lush mood. The Conservatory is over two acres
of architectural wonder - Victorian gardens
with winding trails, bubbling brooks and
tumbling waterfalls.

Crowning the Conservatory's elegance
are Norco's custom Angle Bay Vindows,

Norco's sweeping angle bays complement the southern elegance at
Opryland Hotel Conservatory suites and give guesls a breathtaking
view of the Conservatory.



lesigned with authentic Tiue Divided Lites,
voking the rustic charm of the Old South.

t high note for each suite.
iach upper level suite is graced with one
)r more Norco Angle Bay Vindow, blending
vith the romantic appointments, giving
:ach E;uest the impression he is staying in a
tately Southern mansion. And each Norco
mgle Bay Vindo\ / was designed to create a
loor-to-ceiling wall of windows, set precisely
:t the right angle to give a glorious view of
he Conserrratory.

]rand results brought Norco back
br an encofe.
)pryland Hotel's newest expansion, the
Jascades, is set for completion in 1988. It is
rnother majog skylighted interior space even
arger than the Conservatory Its 839 additional
ooms will enlarge the hotel to 1,896 rooms.

Norco's Custom Angle Bay Casement
Vindows will again be center-stage in
he addition.

Norco's performance on the original
ronstruction phase was so impressive that
)pryland Hotel brought Norco back for
rn encofe.

IJncompromising quality, on-time delivery
nd Norco's capability to build windows to
)pryland Hotel's exacting standards (at a
;urprisingly affordable price) are some of the
:easons Norco windows are again at the top.

Norco can make your imaginative window
lesigns a reality. Call or write today

Ornyrcrnpllmnl

Eesrdes meeting all the practical maintenance requirements
of a modern hotel, the windows had to fit perfectly into the
Conservatory's /ush settlng.

Windows:
Norco Windows, Inc.
Hawkins, rJ(/I

Architects:
Earl Swensson Associates
Nashville, TN

in ouood utindows and daors.

'oHGO.
WIIVDOTI(/S, fiVC,
PO. rcX 3Og . TTAWKINS, Wr 54530
PH0NE: 715/585-6311

)ircle 60 on inquiry card
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The cool serenity of the room shown in our cover photo belies its location
amid one of the densest, busiest cityscapes in the world. The interior is
the Tokyo studio of Atsushi Kitagawara, a leader among the emerging
generation of Japanese architects whose work deliberately echoes the
contradictions of modern urban life. A portfolio of Kitagawara's three
most recent projects, on pages 108-121, analyzes the counterpoint of
calculated incongruities-sometimes pessimistic, always expressive-
which the designer has described as "metropolitan automatism."

This Japanese perspective is itself a telling counterpoint to the
different vantage points on city living inherent in all the American
projects we present this month. Paradoxically, and perhaps appropriately,
given the multilayered history of the particular locales we have chosen to
focus on here, our survey begins in an indeterminate future-forcefully
realized in the visionary "Centricity" of Lebbeus Woods (see

"Observations," pages 80-85)-and concludes with a backward look at a
not-so-distant past replete with lessons for the present. The latter article,
on pages t22-135, examines the evolution of New York City housing
through the work and commentary of two masters in this essential
building type, architects Lewis Davis and Samuel Brody.

The buildings presented in our two other feature articles are also in
the New York metropolitan area, a geographical proximity that only
heightens the programmatic and esthetic contrasts between them.
Edward Larrabee Barnes Associates' speculative office tower at 599
Lexington Avenue (pages 100-107) takes its place alongside one of
Manhattan's best-known skyscrapers, with sleek Modern apparel and a
tip of the hat to "contextualism." Oppenheimer, Brady & Vogelstein's
Boys Club of Jersey City (pages 93-99), which overlooks the
Gotham skyline from the opposite bank of the Hudson, is a low-budget
rehab whose tough, raw-boned ingenuity delineates the face of another
urban realitv.
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Boys Club of Jersey City
Jersey City, New Jersey
Oppenheimer, Brady &
Vogelstein, Architect



Tlue grit

The setting-Jersey City's drab industrial fringes, seen against
the glittcring backdrop of lower Manhattan-is straight out of a
contemporary TV thriller. The story, however, might be the plot
of a 1940s B movie. It begins nine years ago, with the Boys Club
of Jersey City on the verge of extinction, its membership below
lfi), and its town-house headquarters hopelessly dilapidated.
Enter a group of local businessmen, who decide to rejuvenate the
board, hire a dynamic young director, and draw up a list of 20
possible locations for a new clubhouse. One overcast day in 1981,
while the club's new director and his two architects are visiting a
potential building site, they seek shelter from the rain in an
abandoned coal-storage bunker, an artifact from Jersey City's
gritty past. The architects, Herbert Oppenheimer and Charles
Vogelstein, admire the 64-year-old bunker's sturdy, poured-in-
place concrete construction, its segmental-arched vaulting, and its
steel-framed train shed. The director, David Messier, likes the
building's location on "neutral turf," bordering the patchwork of
ethnic neighborhoods that make up central Jersey City but not
actually in any one of them. Almost at once, the three men know
they have stumbled on the ideal site for the club's new home . . . .

Four years later, the boys club moved into one of the more
intriguing adaptive-use projects in recent memory-a 31,00G
square-foot facility whose startling, almost surreal presence
results from the architects' decision to strip away the train shed,s
deteriorated cladding and keep its structural-steel roof trusses
exposed. Moreover, rather than overlaying some arbitrary
historical mode onto what is essentially a styleless building,
Oppenheimer, Brady & Vogelstein elected to retain the bunker's
blue-collar simplicity. The architects left the exterior largely
unaltered (except for punching windows through foot-thick
concrete walls) and carefully preserved such key remnants as a
pair of concrete pylons salvaged from the demolished trestle. The
sole concession to style is a new reinforced-concrete-block
clocktower, whose curving Mediterranean Revival parapet subtly
acknowledges Jersey City's Hispanic and Italian communities.
Seventy-five feet tall, the tower commandingly terminates the
view along Grove Street, a major downtown artery (top photo).

In terms of program, the architects faced the difficult challenge
of fitting the functions of a typical inner-city boys club-
basketball and boxing gymnasiums, locker rooms, arts and crafts
studios, a small library, a game room, and offices-into a highly
atypical, 32G by 3?-foot shell. With the addition of a reinforced-
concrete second-story slab, the bunker proved remarkably
adaptable: 16-foot-wide coal bins were the ideal size for offices
and studios, and the architects devised a logical linear circulation
plan simply by cutting a corridor straight through the bin walls.
(To accommodate the two gyms, however, they had to widen a
llGfoot section of the bunker by means of a new aluminum-sided
addition.) The club's workaday interior represents a compromise
between the architeets, who envisioned rough concrete finishes
throughout, and the client, who lobbied for dropped ceilings and
gypboard walls, arguing that many of the boys using the facility
came from the bleak, concrete-block environment of public
housing. While the accommodation to visible comfort is probably
just, the most memorable space at the club-the boxing gym-is
clearly the toughest (page 99) . A raw-boned concrete-block world
adorned only by the ribs of the bunker's arched vaults, this room
seems an apt architectural metaphor for the hard-won human
victories achieved herc. Paul M, Sachner

With the ingenious conaersion of an abandoned
industrial relic into a public Aouth center,
an inner-sitg eyesore has become a landrnark
of ciuic pride.

@Mick Hales photos

GRANO STREET
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Jersey City's origina,l coal-
storage bunker, erected bg the
Lehigh Valley Eailroad in 1917

and, abandoned in 1946, was the
termiru,w of a trestle that
carried trains directly into a
p eake d-ro of s he d, w here
hoppers dumped their cargos
into bins below (top right). In
order to open up uiews of Neut
York City across the Hudson
Riaer, and to reconnect Jerseg
City trisually with its own
retriuing waterfront,
Oppenheimer, Brady &
Vo g e ls tein remoa ed, t he
deteriorated euterior of the
train shed and demolished
nost of the concrete trestle
supports. They left two of the
trestle pylons intact, together
with the skeleton of the shed's
steel roof trusses, to serue as
reminders of the building's
indwtrial history Qottorn).
More whim.sical eaocatiorw of
the stntcture's past are the
train tracks painted. onto the
epory-resin surface of a roofiop
play area (opposite) and,
throughout the building, "chu.te
Iights," made by inserting
incandescent spots into the
bunker's old ca,st-iron coal
slides (small photo page 98).
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Ttoo- by three-foot-thick piers
that once supported coal bins
line one side of the club's first-
story game room (top right),
u'hose bright paint job is
courtesy ofuolunteer labor. In
order to add a new wing
housing two ggmnasiums, the
architects uirtuallg sliced the
bunker in two, reaealing in the
main basketball ggm (below
right) the section ofan l-beam
that originally bore the weight
ofcoal trains. In the boring
gAm, new steel columns brace
concrete uaults that may haae
been weakened by the necessary
remoaal of lateral walls
(opposite).

Boys Club of Jersey City
Jersey City, New Jersey
Owner:
Boys Club of Jersey City
Architect:
Oppenheimer, Brady &
Vogelstein-Herbert B.
Oppe n h ei me r, part ner-i n-
ch a rge: C h a rles Vogelste i n,

interiors; Frank Weiner,
project architect
Engineers:
Purdy & Henderson
(stru,ctural); Kruse Associates
and Zicherman Ec Bloome
(mechanical)
General contractor:
Louis Gargiulo Co., Inc.-
Anthony Gargiulo, president

1. Game room
2. Ercrcise room
3. Boilng gEmnasium
/1. Lockers
5. Boiler room
6. Unimproued area
7. Library
8. Arts and crafts
9. Ofice

10. Kitchen
11. Main gEmnasium
12. Circus school

SECOND F LOOR
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A paradoxical neighbor

It is quite a feat to design a major building that has individuality
and yet also thoughtfully melds with the architectural grab bag
of midtown Manhattan-and especially on a site flanking a one-
of-a-kind landmark. Edward Larrabee Barnes Associates has
succeeded remarkably in such a blending of presence with
politeness for a new rental office tower at 599 Lexington Avenue,
directly across the street from the assertive-and justly
admired-slant-topped Citicorp Center.

Careful development of the new building's shape, skin, and
amenities firmly established its own distinctive strength, while
relating with discerning friendliness to neighboring facades and
fenestrations, and to pedestrian life at street level.

By using a lot of new angles-literally and figuratively-
Barnes has come up with a new alternative to the "wedding
cake" tiered setbacks of the standard zoning envelope. As t1e site
is hemmed in on all sides, it was reasoned that an angled, or
rotated plan, sliced away at heights relating to other structures,
could offer significant advantages in light, views, and rentability.
Working closely with the New York City planning department,
Barnes and John Lee, the firm's principal-in-charge for the
project, established that the subtractive massing of their scheme
would give trade-offs equal to standard building setbacks-and
achieve maximum allowable rental space for the site.

Added amenities obviously played their parts in getting city
approval for the building: integrated subway entrances and
concourse; through-block, off-street loading docks; and a smali
entrance plaza sliced into the corner to complement and bracket
the larger one at Citicorp. All these, plus wide, tree-planted
sidewalks, street-level shops, and a glazed,50-foot-high lobby-
elegantly clad in green and white marbles and a giant Frank
Stella painted relief-provide pleasure and convenience for city
strollers, as well as for the building's occupants.

Though the curtain wall for 599 Lex above all reflects Citicorp's
smooth, silver-gray-metal and clear glass banding, subtle
variances and complexities help visually bridge the design to
other, less sleek facades around. To help stress the fact that the
new building is not an annex or part of Citicorp, structural
elements of the skin are silver-green aluminum, glass is a light
blue-green, and spandrels are glazed "shadow boxes," backed (six
inches behind) by white panels for a sense of depth and sparkle
similar to that of the windows. As Barnes comments, "One reads
a structural rhythm, and everything between-windows and
spandrels-is somewhat illusive." That resulting ambiguity of
what is window and what is not, visually forms a transition from
Citicorp's narrow regular bands to the motley fenestration of the
other structures around. Effectively, it helps relate Citicorp itself
to the neighborhood.

The angled corner plaza not only links visual space to the one
at Citicorp, but closes the inset to reestablish the "building wall"
at street level. Similar functions are achieved by the setbacks,
with the lower levels aligning with other structures next door,
and the upper floors of the tower with the Lexington Avenue
facade of Citicorp. But 599 Lex is never a mere background
building. The dramatic angles and prows created by the setbacks
are proudly emphasized at night by lights from the various
terraces, which make the building glow somewhat brighter than
Citicorp. "After all," reason some of Barnes' staff, "it is a
smaller building." And sometimes a smaller building, however
elegant, needs a little help to hold its own. Herbert L. Smith, Jr.

Though strongly indiaidual in the bold
prows and angles of its sculptural form,
an elegant new office building shows a
ciailized approach to "contenht al"
speculatiae skqscrap er design.

LEXINGTON AVENUE

o

:
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As is immediately seen in the
photos at left and on the
preceding pages, the
unorthodo:r angles and setbacks
of599 Lerington Auenue
coalesce into a uariety ofstrong
and ey e-catc hing, s culp tura I
compositions - depending on
one's angle of uiew. (Some
perspectiues looking up eaen

mimic Citicorp's sloping top!)
All this prouides a piaotal or
transitional function in the
middle of a ueritable Sweet's
Catalog of curtain walls,
setbacks, and zoning "trade-
ofs." The setbacks and
alignments of 599 relate closely
to adjacent structures, and the

fenestration strikes a mid-
point in complerity. The prou:
of the Auenue facade forms a
sort of huge bay u:indow, with
aiexos up and down the street.
A main subway entrance is in
a slant-topped glass kiosk in
the plaza (far leJt); a second one
is niched into the building and
has an eleaator (center left).

53RD STREET SECTION



Frorn a glazed kiosk in the
angled plaza (r@h\, stairs lead
down through a circular, stone'
rimmed. skylight to a bright
and colorful concourae (aboae)

linking major subwaY lines.

599 Ledngton Aaenue
New York City
Ovrner:
Boston Properties, Inc.
Architcct
Edward Larrabee Bames
Associates-John M. Y. Lee,

princip al-in-charg e ; R ob ert
Segal, Siglinde Stern,
Richard Ridge, Gajind.er Singh
(subw ay conc ourse ), Proi ec t
architects
Engineers:
Thornton-Thomassetti
(structural); Jaros, Baum &
B o lles (mechanical, e le c tri c al) ;
Vollmer Associates (subwaY )
Consultants:
Quenne I I Ro ths child Ass o ci ates
(landscape); de Harak &
Asso ciates (g rap hics, tow er ) ;
Cher"mayef & Geismar
Associates (graPhics, subwaY)
General contractor:
HRH Construction CorP.
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Rise

The wi.Idly d'isparateforms on
the erterior of Rise obscure a
simple parti. The building's
motie theaters and restaurant
are contained in a rectangular
uolume, and are seParated,

from the undulating wall along
Spanish Alley by a circulation
zone. The staircose that leads to

the upper-story cinema
(opposite) erhibits Kitagawara's
penchantfor the
eupre ssi, onis t'i'c, kits c h, and'
surt'eal: a gilt-framed mirror
hangs in splendid.'isolation on
concrete walls, and aflWnC
stair aboae the landing leads
nowhere. In the morie theater
(top right), cast-aluminum
curtairn mock their oeloet
counterparts, and, brushed' steel
panels on the balconY walls
simul ate tufte d fab ri c,

r e calling th e inc ong nt' otn
imagery of a Renb Magri'tte
painting. The mirrored wings
aboae the stage mod.ulate light
d.uring intern"ission (riS ht).

Rise
Tokyo, Japan
Ovrnen
Taiwa, Inc.
Archit€ct
Atsttshi Kitagawara + ILDC,
Inc. - Atsushi Kitagawara'
principal-in-c harg e ; TomoY oshi
Yonei, Toshihiko Yoshida'
Toshihiko Mori, Project tearn

Engineers:
I ked,a Structural Engineering,
Inc. (stntctural); Godai
Engineering, Inc. (mechanical/
electrical)
Consultants:
Nippon Gakki Co., Ltd.;
Architectural Acoustic
Laborotory @coustics)
General contractor:
And.o Constru.ction Co., Ltd..

FIRST FLOOR

SECOND BASEMENT
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"I always propose underground
spaces to my clients, a concePt
which isn't easily accepted in
Japan," says Kitagawara, who
demonstrates the merits of
subterranean liuing in his

ffices on 395's basement leael.
Lighted by a clerestory, the
archite ct's doub le - hei g ht studio
is diuid.ed from the adjacent
drafiing room by angled,

f.oating partition s (opposite

and below), and connected to
the conference room aboue (top
right) by a spiral staircase. To

enlhten the raw concrete
surfoces, Kitagawara installed
a painting by contemporary
artist Toshimitsu Imai in the
conference room (top) and
brightly patterned screens of
his own design in the spaces

below. The Noh mask that
hangs in the studio (opposite

and. coaer) once belonged to the
architect's father, a prominent
poet ofthe traditional Japanese
school, who encouraged Atsushi
Kitagawara's own interest in
literature. Spotlit in a place of
honor, the mosk symbolizes the

Aounger Kitagawara's art of
conceulment.

395, Tokyo, Japan
Ormen
Toyoko Okuno
Archit€ct
Atsushi Kitagawara a ILCD,
Inc. - Atsushi Kitag awara,
principal-in-charg e ; Yo s hi hiro
Shinke, proj ect architect
Engineers:
Ikeda Structural Engineering,
Inc. (structural); Godai
Engineering Ofi.ce, Inc.
(rn e c hani c al / e I e c tri c a I )
General contracton
Moriya Shokai, Inc.

I
i :=-> 

I

:-,"," lll6F:,1'J*"#ltll1 l-**
BASEMENT
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Kamera

In honor of his clients, a young
photographer and his family,
Atsushi Kitagawara dubbed his
most recently completed project
Kamera (also a play on the
Italian word for room, camera).
The focus of the three-story
house, located south of Tokyo in
the Chiba province, is a sunlit,
open space on the second floor,
which is used as a living/dining
room and photographic studio.
Surrounding the simple
rectilinear room are a series of
vaulted accretions, which
conform to the angles of the site,
and contain the main staircase,
bedrooms, and tatami rooms.
Although Kamera conveys a
more straightforward image
than the outlandish Rise
building, it too reveals
Kitagawara's fascination with
additive forms arranged to
conceal, yet draw attention to, a
building's uppermost spaces. The

architect has emphasized the
central concrete volume of the
house as the anchor of his
fragmentation by peeling away
the surrounding wood
framework. As a result, the
different wings of the building
appear to be exposed in various
stages of completion.
Kitagawara achieves both
privacy and daylighting by
enclosing the primary rooms and

stairwell in sheets of translucent
glass that accentuate their shojii-
like frames (bottom right), and
the secondary spaces in off-the-
shelf panels of perforated
aluminum (opposite). The rooftop
bedroom suite and adjacent
terrace are shielded by metal-
covered vaults, which assume
the appearance of a camera
shutter open to the sky. D. K. D.
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Light and air, precious
commodities in Japanese
dwellings, permeate the small
spaces of Kamera. The
centerpiece ofthe house is a
c o m binati on liuing / dining
room, flanked by shojii-like
window walls, that also is used
as a photographic studio (top
right). Priuacy in this main
room is prouided by curtains
and a clerestory of translucent
glass, a materiul that also
encloses the entrance aestibule
(bottom right). Kitagawara has
detailed Kamera's simple
c oncre te and w o o d-frame
construction with
c h aracteri.s tic pre cisio n,
erposing a perforated
aluminum-couered truss and
ribbed oault in the kitchen
(opposite). Both the dining-
room table (top right) and floor
lamp (below right) were
designed by the architect.

Kamera
Ichikawa, Japan
Ownen
Masara Mera
Architect
Atsushi Kitagawara + ILCD,
Inc. - Atsushi Kitagawara,
prin cip a l-in -c harg e ; Ken ta
Nakanoh, project architect
Engineers:
Matsumoto Stru.ctural
E ngineerin g (structura l) ;
Atsushi Kitagawara + ILCD,
Inc. (me c hanical/ e Ie ctric a l)
General contracton
Shin Komuten, Inc.
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Carnegie Park
and
Bnov*'n Gardens

The Carnegie Fark complex,
completed in 1986, marks Davis
and Brody's-and
Manhattan's - transition from
subsidized middleclass housing
to more luxurious upper-middle
class housing. Indeed, Brody
calls it "the last hurrah of urban
renewal." The complex embodies

the mix typical of the area,

which in the days of the Third
Avenue elevated train combined
middleclass and bluecollar
housing. Carnegie Fark, built by
The Related Companies, Inc.,
unites market-rate rental
housing, which faces Third
Avenue and turns the corner
with a 8O-story tower, and

subsidized housing on East 94th
Street (seen from the back at
right in photo opposite bottom
left). In addition, the site
accommodates the more
stringently budgeted Arthur B.
Brown and Thomas Brown
Gardens building, which contains
housing for the elderly (opPosite

top right) sponsored by the New
York Foundation for the Elderly.
Happily, the two developers
cooperated with each other,
allowing Davis and Brody to
desiga the projects as a

coordinated whole around a
real Manhattan luxury - an
enclosed lawn.

The walls of the complex's
three components are subtly
differentiated, from the
shadowed stripes of vertically
scored courses on Carnegie Fark
to the down-teearth bearing
walls of the Brown housing. But
all are red brick to comport with
other new buildings in the
emerging neighborhood
(including Davis and Brody's
Ruppert Brewery housing two
blocks south). Though in a sense

the central lawn, overlooked by
all three sets of apartments, is
shared by all tenants, only the
residents of Carnegie Fark have
pedestrian access. Residents of
the Brown housing have a
sepante but adjacent Patio
downhill with a fine view of
grass and trees. G..4.
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The three-part mired-income
compler, designed for two
deaelopers, includes three types
of rental housing: market-rate
apartments in the corner tower
and the mid-rise wing facing
Third Aaenue (opposite),
subsidized apartments in an
attached wing (bottom left, at

right), and separate low-cost
housing for the elderly (top
right). While the enterior is
accordinglg better or less-better
fnished and the economic
hierarchy is discernible, the
arc hi te cts purp o s e ly b lumed
distinctions to faoor q, coherent
appea,rance.

IYPICAL MARKET RATE
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Hudson Tower,
Battery Park City

Battery Park CitY is not
gentrified Manhattan but an

entirely new neighborhood built
on land that didn't even exist 15

years ago. A large number of
office buildings and aPartment
houses now occupy a9?-acre
landfill along the southern tiP of
Manhattan between West Street
and the Hudson River. The
architectural context maY be a

potpourri of'80s high stYle and

glitz, but this is unmistakablY a

neighborhood. And it Possesses
a neighborhood treasure in the

form of a riverside esPlanade

that New Yorkers immediatelY

took to their hearts.
Though the site for Hudson

Tower-a tower with 135 eo-oP

units and six adjacent town
houses-with its sPlendid river
views. recalls that at Waterside
(pages 12G1Zl), Davis and BrodY

treated it quite differentlY: not
an imposing comPlex ProudlY
standing alone on the shore, but
an intimate enclave on a

vehicular dead end. Moreover,

the apartment house and the

adjacent town houses, all
developed bY the Zeckendorf
Company, Inc., create an

ineluctable Manhattan
streetscaPe-the stone-based

brick building, the red marquee'

the town houses' stone stePs and

porches. The buildings' scale also

echoes Manhattan streetscaPes'

with a tall tower on the major
thoroughfare (the Hudson River)

and low houses midblock.
Though the sPeculative

development contains PrivatelY
owned co-oPs, the Public,
through the Urban DeveloPment

Corporation, imPosed a strict
regimen of design guidelines and

approvals. Among the

requirements was a granite base

of uniform height on all facades

bordering the esPlanade. Davis

and Brody wraPPed the granite

around the street faeade, too,

as a rusticated stone base

supporting a brick
superstructure, thus furnishing a

composition familiar on

residential streets. G. -4.
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To talce mo.rimum adaantage
of the views, bay windows look
up, down, and across the
Hudson Riaer (plan opposite).
On the Albany Street facade,
howeuer, apartments get only
two-thirds of a bay window
(below), the angled pane
commanding a ttiew of the

riaer. The town houses, at onlg
four stories, hauefull bay
uindows on top of their porches
(opposite bottom)-again, a
typical Manhattan deuice. At
the end of the street, a rnq,nA-
columned sculpture fu Ned
Smyth rnarks a belaedere
(opposite top).
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The Copley

The Copley exemplifies a newly
resuscitated-and updated-
Manhattan builciing type: the
luxury apartment on upper
Broadway, a type moribund since
well before World War II. An
assortment of factors has
encouraged this construction
activity-among other things,
the city's stimulation of building
on the West Side, the powerful
presence of Lincoln Center's
theaters and concert halls at 65th
Street (three blocks south of the
Copley), and, of course,
Manhattan's insatiable appetite
for housing, affordable or not.
Over the last couple of years,
observers have remarked upon,
even welcomed. this revival of a
tradition dating back to the 19th

century.
The Copley, designed for the

Zuckerman Company, Inc., and
now nearly complete, is in many
ways the most conventionally
sited of Davis and Brody's
designs as seen in this study. A
site on a major north-south
avenue (Broadway qualifies
despite its diagonal orientation)
is normally built to the edge of
the sidewalk and lives cheek by
jowl with existing buildings;
whether these buildings are
architectural landmarks or
unsightly services, they all have

and exercise valid claims to their
turf. Here, the site included two
existing buildings-a church, in
whose air rights the 150"unit

limestone tower is built, and a
supermarket, whose upscaled
version now occupies the base of
the Copley.

Even on a constricted site
along upper Broadway, however,
Davis and Brody contrived to
indulge their concern for the
tenant's visual release to the
outdoors. Thus the windows on

the Broadway facade have the
benefit-unusual in Manhattan's
orthogonal urban grid-of a
diagonal view toward Lincoln
Center to the southwest, while
the cascaded windows at the
back (right) look east toward
Central Park. G. A.
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Central Park
Place

The gray aluminum curtain wall
on the tower at Central Park
Place epitomizes the distance
New York City, Davis and
Brody, and housing have
traveled in 20 years. The
partners, though by no means
ashamed of this design, talk
rather wistfully about the
satisfactions of designing
affordable family-oriented
housing.

Their work these days, Davis
says, is "called'luxury' housing,
although because of budget
constraints the room sizes are
not always luxurious." But one
must remember that the
definition of luxury has changed
a lot in 20, let alone a hundred,
years. Apartment dwellers do
not often have large extended
families, and they neither expect
nor want servants' quarters.
Luxury is parking space, a
Jacuzzi in the bathroom, and a
health club on the premises.

An unarguable luxury here is
the view. Davis and Brody's luck
with scenery holds-the East
River, the Hudson River, and
now Central Park. The angled
turrets on the north face of the
building (right) command a
sweeping view of much of
Olmsted and Vaux's landscape,
as well as of the luxury
apartments on Fifth Avenue.
Because the vista is oriented
diagonally across Columbus
Circle, even gigantic
development on the circle should
not interrupt the prospect.

The apartment tower at
Central Park Place is also the
first housing for which Davis
and Brody have used a curtain
wall, a facing more typical of
steel-framed offices tharr
concrete-framed apartment
buildings. The architects offer as
reason for this departure from
the norm the desire to speed
construction, the developer's
resistance to glass walls seen on
other luxury apartments, and
their own architectural wish to
reduce the apparent weight of a
very tall apartment house. G. ,4.
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Roofing: a pressing
need for commitment

By far, the leading source of malpractice claims brought against
architects is for the premature failure of roofs. As claims
continue to mount, so do architects'concerns for the ever-more
sophisticated roofing technology at their disposal. Fortunately,
architects do not stand alone. Most roofing contractors and
manufacturers of roofing products share the architects' concern
to give the building owner a roof that is appropriate and long-
lasting. Indeed, it is imperative that all segments of the industry
work together, and it is hoped that architects will come to take
the leading role.

Acquiring the knowledge and skill to design, specify, and

oversee the construction of sound roofs is not difficult, although
it is initially time-consuming. The principles of good roofing have
remained unchanged over the years. These principles are widely
published in textbooks, pamphlets, and magazine articles, and are
often outlined in manufacturers' product literature. To go beyond
roofing basics, field experience and attendance at continuing-
education sessions may be necessary. For the latter, a number of
outstanding courses are conducted throughout the country and

are open to practitioners. Best known is the Roofing Industry
Educational Institute (RIEI) centered in Denver' A nonprofit
educational corporation, RIEI was formed in 19?9 by concerned

individuals throughout the industry-architects, contractors,
manufacturers-troubled by the current levels of roofing failure
and litigation. The eight courses they have developed are offered
throughout the United States and Canada. Another organization
with an educational mission is the National Roofing Contractor
Association (NRCA). It holds conferences on new roofing and

reroofing throughout the year. To date, virtually all of the
NRCA's programs have a contractor-oriented focus, but this may
be more an advantage than a disadvantage to the architect. The

major manufacturers of roofing components are heavily committed

to research and education, and many offer training to the designer.

One of particular note is BURSI (Better Understanding of Roofing
Systems Institute), sponsored by the Manville Corporation.
Regrettably, in recent years the AIA has not been allocating
sufficient resources tp technical education through its Professional
Development Program, nor has it been involved in roofing
research. Modest signs of a policy change are surfacing, however.

Approrimately one-third of the aaerage bui,lding
enaelope is its roof, Because roofs endure ?llore
enaironnxental and mechanical abuse than any
other portion of the building enaelope, they are
particularly aulnerable to failure. Architects,

The AIA will be joining forces with the NRCA to produce a series
of audio-visual tapes that are scheduled for release later this year.

It is hoped that the AIA will lose no further time in recognizing
the grave need to improve roofing design, and make roofing-
related educational material more readily available to its members.

Ironically, building owners do not seem adverse to spending
their money on roofing, particularly after the benefits of a
superior roof are compared to potential (if not inevitable) loss

resulting from a mediocre system. On an average, roofing costs
comprise only 2I/2 percent of a building's overall construction
budget. Convincing a client to hold that level of expenditure, or
even increase it by 1 percent, would serve both the client and the

liability-vulnerable architect very well indeed. As architect Robert
Galloway, referring to roofing-design experience gained at
Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, explained, "In starting a project, I
have often said to an owner that there are a lot of things we're
going to do right; for one, we really want to give you a good roof.
I have never found a client who objected to that. In fact, I have

often told clients that the roof is a good place to spend a little
more money, not a good place to compromise-I've never
encountered a lot of resistance to that point either."

Single-ply roofing
There is no single roofing material or system that is right for all
buildings -not even for all minimum-slope commercial/industrial
roofs. Regional climate patterns, local atmospheric conditions
(particularly with respect to chemical pollutants), locally
established construction practices, and use-patterns are among the

design factors an architect must consider. Even though one of the

major roofing types may be selected for a project-built-up
roofing, single-ply, modified bitumen, metal-the generic details

characterizing the system will need to be developed for an

appropriate, site-specific application.
The general technical notes and drawings that follow pertain

only to single-ply roofing systems incorporating EPDM
membranes. Single plies have been selected for presentation
because of their prevalence in the commercial-roofing market-in
198?, more than 50 percent of the dollars spent on roofing were for
single plies-and because they are among the newest systems

Single-plg systents are most
oJten characterized by their
method of attachment:
mechanical (fi.7s. 1, 2, 6),

ballasted (fig. 3), andfully
ad,hered. Of the two mechanical
attachment configurations -
linear (figs. 1 and 2) and sPot

ffig. 6)-linear rnore eaenly
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who at this time are unusually erposed to
threats of litigation, need to take a rnore
comprehensiue, in-depth approach to roofi,ng
technology.

available. Furthermore, a disproportionately high number of
problems have been credited to single-ply roofs. (In 1986, from an
ongoing NRCA data base known as Project Pinpoint, respondents
reported observing more than 1,100 problems on 695 roofs.
Problems with single-ply roofs were reported most often,
accounting for 63 percent of the problem jobs described in
the report.)

Among single-ply materials, EPDMs have the majority of the
market share. EPDM is an elastomeric compound synthesized from
ethylene, propylene, and a small amount of diene monomer. It is
generally used as a vulcanized (also referred to as "thermoset")
material. A distinguishing characteristic of a vulcanized elastomer
is that it can only be bonded to itself by the use of an adhesive
because, once cured, new molecular linkages cannot be formed.
Used as a roofing material since the early 1960s, EPDM sheets
range in thickness from 30 to 60 mil and are usually black or white
in color. EPDM's properties of resilience, tensile strength,
elongation, and hardness are largely retained in aging tests at
elevated temperatures. Resistance is excellent to acids, alkalis,
animal and vegetable oils, and oxygenated solvents such as
ketones, est€rs, and alcohols. On the other hand, exposure to
aromatic, alogenated, and aliphatic solvents should be avoided to
prevent swelling and distortion of the membrane.

There are three system types for single plies, categorized by
their method of attachment: ballasted, mechanically attached, and
fully adhered. Ballasted systems, which are the most economical,
hold the membrane to the building by using the force of gravity
from loosely laid materials. Stones and masonry pavers are
typically used as ballast (fig. 3, below). Mechanicilly attached
systems comprise both membrane-penetrating and membrane-
nonpenetrating techniques. All nonpenetrating systems are
attached at points (fig. 6); penetrating attachments are made either
in bands (figs. 1 and 2) or at points. Mechanically attached systems
are particularly popular in southern regions where lightweight-roof
construction is feasible. The fully adhered systems, arguably the
best overall method of attachment, bond the single-ply membrane
directly to the substrate. Of course, they too are lightweight, but
costlier than mechanically attached systems because their
application is more labor-intensive.

Putting a system together
A roofing system starts at the deck. In its most basic form it
consists of the structural deck itself, insulation, and the roofing
membrane. For single.ply systems in most regions, a vapor
retarder should also be incorporated. All components must be
compatible if the roof system is to function properly. That, of
course, is a design challenge which will necessarily involve
research results from testing laboratories. Several manufacturers
now offer precngineered systems. These are certainly worthy of
consideration and have one particularly significant advantage: all
components are covered under a single guarantee.

The jury is still out on single-ply systems. However, within the
next several years, sufficient empirical data will take much of the
guess work out of assessing the long-term quality of a system and
its parts. As a proximate guide to alert the roofing industry of
problem areas, in 1987, NRCA's Project Pinpoint conducted a study
of singleply roofs in which 794 problems were reported. The
problems were categorized in the following way:

PROBLEM TYPE
Lap defects
Flashing defects
Shrinkage
Punctures
Embrittlement
Wind-related
Blistering
Other/combination

Most of the problems itemized above relate to application or
misuse of materials. The drawings that follow highlight details
that, for their given system, successfully address many of these
problems. (Incidentally, these drawings embody a graphic standard
that would serye all involved parties very well during the bidding
and construction process.) Roof technology is a problem area for
architects even though excellent roofing materials are available,
the knowledge to successfully assemble them is accessible, and
clients generally seem willing to cooperate. With so much at stake,
how can architects afford not to take a leading role in roofing?
Darl Rastorfer

% OF TOTAL PROBLEMS
24

16
L2

t2
4
I

5

4
20

distributes stresses caused by
wind upliJt. The non-
penetrating attachment in fig.
6 shows the membrane
moaement caused by the wind,
which can result in seam
failure ffi5. 0. Wind uplift can
also redistribute ballast (fig. 5),
leading to roof failure.
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Seams for EPDM single plies EPDM's are the most popular
single-ply membranes in
today's market. They are
aulcanized elastomers, which
nleans that once the polymers
are cross-linked during
manufacturing, they do not
change. Therefore, EPDM's can
only be bonded to themselaes by

use ofan qdhesiae. The
eremplary seam details below
incorporate caulking at edge-
laps. Admittedly a "belt-and-
suspender" detail, gioen an
architect's legal oulnerability
in premature roofi,ng failure,
such careful measxtres are
recommended.

D tn il' i n gs co tt rt est! Man ri I le Co r po rq t i o n

bPDM membrane or EPDNI flashing
EPDM lap caulking

EPDM membrane or EPDM flashing

rap cemenl

STANDARD ROOF LAP ' FM class 1, 1-60 and 1-90 require 4"
for all cemented membrane field laps

mtntmum

Step #1
Standard membrane endlaP
per delail above

Step #2
Standard side-lap with

adjoining sheet

EPDM lap cement

-a/t" 
^rn.

Step #3
EPDIVl flashing cover seal

Step #4
Typical EPDM lap caulking

. lap cemenl

membrane j
lap caulking (seal all exposed edges)

TEE SEAI\4 INTERSECTION

EPDM membrane

EPDM membrane flashing and
splice per detail at lett

rap cemenr

21/2" min.

bonding cement

MEN4BRANE LAP SEALED WITH EPDM FLASHING

EPDM flashing

'- lap caulking

EPDM membrane flashing

-EPDM 

membrane

6" min

FLASHING TO I\4EMBRANE SPLICE

FOF EPDM MEN4BRANE FLASHING

EPDM membrane-_J

=t,
lap cemenl

21/2" min
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Field-fabricated inside corner C orners, penetrations, and,
terminations re quire eracting
details, no matter what the
roofi.ng system. Making an
inside corner using an EPDM
mernbrane as the flashing
material is shown sequentially
below. Preparing a drawing
series, to indicate a

construction process, is
ad.uisable wheneuer complicated
cuts and laps are required for
details rnade in the fi.eld,. The
inside corner detail
incorporates an anchor bar for
the base fl.ashing. For full-base
fl.ashing detail, with anchor
bar, see page 1!0.

Step #1

tlap # 1

nail 8" o.c. with 1" head or disc
(6" o,c. with 3/4" head)

cut membrane along here to corner and
open top flap back against wall as shown

o

f- 
feOf'rf bonding cement

EPDM membrane EPDM membrane

Step #3

bonding cemeni

EPDIV flashing

lap cement

flash remaining wall with appropriate
base flashing

lap caulk all exposed edges

strip in anchor bars with 6" EPDNI flashing
(miter bottom inside corner to avoid overlao)

FIELD FABRICATED INSIDE CORNEB
WITH EPDI\4 IVEIVBRANE FLASHING

toldtlap #2
up wall covering llap # 1
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f
1/2" min.

_l_

Roof-to-wall intersections Flashing defects comprise a
substantial portion of
premature roofing foilures.
The details for single-plE
systems shown below are
competent designs for four
comnxo n c ond,i tions : fl.as hing
where the membrane turns up
to join a parapet wall; a graael

stop detail integrating a sheet-
metal termination; floshing at
an erpan^sion joint where the
deck is structurally
independent of the building
wall; and a simple drip-edge
tertnination that approrirnates
the details for graael stops.
These details, with the

EPDM bonding cemenl

2

screw fastener 12"

EPDM MEMBRANE BASE FLASHING WITH ANCHOR BAR ON WALL

roof

roof insulation

EPDM flashing FLASHING FOR CONCRETE OR N/ASONRY WALL

lap cement (leave dry over anchor bar)

EPDM lap caulking

EPDM membrane

+EPDM flashing or EPDM membrane

EPDM bonding cement

e-ballast

+EPDM membrane

bonding cement

concrete or masonry wall

leave 2" dty

3" min. lap splice

EPDI\.4 lap cemenl

metal primer

nail cleat per gravel
stop manuf aclurer's specilications

nail max. 8" o.c. wiih 1" head or disc
(max. 6" o.c. with 3/8" head)
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erception of the erpansion
joint, should be used only on
decks supported fu the outside
wall, a conf,guration which
assurnes that the deck and the
supporting wall mooe as one.
llhen moaement occurs, as it
will on a dailg baeis, the elastic
properties of EPDM allow it to

stretch and contract euenlg
throug hout its cross-section.
This will, of course, irnpose a
mornent couple (peel stress) at
the mernbrane seams. All
seams shown haae been
designed to accommodate peel
stress. In these, as with all
other d.etails, specified lap

cenxents and caulks must be

chemicallg compatible with the
particular EPDM to be

installed. It is recommended
that lap cements be butyl-based
(butyl-based cernents are not
afected by m.oisture).

treated wood curb

bonding cement

counter flashing

masonry fastener 8" o.c. max

EPDN4 sealing mastic

expansion joint cover

vertical wall
fasteners 8' o.c. max

EXPANSION JOINT COVER: CURB TO WALL

nail max. 8'o.c. with .1" 
head or

(max. 6" o.c. with 3/8" head)

contanuous cleal, nail min. 8" o.c. with
1' roofing nails or per manufaclurer's specifications

treated wood nailer
(must extend beyond metal edge membrane flange)

DRIP EDGE TERMINATION

nole:
use with appropriate base flashing details

metal primer

EPDM sealing mastic

membrane or EPDM flashing

EPDM lap caulking

+EPDMflashing

+EPDM membrane (60 mil)

rap cement

1" roofing nails 4" o.c.
or as specilied by manufacturer

metal edge

bonding cement

+rootinsulation

rool deck

3" min

e
\:b

n:i*.

\r.;.

9.,:a':.,::
::da.
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Primary drain scupper
with EPDM flashing

The three-step detail (left
column below) andfull section
detail (below right) are
appropriate for adhered (either

fully adhered or plate-bonded)
or me c hanic al ly attac hed
sing le-p ly sy stems. Natura I ly,
these details are applicable
only for declcs supportnd by the

ouMde wall. The EPDM flashing
used can be either cured or
uncured. Uncured. EPDM, in
fact, cures in the field, and is
more malleable than a cured
membrane-a significant
aduantage when forming
c omp lic ated c onfi.g urati ons li ke

the scupper drain below.

Step #1
Line bottom and lower portion of
scupper opening with EPDM flashing

min. 1 1/4" tlap on outer face ol
wall to be set in EPDM sealing mastic

EPDM bonding cement EPDM flashing (set in bonding cement)

roof insulation

roof deck

Step #2
Position EPDM membrane and mechanically fasten

at perimeter. Faslen lo EPDM flashing with lap cement

Line sides and top of scupper
opening with EPDM flashing,
maintain min. 2" ovetlap.

flashing

EPDM bonding cement anchor bar, screw fasteners 1 2" o.c

iap cemenr

EPDM sealing mastic
(apply to outer wall surface

all around scupper oPening) bonding cemenl

Step #3
Flash wall with EPDM flashing
per appropriate detail

EPDM lap caulk
(apply to all exposed edges)

+EPDMflashing

+EPDMflashing

EPDM bonding cement

+--{PDM laP cement

EPDM sealing mastic

-EPDM 

lap caulking

EPDM flashing

frame flanges in sealing mastic
on outer wall with anchor bar ancnor oar,

fasten 6" o.c. with
screw fasteners

EPDM lap caulk

notes:

roof deck

1. Use course section for rock retenlion

with ballasted installations
2. Be sure to use EPDM bonding cement

tor attachment of llashing to substrale and EPDM lap cement

for flashing to flashing or membrane

PRIMARY DFAIN SCUPPER WITH EPDM FLASHING

EPDM lap caulk

roof insulation
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Penetrations E PD M penetrations around
short pipe projections (top
illustration below) should be

flashed with an EPDM
membrane to maintain the
compatibility of all materials
in the system. No projections
should be located in aalley or
drain areas, The steel

projection shown in the
bottom drawing (a member
typically used to support air-
handling units or signage)
incorporates a pitch pan. As a
general practice, wheneaer
possible, pitch pans should be
aaoided. Howeaer, when a
projection isfl,erible, such as a

cable, or of an ir"regular shape
and cannot be coaered with a
hood, a state-of-the-art pitch
pan, such as the one
illustrated, is recommended.
The pan is attached directly to
the deck. The poured sealer (a
urethane) bonds to pans and
projections.

prpe prolectron
(tollow same procedure for

1" head fasteners (A)

EPDN/ membrane

ballast

square penelration)

EPDM lap caulking

cap piece from EPDM flashing

leave 2" dry band in this area

EPDM lap cement

root deck

notes:
(A) Membrane must be either fully adhered
10 insulation for 1 -ft radius around projection
or mechanically attached with min. 1"
head fasteners 6" o.c.
(B) Base piece should exlend a mtntmum
of 6" beyond projection on all sioes

min. 1" lap

base piece fabricated roof insulation

from EPDTV flashing (B) EPDN/l bonding cement

FIELD FABRICATED PIPE FLASHING

penetralion
or hydraulic cement

metal primer
EPDt\4 pourable sealer

metal primer

EPDlrl lap cementEPDNiI lap caulkrng 

---
roof projection pan
(continuous flange with rounded corners,
all Seams fully soldered or sealed,

EPDtvl llashing

21/2" min.
3" min.-

4" o.c

roof insulation

EPDM membrane 

-

Notes:
1. lf vertical leg of projection pan
is less than 3", EPDM flashing must
extend up and over top edge
and down inside of pan a minimum of 1,,

2. All metal surfaces be must fully primed
with metal primer (both projection pan and penetration
3. Pourable sealer must lill pan to top
4. Flash corners of roof projection pan
5. This detail suitable for multipte
penelrations through a single opening

ROOF PROJECTION PAN, FLASHING WITH NAILER

roof deck

)4 '.

EPDM sealing mastic

lreated wood nailer

loose fill insulation

caulk any voids between EPDM membrane
and penetration with EPDM sealino mastic

6.
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NOW HEARTFIIS_
AT{D NOTHING EISE!
\ A lnunthe Armed Forces Radio and Television Service (AFRTS)
V V needed to control sound levels in their new Sun Valley'

California, global broadcast center, they specified a solution that really
flies high. Overly acoustical doors and vision lights.

Wlth multiple 24-hour-a-day broadcasts-and 1.5 million Armed
Forces listeners across a dozen time zones around the world-AFRTS
needed to create sound barriers between control rooms, production
facilities, and editing bays. Their orders called for a technically noise-
free environment-and nothing else.

That's why they chose Overly. Our sound doors and vision lights
are custom-designed and engineered for multi-complex, multi-use
broadcast centers like AFRTS-where sound leaching would ruin
broadcasts, and outside noise should never intrude.

So for radio and TV broadcasting studios, when you've got to get
the message across specify the acoustical barrier that's certified by
the Riverbank Acoustical Laboratories' most rigorous tests-and really
gets you off the ground. overly acoustical doors and vision lights.- 

Call or write for our latest acoustical door and window catalog,
monograph, and guide specification. They'll tell you the rest of the
Overly story.



the difference
between roofs
that succeed
and thosethatfail.

trolled,seamingG--
CSPE f requently leaves contractors

membrane is non-curing ch lorinated

in ten years of roofing installations
nationwide, ombines the heat welding

characteristics of CPE with proven

conditions.

Qo
-I

\.

G
^{g-tNt-

-.t(yT-IDr, t7
D

mmmercia I and institutional roofs.
Findout just how reliableCoolTop

is. Write for our free seam evaluation
kit and see for yourself.

'""tfl1?:r"333i'E curing.r..t", R@@ffithg
problems,.CoglT.oO. minimizes. ON TOP TO STAY!
risks' CoolToos hol-air wel9-gd 

soEsrennvenue,pawrucket,Rhodersrando2goo
:.ea1s get their.strength.from ;-';;:;;_r.ro
th_e_thermoplastic properties of 'er \-v" 'c

CPE' Since CoolTop 
---r---rr-r-r-ngvgr curgs, seam-s f ----r- l----I

are tused toeether I Yes. lwant more information ahout ^3-iare tused together I Yes, lwant more information about
Ior a omplefemolecular I the seams that last! Please send
bond that holds over I me my CoolToo Seam Evaluation
time despite ultraviolet, I Kit inimediateiy. /
ozone, wind, ponding

[1,:#:{ift#;ir-e ! rmrrg
! *o", t ^--'Instailatron rs fast I NAME- \fF"- -

and efficient, with. none i f|Tlg_
of the uncertainties o? i lLt- i
riioiiiiiJp oi!SPE:;h'[h i .glllllliabilitiesof.QSP!,lvhic.h I uuMrANY lmakes CootTop the best i nOOneSS imedicine for industrial' 

I cmr-srATE-zrp- I
L---r--rrr-r---ill

IIRED O] CURES

SWIIGH IOCOOHOP!
Curing in roofing membrane is

a real problem. Hypalon@(CSPE), for
instance, cures from the instant it's
manufactured. I n fact, exposure

polyethylene (CPE)I The CoolTop
System, developed-a nd improved-
in ten years of roofine installations

accelerates curing. Even a short

l"ll,",f ; f"i:!::*"J ""fJl',h ffiJ a Hleff[H!?.fl'"?f,:J]"'l''3[",Jl3,1- 9oolgy

no choice but to perform extra func-
tions such as double applications
of solvents and primers prior to
heat-welding, thereby doubling-
sometimes tripling-sea ming costs.
Unfortunately, the extra effort still
can't guarantee the watertight integ-
rity of the seam.

But there is a choice. The CoolTop
Roofing System over@mes the inh6r-
ent problems of CSPE because CoolTop

*CoolTop is made from Tyrinc,brand CPE ' Hypalon is a reRistered trademark ol
manufactured by Dow Chemical USA. DuPont.

'CmlTop is a registered lrademark ot
Cooley Rmting Systems. Incorporated.

Since
curing cannot
be prevented,

Boolh #747 at NRCA
Circlp Gl on inquiry card Architectural Record February 1988 145





Softrvare reviews for architects

BE Steaen,S. Eoss

YersaCAI)
DESIGN 5.3

A high-end CADD program with
3-D, shading, and bills-of-
materials processing included.
This newest version (November
1987) allows multiple views of a
three-dimensional object on-
screen at the same time. Works
smoothly with a variety of
graphics boards, inputs, and
outputs. Each drawing can have
up to 250 levels of detail.
Equipment required: IBM AT
or compatible, or 8038Gbased
computer, PC-DOS or MS-DOS
2.1 or above (3.1 or above for
AT); 640K, fast-access hard
drive. Two megabytes of
extended memory strongly
recommended. A wide range of
graphics adaptors is supported,
from crude CGA to PGA,
Hercules, and Targa boards. Can
output to a wide variety of
printers and plotters, from the
crude (dot-matrix Epson MX or
IBM graphics printers) to
LaserJet, with excellent control
of pen color, size, and shading.
Digitizer strongly recommended
for input; software can store any
number of custom digitizer
overlays. Versions are available
for Sun, Apollo, Macintosh, and
Hewlett-Packard UNIX-based
workstations.
Vendor: VersaCAD Corporation,
2124 Main St., Huntington
Beach, CA 92618 (7L4-960-77m).

Price: $2,995 for license to use
on a single workstation.

Steaen S. Ross is past president
of CCM, an educational software
compang in New York City, and
nout teaches jountalism at
Columbia Uniuersity, where he
also runs a large computing
laboratoryfor students. He is
ofien consulted on quality-
assurance matters; his latest
Doo&, Construction Disasters:
Design Failures, Causes and
Prevention, wos published bg
McGraw-Hill in 198!.

Summary
Manual: Good; most of the
material is in the form of
tutorials. Ease of use: Good.
Online help is clear. Most
operations are menu-driven.
Emo r- trapping.' Excellent.
Literally every change made in a
2-D drawing can be undone.

With version 5.3, VersaCAD,
long number two to AutoCAD
among architects, presents a
strong competitive challenge.
VersaCAD's prominent features
include easy-almost intuitively
easy-3-D modeling, portability
of files to and from mainframe
systems, and tight integration of
shading and bills-of-materials
processing.

All the features do not come
without pain, however. The
shading feature, while easy to
use, doesn't quite have the
flexibility of AutoCAD's 9500
add-in. It offers only one point

light source per scene (plus
ambient lighting) rather than
multiple lights, for instance, and
focal length of the "camera" lens
viewing the shaded object is
approximated by choosing
viewing angle and distance.

Shading and hiddenline
removal take a long time, too, on
a "conventional" IBM AT or
clone with standard graphics
cards such as the EGA or
Hercules. In contrast, pans,
zooms, and other 2-D
manipulations, such as copying
and rotating images in a plane,
are fast-almost instantaneous.

But speed is becoming less of
an issue for many users. That's
because desktop computing
power is getting rather cheap.
Add a graphics board with built-
in image processing (92,000), two
megabytes of extra memory
($1,000), and you can increase
Continued on page 1!9
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With personal computers becoming
ever more powerful and affordable, therds
never been a better time to look into the
benefits ofdoing your design work on one.

At Autodesk, wdve put together a
few guidelines to help make shopping for a
system a little easier.

I)rawUpaPlan.
First, consider the software. You don't

want to spend months learning it (you've
already spent enough time learning your
profession). And you don t want to shell out
a bundle, either.

Consider AutoCAD AEC.o The name
stands for architecture, engineering, and
construction, and it works in tandem with
our industry-leading AutoCAD o package.
Which itself has introduced computerized
drafting to over 90,000 people.

Put AutoCAD AEC on your choice
of more than 30 popular microcomputers,
4nd you can set up an entire system that's
well within your budget.

One-Stop Shopping.
Next, consider a system thatgives you

all the features that are important to your
work. Starting with accuracy and speed.

With AEC, distances are dimensioned,
and schedules generated, automatically.

lrr ;t tl ll rr rI
f*n+

Detailed plan ofcenter
at the tower point.

Routine drafting is faster. Even the process
of transmitting plans is speeded up,
reducing overall project time.

Customizadon is important, too.
So AEC makes it easy for you to create your
own specialized symbols.

All of which results in less time
spent on drudgery and more time trying
out new ideas.

Which, after all, is what good design
is all about.

IheValue of aName.
Therds a lot to be said for going with

the leader in the field.

Like the comfort of knowing that
nearly two out of three of your colleague
doing microcomputer AEC applications
are using AutoCAD productsl

Or the confidence of knowing
that most major architecture schools are
teaching AutoCAD.

Or the security of knowing that with !

authorized AutoCAD training centers acro
the country, therds sure to be one near

Want to see how AutoCAD AEC can
help you? For a demonstration, just see yo
nearest AutoCAD dealer. Or call or write
for the name of one in vour area.

And see how easy shopping for CA
can be.

AL,TOCAD)'
Atrroprsr.INc.

2320 MARINSHIPWAY
Sauserno, CAe496s

(4rs) 331-0356
oR (800) 44s-54rs

TErrx 2rse46ACAD UD

r
i._t.

Plansforthe Cone Mad

rTechPoint€rs Sept. 1986

Circle 65 on inquiry card



Software reoiews continued

processing speed six-fold. Spend
an extra $500 for a "turbo" AT
clone and matching, extra-fast
20287 coprocessor when you first
buy your computer and you'll
double that-a l2-fold increase
in speed. An extra $3,000 in first
cost buys a computer based on
the 80386 chip and 8038?
coprocessor, to triple the 12-fold
increase.

In short, VersaCAD may lack
something in the speed
department, but the extra
equipment needed to make
VersaCAD run faster is not very
expensive these days-and is
getting cheaper.

Installing VersaCAD is easy.
For me, the software worked
almost right out of the box.
Following clear instructions, I
started (or "booted") the
computer, switched to drive D
(where I wanted to store
VersaCAD), inserted disk 1 (of
the 18 supplied) into drive A, and
typed "A:INSTALL C:". Drive C
is my "boot" drive, the place my
computer looks first for files
called CONFIG.SYS and
AUTOEXEC.BAT.

The installation process
automatically created the
required subdirectories on Drive
D and modified the boot-drive
files to recognize the new DOS
"path" to the subdirectories and
to keep at least 40 files open
at once.

The Install program
automatically invokes a
VersaCAD program called
ENVIRO that is used to tell the
software what monitors,
graphics cards, digitizer, plotter,
printer, COM ports and so forth
are being used. ENVIRO then
prompts the user to insert each
floppy disk in turn, and copies
the contents to the hard disk. If
you change your equipment
later, you can rerun ENVIRO
without going through the entire
installation procedure.
VersaCAD takes from 5 to 6
megabytes of space on a hard
disk, depending on the options
being installed. In using the

program, I found one oddity.
VersaCAD allows fast printing
(or "dumping") of the on-screen
image to a simple dot-matrix
printer, when working in the 2-D
mode. I have a laser printer and
a dot matrix connected to the
same printer port on my
computer. I forgot to switch off
the laser and switch on the dot
matrix before trying the feature.
Result: Blank and almost blank
pages spewing from the laser!
Turning the printer off froze the
system and forced me to reboot
the system.

Fortunately, I had set up
VersaCAD to save each
modification I had made to the
drawing on disk, rather than to
store the drawing only in
memory. The drawing was all on
disk waiting for me.

Because VersaCAD can be
configured to save all changes
on 2-D drawings, by the way, it

can "go back" and undo any
change (not merely the last
change). This feature can lead to
huge drawing files, however. So
there is a "crunch" feature that
condenses drawings by removing
all intermediate changes and
leaving only the final version on
disk. Intermediate changes are
not saved to the permanent disk
file when you are working in
3-D, by the way. They are,
however, saved in the current
workfile. Thus, you can undo a
change in a 3-D file as you work
on it, but not once it is saved.

Many users will buy
VersaCAD because of its easy
handling of 3-D work. So it
seems wise to dwell upon how
the program handles 3-D. To
start with, you can draw
something in 2-D, then import it
into 3-D for further work. The
imported drawing is set onto
whatever plane you wish-a

floor plan would normally be set
in the Z:0 plane, for instance, or
an elevation into Y:0.

VersaCAD allows some time-
saving tricks, however. Suppose
you have a floor plan, for
instance, and you want to use it
as the basis for a 3-D view of the
entire floor. You can import the
2-D floor plan with Z-bottom set
at, for instance, 0, and Z-top set
at 8 feet to represent an &foot
ceiling height. VersaCAD
automatically fills in the vertical
surfaces. You can then modify
the surfaces with doors,
windows, or whatever. The
amount of modification needed
depends on the care with which
the original floor plan was
drawn. Experimenting, I found a
2-D door cutout extended to the
ceiling, so it had to be modified
in 3-D.

Once in 3-D, it is easy to create
multiple views of the object you
are working on. As many as 16

views can be on-screen at once,
and the windows holding the
views can be any rectangular
shape.

Modifying the drawing in one
window (VersaCAD calls the
windows "viewporLs") changes
the other views as well. Moving
from window to window took a
bit of getting used to; with
multiple windows, you cannot
simply position the cursor where
you want to work on screen, and
start drawing. You have to
change menus, moving upward
in the menu hierarchy to the
modeling menu, down to the
viewport menu, positioning the
cursor on the window you want
to move to, and pressing the FY
key. You then move back to
modeling.

VersaCAD allows you to save
and retrieve viewports easily.
And, because only the
instructions for recreating the
view are saved-eyepoint, type
of view (orthogonal, perspective,
etc.), image size-any later
changes in the drawing itself are
automatically included.
Continued on page 151
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New products For more information,
circle item numbers on
Reader Service Card

Contract fabrics-
pattern and texture
A new crop of contract fabrics
marketed primarily for office
applications combines color
warmth and interesting pattern
design with solid durability and
flamespread ratings.

The Arc-Com Design Studio
based the Vienna pattern on
original Secession sources of the
Wiener WerksfStte,
incorporating the metallic
overlay effect found in the
works of Austrian artist Gustav
Klimt. A small-scale design
printed on an all-cotton velvet,
Vienna (1) comes in the four
colorways pictured.

Fabric designer ht Green set
stylized tulips on a twotoned
background f.or Burgeoning (2),

woven for Groundworks in West
Germany of 53 pereent cotton
and 4? percent rayon. Suitable
for both upholstery and vertical
applications, the pattern comes
in three colorways: teal, ochre,
and viridian, a bluegreen.

An Italian silk jacquard
intended for both casement and
fabric wall applications,
Garlands (3) alternates a
vertical satin stripe with clusters
of woven flowers. Designed for
Gretchen Bellinger's Windoil
Wall collection. the fabric comes
in ivory, taupe, and beige.

Four distinct but soft patterns
are offered in Jhane Barnes's
most recent upholstery collection
for Knoll International (4).

Included are two contemporary
tapestry patterns, Maze (bottam)
and Intaglio (second from top),
woven in Japan of wool and
polyester on a cotton weft.
Fenestra (second from bottom),
a wool/rayon/cotton blend
woven in the U. S., has a subtler
desigrr; Pyramids (top), also
from Japan, has a random-
textured geometric pattern of
wool and rayon, with a touch of
silk. All fabrics are !l-in.-wide
and are suitable for a full range
of office seating.

1. Arc-Com Fabrics, Inc.,
Orangeburg, N. Y.

Circle 300 on reader servtce card
2. Groundworks, a division of
Lee Jofa, Carlstadt, N. J.
Circle 301 on read,er servtce card
3. Gretchen Bellinger, Inc.,
New York City.
Circle 302 on reader sertice card
4. Knoll International, Inc.,
New York City.
Circle 303 on read,er servtce card
Mure products on pqge 1.55
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To place your order, call toll-free at
1-800-222-1149.
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WHEREVERTHERE'S COLOR

*Pontone, lnc. s check-stondord trudemark lor color reprcduclion and color reprcduction motenols
Pwes color reproduckon moy not motch PANTONE ; -iden tified solid color stondords. Reler to cunent
PNIITONE Color Publicotions for the occurute color.
@ 1988 Pontone, Inc., 55 Kniikerbuker Rud, Moonochie, NJ 07074, (201) 935-5500
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oAt last I have accurate
colot conttol."

Mary McFodden, President, Mary Mcfadden,lnc.

Inhoducing the PANTONE@* Textile Color Selector
with 1,001 code-identified cotton color swatches.

Now fashion and home fur-
nishings designers have an
€asy accurate way to select,
specifu communicate and con-
trol color. For Mary McFadden,
an international leader in design
of fashions and fabrics, the
new PANTONE Textile Color
Selector instantly gained its
place as an important, long-
needed tool ofthe industry.

The PANTONE Textile
Color Selector contains 1,001
mounted, dyed cotton swatches,
code-identifted and capable of
being matched in the production
of textiles. This will enable a
designer in New York, for exam-
ple, to call a dyer in South Caro-
lina and talk textile colors in

precise terms.
Because this is a new color

language that does not de-
pend on words, it allows
youto communicate
color speciftcations just

as accurately and easily to
suppliers in Japan or ltaly.

In graphic design and printing,

the PANTONE MAICHING
SYSTEM isthe leading color
standard in 95 countries. We
believe that in the fashion and
home furnishings industries the
PANTONE Textile Color Selector
will be of equal importance.

In addition to the selector,
Pantone,Inc. will also supply
replacement pages and 4'x5"
individual color swatch cards.

The PANTONE Textile Color
Selector/Cotton is the first of a
series of publications especially
designed for specifters ofcolor
in textiles.

The PANTONE Textile Color
Selector is priced at $450.fi)
and is available from Pantone,
Inc. and selected distributors of
PANTONE Professional Color
System Products. To obtain
more information, call our
customer service representa-
tives at (201) 935-5500.

It's the start of a whole new
era of color communication for
designers, manufacturers and
users oftextiles.



Product literature: Roofing continued.

'Slo@ roof retrofit
An adjustable structural system,
Var-I-Spacer is described in a
l2-page booklet as an
economical, slopeinducing
solution to flat-roof problems.
Spacer members are placed over
an existing, worn-out roof at
heights designed to provide the
desired pitch and direction of
slope, and coated-metal Total
Pe rfo rtn an c e r?oo/ panels are
attached with a concealed clip
assembly that allows the roof to
expand and contract with
thermal change. Re-roofing with
the VarJ-Spacer system creates
a cavity for easy installation of
low-cost, lowdensity insulation,
and is said to greatly improve
the appearance of the building
itself. H. H. Robertson Co.,
Pittsburgh.
Circle !13 on reader senice card
'Standing-seam roof
A 12-page technical brochure on
the Ultra-Dek 12! metal-panel
roof system explains how the
8-in.-high snaptogether seams
eliminate any perforation of the
flat part of the panel, said to be a
major site of leaks in other panel
systems. Drawings show eave,
corner, ridge, and end lap details
for masonry, wood, and metal
building construction. Ultra-Dek
panels are reversible end-for-end
for use on either side of the roof
ridge; no field notching or other
adaptations are required. Metal
Building Components, Inc.,
Houston.
Circle /a1! on reader serwice card,

'CPE membrane
A 4-page specification brochure
stresses the chemical- and ozone-
resistance of UltraPlE 28 single-
ply roofing membrane, made of
Ty rin (chlorinated polyethylene)
polymer reinforced with a
polyester fiber scrim. A
mechanically fastened system,
UkraPlE 28 remains heat-
weldable for the life of the roof,
a characteristic said to facilitate
repairs or roof modifications.
Firestone Building Products Co.,
Indianapolis.
Circle !15 on read,er seruice card

'Flexible membrane
An architectural folder on the
PRM (Protected Roof
Membranel system describes how
the onepart compound, made of
refined asphalts and synthetic
rubbers, bonds to any sound
concrete, masonry, steel, or wood
deck, at temperatures down to 0 F,
to form a l8Gmil-thick waterproof
membrane. Step-by-step photos
show Pr?M installed as part of an
inverted roof-membrane assembly,
with ballasted Stgrofoam
insulation boards placed on top.
The self-healing membrane bridges
small deck cracks, and seals hard-
toflash roof penetrations easily,
according to the manufacturer.
American Hydrotech, Inc.,
Chicago.

Circle !16 on reader setice card
'Single-ply roofing
A data sheet introduces Trocal
Light SR-60, a @mil-thick white
PVC membrane reinforced with
glass fiber, which is designed to be
mechanically fastened to the roof
deck. A ehart compares test results
for the new membrane with ASTM
minimum standards for PVC
single-ply sheets. Dynamit Nobel
of America, Inc., Rockleigh, N. J.
Circle !17 on read,er sentice card
'Glazed roofing tiles
Vitrified Japanese-made Toyo tiles
are shown in an &page folder,
illustrated with photographs of
roofs in colors ranging from
maroon to bright blue and silver
gray. There are four tile
configurations: Japanese, a
concave shape with a lip along one
edge; S- and Spanish-style tiles
with a pronounced overlap; and a
flatter FYench shape. The
frostproof glazed tiles have a
water-absorption rate below ?
percent. DRG International, Inc.,
Mountainside, N. J.
Circle 418 on reader service card

.Roofing panel systems
A new &page catalog on
corrugated, ribbed, and standing-
seam roof panels contains clear
color drawings of specific valley,
ridge, skylight and transition
details as installed on a large,
multilevel retail complex. Text
covers span lengths and finish
options, and describes the Energy
Dome Skylight,which fits within
the E^9-18 panel. Steelite, Inc.,
Pittsburgh.
Circle [19 on reader seruice card
'lVind-uplift data
One in a series of technical reports
on the performance characteristics
ot Hi-Tuf CSPE-based roofing
membrane, a Gpage Tech Fucts
folder explains the forces that
generate wind uplift on a roof, and
the various tests for wind
resistance that are performed on
membranes and fasteners. Text
and photos compare the wind-uplift
characteristics of ballasted, fully
adhering, and mechanically-
attached roofing assemblies.
J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc.,
Northampton, Mass.
Circle 120 on reader sens,ice card,

'Built-up roofing
A generic product and
performance guide is available
from the Asphalt Roofing
Manufacturers Association to help
specifiers select components for
built-up roofing systems. Sections
cover design considerations based
on ASTM, UL, and FM standards;
materials ranging from decks to
flashings; and acceptable and
reeommended applieation
procedures. There is a small
charge for individual copies of the
24-page booklet. Asphalt Roofing
Manufacturers Association,
Rockville, Md.
Circle 421 on reader service card,

For more infor-mation,
circle item numbers on
Eeader Sewice Card

'Uquid roofing syotem
To p co at water-based, self-curing
roof coating is applied with an
airless spray to form a flexible
weather?roof membrane oyer a
number of new and existing roof
assemblies. A l2-page illustrated
booklet explains the installation
and product economies claimed
for the coating system, and
introduces Topcoat Patina
Green, for re-roofing
deteriorated copper. Topcoal
Div. The Major Group,
Walpole, Mass.
Circle !22 on reader service card,

' Fiber-cement roofing slatc
Supra-Slate, described on a
catalog sheet as having the look
and durability of natural stone, is
manufactured in realistic slate
colorations. Photos of roof projects
suggest some of the architectural
effects possible by blending
shingles of different colors, or by
staggering the butts. Supradur
Mfg. Corp., Rye, N. Y.

Circle !23 on read,er sertice card,

' Thermoplastic membrane
An &page brochure on BondGrey
NBP polymer-blend single-ply
roofing provides a sample of the
membrane, and lists its physical
properties with the test procedures
used. Text and photos explain the
fast safe, and flexible installation
techniques claimed for the hot-air
welded, mechanically attached
system. WestPoint Pepperell,
Bond Cote Roofing Systems, West
Foint, Ga.

Circle 124 on reader seruice card
'EPDM membrane
The Sure-Seal reinforced EPDM
roofing membrane, an economical
alternative to this maker's
ballasted and fully adhering
systems, is introduced in a color
brochure. Stepby-step photos
illustrate the attachment of
membrane to roof with fasteners
and plates, and the permanent
splicing of roof seams with cement
and sealant. Carlisle SynTec
Systems, Inc., Carlisle, Pa.
Circle 425 on read,er ser-vice card
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Circle 70 on inquiry card

The Traditional Luminaire
of Battery Park Ctty
Sentry SBP luminaires stand along the Hudson River Esplanade

of Battery Park City, evoking past eras to contemporary New
Yorkers. At night the SBPs become energy-efficient H.l.D.
light sources that extend the Esplanade s usefulness well
into the evening. Indestructible polycarbonate globes make
them virtually vandal-proof. Available with New York
Type ts or other suitable post. Write or call
tbr information.

{'f Sentry Electric Corporation
\Lrf,r. ^ 185 Butlhlo Avenue

t lltt[|/t[ Freeport, New York 11520
I 5r6-379-4660

SHAKERTOWN: THE SIDING OF CHOICE
As on orchitect you foce mony choices in specifying siding for

/our projects, You wont o certoin look of o cerloin price, thot con
re instolled cost-effectively on your specific projecl.

Hord to do sometimes? Well, toke onother look of Shokertown
)iding,

Wotch this spoce for future detoils ond we'll lell you why
ihokertown is the Siding of Choice for successful orchitects, Or if
/ou con'i woit, coll toll{ree'l-800426.89701or our free '12-poge

)rochure ond design kit,

SHAKERTOWN SIDING
'1200 Kerron Sl, Winlock, WA 98596

In Woshinglon, (206) 785-350'l

Archilecl: Horker M/oterfronl Residencer Chesopeoke 8oy, Eostern Shorej

Chorles Horker, AlA, Principol. The Modin OrQonizotion,^rchilects, Philodelphio
^i-^a^ 

a4 ^- i-air;^, 
^a;d

Crcle 72 on inquiry card
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funlagr
AI{ew gtntrf

We soy: Commerciol interior doors.

You soy: Pressed steel frunes, Wooden

doors. Dull. \rob. hoctkat.

fsseNiol.

We soy: Greot design potenfiol. [omplete

performonce options. Enhonred life.

Beouty. konomy. Speciol.

You soy: lnpossfih.

1Se soy: W Indu$ries

Get o fresh penpective on everything you

need for interior openings design. From one

very estoblished source. With one very unusuol

oftitude.'"';;; 
wifi Permo[lod high presure

decorotive lominote dod doon. With o literolly

limitless pobtte of colors, potterns, terfures

ond design pemulotions.

Rethink wood with Permoflod premium

veneer dsd doors. In foces from bookmokhed

red ook through the spectrum of fine dome$ic

ond imported hordwoods.

Fill out your options with fire rotings. Sound

Tronsmission [|oss doon. Leod-lined X+oy

doors. Even Dutch ond louvered doon. with

louven clod to motch door foces.

Leun on our quolity - every door meets

AWI 1300 Quolity Stondords for premium grode.

Wrop it oll in o Venotroc Interior Aluminum

troming Syslem. And poy for it ot the ssme

mte you've budgeted for oll thot pressed steel.

0r even less.

W Industries believes time's uo for th
drob, look-olike controct opening. S0 we've

mode it our business to deliver fresh thinking.

lnnovstion. And excellence. We're ploying o

new ongle on o very old story.

To leom more, coll us todov:

Sweefs Euytine: t -8M52 | -2/3/
wlndufiia: l-8M882-//32
lnlotw: l-/12-3684381

rF
l'l I
$f,xrslREs

FennoCiod
lnferior Doon

\rgsatriEDc
Interior Aluminum Frcming System

Circle 73 on inquiry card

o1987, W lndustries, Inc.
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Unglazed ceramic tile
Made with optical-quality glass
as the primarl- body rnaterial,
new Prontinence tile is protluced
on a loller-ltealtlr kiln in six

sizes and 29 colors. Tiles are said

to be consistent in phvsical
dirnensions and color, so that
various sizes can be used in a

truly modular installation.
Prominett.ce tile is available in
groupings of conrPiernentarY
colors, ranging from light to
very dark tones. For high-tr:i{flc
installations, tho frost-proof tile
has no surl'ace porositl. is

abrasion-, slip- and stain-
resistant, and is impervious to

moisture. GTE F)ngineered
Cerirmics, Greenland, N. H.
Cirt:lc .]0;i tnt rattder sttt't:ic<t t'.ord

Classic chair
Designed and manufactured in
France bv Philippe Hurel, the
Cobra chair has a crorvn detail
capping the front legs and a
concave-curved back inlaid with
leather. The chair frarne is made

of sycanrore. ltttet'tta Designs.
Ltd., chicago.
Circle J06 on reoder sert'ice cotd

Gallery chair
Pictured on location in James

Stirling's Clore Gallery, London,

the Tatc Gallerg Chair was
designed by Ron Carter to fill a

particular requirenent of the
museum's guards: the underseat
shelf holds a lunch box. The

chair, nrade in England by Miles/
Cxl'ter', is no* avililable irt a

number of diflerent woods and

finishes for contract use. Interna
I)esigns, Ltd., Chicago.
Circle .107 on reuder selt'it'e cn i d

Nylon-coated railings
Now manufactured to custom
design specifications, railing
s1'stems for interior and exterior
applications are made of nylon-
coated steel, available in 12

colors that coordinate u''ith
Normbau handles, grab bars,
and locksets. Rails meet code

requirements for commercial,
residential, and institutional
applications, and are shipped
ready to install. Normbau, Inc.,
Addison, Il1.

Circle J\B on recLder sert'ice crnd

lbehnologieal 6
Now you can specify ThermosP_dn's'" su^perior ene

efficiency and durability in sizes to 40 feet wide
Only Wayne-Dalton, the leader in foamed core technology, can bring you a
and ihis good. Independent tests prove that Thermospanrr doop permit less

than competitive doors nearly twice as thick. Here's why:

Thermospan sections have high-tensile steel skins with roll-formed integral st
are bound together by foamed-in-place polyurethane insulation for increas

jamb seals are attached to
the door and rise with it to retard seal damage.

The U-shaped bottom seal won't ice up, seals against uneven

When you want doors that will stand up to the elements, in sizes to 40'wide,
ieader. We'll provide test results and complete Thermospan specificat

Wayne-Dalton CorP.
P.O. Box 67
Mt. Hope, OH 44660
(216) 674-7015
CircleT4 on inquiry card
Technological leadershiP and lhe

this big
transfer

Sections
rigidity.
transfer

infiltralion,

llon the

line lo prove il.



Lounge seating
The Alera contract line includes
this three-seat sofa and lounge
chair, as well as a ?0-in.-wide
loveseat, upholstered in either

fabric or leather. Seating has
pleated cushions attached to the
curved arm and back. AGI
Industries, High Point, N. C.

Ci,rcle 309 on,reader seruice card

Sconce
Designed in stainless steel by
Alex Forsyth, the Theta sconce
provides a white light effect
from a 300 W halogen bulb. The
three-dimensional housing is
formed of welded-steel sections,
connected to the circular wall
mount by a matching arm
support. Fixture is Ul-listed for
contract and residential
applications. Brueton Industries,
Inc., Springfield Gardens, N. Y.
Circle 310 on readey sert;ice card

Office storage
An extension of the Roll-Out
Consen a-fi.le line, freestanding
A re h i t ect u ra I Co m pa nion
Units includ,e storage cabinets
with adjustable shelving, swing-
door files, and a wardrobe over
5 ft high. Accent strips color-
coordinate the steel storage units
with the manufacturer's file
system. Supreme Equipment and
Systems Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Circle 311 on reader seruice card.

Asbestos encapsulant
A polymer-based gel that can be
sprayed or brushed over asbestos
used for thermal or sound
insulation, Liquid Ooercoat is
said to effectively stop leakage of
asbeslos dust and fibers, even in
areas of wide temperature and
humidity swings. In fire
situations, the resilient coating
becomes a glasslike ceramic fire
barrier, and will not emit
irritating or toxic gases. Offered
in one-coat formulations for
various asbestos alrplications,
Liquid Oaercoat may be colored;
it cures at room temperature.
Certified Technologies,
Minneapolis.
Circle 312 on reader seruice card
Continued on page 166









Specially designed hardware ensures
smooth, toublefree operation of the win-
dows. And, thanlis to the Perma-Shield'
vinyl, they require little or no maintenance.
They won't chip, flake, peel, or corrode.
And they never need painting.

For more information, call your
Andersen distributor, see Sweet's File
08610/AND., or write Andersen Corp.,
Box 12, Bayport, MN 55003.

There's a delicate balance in business.
It's essential to success. You've got to
shine, but not glaringly so. You want to
stand out, not stick out.

In Amherst, New Hampshire,
Andersen'has once again stmck that
balance. The project is Overlook ffice

The owners couldn't be happier
with the way the windows perform.

At Overlook Office Park, the
casement windows are equipped with
Andersen' High-Performance insulating
glass, a computer-age glass more energy
efficient than even hiplepane glass.

Park. The windows.
Perma-Shield'casements.

As you ciilt see,
these windows work
well with the impressive
architectural design
because of their clean.
simple lines and earthy
Terratone color. But at
the same time. notice
how they conbast with
the gnnite lintels, the
bold brick facades, and
the backwalls formed
to the New England
mill profile.

Overlok Office Park
Amhent, New Hampshire

Architect: David White AIA and
Peter Stewart of Architects Four
Machater, New Hampshire

Developer: Coldstream Asswiates, Inc.
BedIord, New Hampshire

Printins limitations Drohibit epct
dupliqtion of Temtone color. Use actual
umple for building specifications.

87105 @ 1987 tudersen Corp.

n$fif.to
qualry.

Apdenffi
Circle 82 on inquiry card



-:-
'"''l' lf you' re a specifyih g engi rieer.
you'll be happy to hear that Raceway
has developed the first Flush Poke-
Thru with fpll capadty. . . two services

fof)!orutbnsion
tdiring"Tor telephonp, signal or
data communications. U.L. Classifi ed

.1 lXisting wires.) Just drill the hole. . .
-l step on it...you're finished.

. There are so many more exciting .

"fdatures. Color-coord i nated choice of
retainer ring. . . a sliding polycarbq-
nate receptacle cover... but.that'r
why we printed a brochure. lt's afl
in there.

Send for it. roin the rush to get , J r
flush. Write or call Raceway
Cbmbonents, Inc., 263 Hillside Ave.;'
nue, Nutley, N.J. 07110. 201-661-1116.

and Listed.
lf 1ou're a contractor, put this into

lour calculator. The Raceway Flush
Poke-Thru comes factory pre-wi red,
terminating'in a junction box which
is integralto the fitf,ing. (Perfect
for rennovation since it installs over

RACEWAY COMPONENTS I NC.
U.L. Classified and Listed

Circle 83 on inquiry card

* t*tt{Mlg. l.B.E.W



nOw
AVAITABLE

WIilH CO}IDUIr
ADAPTER

The Raceway Flush Poke-Thru is
becoming a family. Here's a new
"baby" with special flexible
conduit connections. For modular
furniture connections you might
just use the center 7+" connections
for power. Or, you might want to
use the two outside %" openings
for low tension data or communi-
cations. lts completely flexible.

An exceptionally ideal applica-
tion for the "conduit connection"
is at the retail point of sale, allow-
ing relocation of the kiosk while
leavinq behind a clean flush
aband-onment. There! the power
connection to energize the
register. One of the data lines runs
to the mainframe for sale and
inventory records. The other runs
to credit check. Both are protected
from disconnect and loss of data
integrity.

Learn more about the Raceway
Flush "Conduit Connection". Write
or call Raceway Components, lnc.,
263 Hillside Avenue, Nutley, N.J.
07110. 201-661-1116.

RACEWAV
COMPONENTS INC.

Circle 83 on inquiry card

Calendar

January 19 to February 28
Long Island Modern: The First
G eneration of Modernist
Architects on Long Island,
1925-1960, an exhibition of
photographs, drawings, and
models; at the Octagon,
1735 New York Ave., N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

February 4-6

Open meeting of the AIA
Committee on Historic
Resources, with a workshop in
masonry restoration; in
Washington, D. C. For
information: Bruce Kriviskey,
American Institute of Architects,
1735 New York Ave., N. W.,
Washington, D. C. 20006
(202/62G7452).

February 13-14

Theory and Practice: Bridging
the Gap, a conference discussing
the restoration of sandstone and
limestone. architectural terra
cotta, and paint, presented by
the Association for Preservation
Technology, co-sponsored by
Columbia University. For
information: The Association for
Preservation Technology, Post
Office Box 1106, Lenox Hill
Station, New York, N. Y. 10021
(212/744-6787').

February 16 through May 18

An exhibit of the architecture of
Frank Gehry; at the Museum of
Contemporary Art, 250 South
Grand Avenue at California
Plaza, Los Angeles, Calif.
February 19-21

Open meeting of AIA
Architecture for Education
Committee, sponsored in
conjunction with
the American Association of
School Administrators; in Las
Vegas. For information:
Christopher Gribbs, American
Institute of Architects
1735 New York Ave., N. W.,
Washington, D. C. 20006
(202/62G7:e8,9).

February 20
Symposium on architecture and
education, The past twentE-fi,oe
years and assumptions for the
future, sponsored by the
Continued on page 175
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Dontlook

racquetball courts
solar optics

Ea-mes chairs
commercial aircraft

Nautilus training rooms
Corinthian columns

tilt up concrete systems
spiral stairs

elastom.eric membranes
helicopters

arf deco lamps
structural sea,lant glazing

pipe organs
stainglass windows

open office furniture
smart building systems

5O,meter pools
securitv svstems

hang gliders
fireplaces

light frame construction
PVC single,ply roofing

glass block masonry
sprinkler systems
or clean rooms ...



The Very Best of
Today's Thpered Roof
lnsulation Technology
Pittsburgh Corning has developed new
Tapered FOAMGLAS@ Roof Insulation Systems
which satisfy today's Performance Criteria
and are Priced Competitively.

Ft"!f\lv[(!iLAS'
FICICIF IIUSL.|LATIGIN

The FOAMGLAS@ PC PLUSYSTEMS" take
advantage of the best physical characteristics
of Pittsburgh Corning's cellular glass and
foamed plastic insulations.

The nucleus of PC PLUSYSTEMS'" is
FOAMGLAS@ cellular glass insulation, the
most moisture resistant insulation on the mat-
ket. lts stability, strength, and impermeability
help eliminate many causes of roof failure.
Indeed, the AII-FOAMGLAS@ PC PLUSYSTEM 1

is the wisest choice for long-term perfor-
mance and reliability.

The other PC PLUSYSTEMS'" contain
underlayments of phenolic foam (PF) or poly'
isocyanurate foam (Pl) insulations. These
underlayments result in competitively priced
systems with high "R" values. The top
layer of Tapered FOAMGLASo insulation ovet-
comes the stability problems of many
foamed plastic systems.

PC PLUSYSTEM 1

Taoered FOAMGLASo with
FOAMGLAS@ insulation underlay-
ment. This All-FOAMGLAS@
system offers the highest resis-
tance to moisture, ensuring con-
stant thermal efficiency and
maximum compressive strength.
The tapered top layer Provides
slooe to drain water and is com-
patible with built-up-roof or ad-
hered single ply membranes.

PC PLUSYSTEM 2
Taoered FOAMGLAS@ insulation
with PF (phenolic foam) UnderlaY-
ment provides the highest R-value
available in these systems. The
Tapered FOAMGLAS@ insulation
shields the PF Underlayment from
extremes of thermal expansion
and contraction and distributes
loads evenly.

Guaranteed Performance !

PC PLUSYSTEMS@ 1 & 2 offer
2}-year insulation Performance
warranties. Copies of the war-
ranties are available from
Pittsburgh Corning.

PC PLUSYSTEM 3
Taoered FOAMGLAS@ insulation
with Pl (polyisocyanurate foam)
Underlayment produces a high
R-value system. The Tapered
FOAMGLAS@ insulation reduces
thermal loads on the Pl Underlay-
ment which results in a stable
substrate for the roof membrane.

Your Pittsburgh Corning rePre-
sentative will recommend the
PC PLUSYSTEM that best meets
your performance criteria and
cost restrictions.

PffiWEIHI l r*rro. Insuraiion

PEPIIW$IIII| 2,0..,=o,

F8pHw,ffiilt
lllustration not to scale For more information call our

ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS HOTLINE At

800-992-5769 (in Pennsylvania, 800-992-5762).
Or write Pittsburgh Corning Corporation,
Marketing Department FB-8, 800 Presque
lsle Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15239.
In Canada, 106-6 Lansing Square, Willowdale,
Ontario M2J 1T5. Tel.:(416) 222-8084.

PITTSBURC+I

m'
TI{E
INNOVATIVE
INSULATION
PEOPLE
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I Exxon

2 General Motors
3 l/obil
4 Ford Motor
c IBM

6 Texaco

7 E l. du Ponl

8 Standard Oil (tnd.)

9 Standard Oil of Cal.

0 General Electric
I 1 Gulf Oil
2 Atlantic Richfield

13 Shell Oil
4 Occidental Petroleum

5 U S Steel

6 Phillios petroleum
-7 ...^

L\ ilG \
bn

iln ,n

[|

H
tri iFm
\i'l I JIt i\
li t|r:I-|L
Every year, functional

illiteracy costs American
business billions.

But your company can
fight back... by joining
your local community's
fight against illiteracy.
Call the Coalition for
Literary at toll-free
1-800-228-8813 and find
out how.

You may find it's the
greatest cost-saving
measure your company
has ever taken.

A literate
America is a

good investment.

l;l 07i\!r n
(brinil CUalition for Lneracv

Calendar

Continuedfrom page 173

Princeton University School of
Architecture; at the Princeton
University campus, Princeton,
N. J. For information: Cynthia
Nelson (609 / 452-5018).

February 23 through May l5
Versailles: The uiew from
Sweden, drawings from the
National Museum and the Royal
Palace, Stockholm; at the
Cooper-Hewitt Museum, New
York City.
February 2&,28
A conference focusing on
marketing professional services,
sponsored by the National AIA
Interiors Group; at the Ritz-
Carlton, Buckhead, Atlanta.
For information: Ros Brandt
(202/6?#7589).

Through March 6
Vienna/New York: The Work of
Joseph Urban, 1872-1933,
showing Urban's theatrical
designs as well as his architecture
and decoration; at the Cooper-
Hewitt Museum, New York City.
March 1-3

RHIDEC'88, The Restaurant/
Hotel lnternational Design
Exposition and Conference; at
Expo Center, Chicago. For
information: National Exposition
Company, 49 W. 38th St., Suite
12A, New York, N. Y. 10018
(2r2/39r-9rrr).
March 3-5
Remaking Cities, an
international conference on
economic, technological, and social
changes facing industrial cities,
sponsored by the AIA/Royal
Institute of British Architects; in
Pittsburgh. For information:
Charles Zucker, American
Institute of Architects 1735 New
York Ave., N. W., Washington,
D. C. An06 (m2/6267552\.
March 8-9
Let there be light. . . and pouer,
an educational workshop and
seminar on lighting solutions and
power diskibution in the Contract
Furniture Industry; at Hotel
Sofitel, Chicago O'Hare. For
information: Professionals at Your
Service, Ltd., 3316 Colfax St.,
Evanston, Ill. 60201 (312/ 47 fr450l

here.

In the brand new
Eighth Edition of

Architectural
Graphic Standards.

With new chapters on Historic Preser-
vation, Sports Facility Design, and
Energy Design-all for the first time
ever in Graphic Standards-it's the
most significant revision in the 56-year
history of "the architect's bible."

. LARGEST EDITION EVER-864
PAGES, I(l,llll0|- I LLUSTRATIONS

o 650/o NEW 0R REVISED
. Ff RST Graphic StandardsW|TH

COMPLETE CHAPTERS ON
HISTORIC PRESERVATION.
SPORTS FACILITY DESIGN. AND
ENERGY DESIGN.

Prepared by the American Institute
of Architects
John Ray Hoke Jr, AlA, Editor in Chief

r Availabls March 25, 1988
. ISBN 0 471-81148-3 . $150.00

ORDER TODAY FOR A 15-DAY
FREE EXAMINATION!

0ALL ToLL FREE 1-900-526-5369
Use your VISA, Master0ard, or
American Express to order

@WILEY
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
605 Third Avenue, New York, Ny 10158-0012
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Manufacturer
souroes

For your conttenience in
locating building materials
and other products shown in
this month's feature articles,
RECoRD has asked the architects
to id.entify the products
specifi.ed.

Pages 94-99
Boys Club of Jersey City
Oppenheimer, Brady &
Vogelstein, architects

Pages 94-97-Block masonry:
Bayonne Block. Metal panel
fascia: Nick Bouras Co. Built-up
roofing: Manville. Clock:
National Time. Hollow-metal
interior and exterior doors:
Commercial Door. Hopper
windows and glazing:
General Plate.
Pages 98-99-Ceiling-suspension
system: Harry Rich. Vinyl
flooring: Armstrong World
Industries.

Pages lfi)-107
599 Lexington Avenue
Edward Larrabee Barnes
Associates. architects

Pages lfi)-104-Aluminum-
framed cur[ain wall: Cupples
Products Div., H. H. Robertson
Co. Finish: PPG (Kynar).Blue-
green tinted spandrel and vision
glass: Libbey-Owens-Ford.
Membrane roofing: Gates
Engineering (Gracofl er).
Page l03-Porcelain enamel
panels: Petco. Floor tile: Gail
International Co. Railings, glass

and rail balustrade: Melto Metal.
Page lM-Recessed lighting:
mcPhilben. Suspended glass
assembly: Pilkington Glass Ltd.
Revolving doors: International
Door Co.

Pages 122-135

Davis, Brody & Associates,
architects
Pages 128-129

Carnegie Park
Brick: Glen-Gery Brick. Precast-
concrete copings and sills:
Steindl Cast Stone Co.

Residential windows: SWS
Industries, Inc. Site furniture:
Kroin Inc. Pole-top lighting:
Trimble House Corp. Bollards:
Lightolier. Park fencing: A&T
Iron Works. Custom entrance:
fabricated by TEK Metal
Industries.
Page 130

Aron Residence, Mount Sinai
Medical Center
Brick: Merrit Brick Co. Curved
glazed stairwell bays: Zimmcor
Inc. Glass: PPG. Railings:
Brooklyn Welding Corp.
Page 131

Zeckendorf Towers
Masonry: Glen-Gery Brick Co.

Tubular pyramids: Space

Structures International CorP.

Storefronts: Lynbrook Glass &
Architectural Metals Corp. Base

and tower windows: Traco.
Curved railings: Grossman Steel

& Aluminum Corp. Straight rail:
Sterling Factories, Inc.
PagBs 132-1&l

Hudson Garden,
Battery Park City
Stone: Miller-Druck, Inc.;
Domestic Stone. Brick: Interstate
Brick. Metal-framed bays: Acorn
Windows. Grilles: Arrow.
Cornice: Plasticrete. Street
lighting: Battery Park CitY
Standard. Building lighting:
BEGA. Revolving entrance:
Tubelite.
Page 134

The Copley
Brick Merrit Brick Co. Stone:
Petrillo Stone. Masonry trim:
Landino Precast Concrete.
Bronze entrance doors: Armet
Metal Products. Railings:
Sterling Factories, Inc. OPerable

windows: Acorn Windows.
Curved bays: Skylights bY

Fisher.
Louvers: Arrow.

Snraved
Polvurethane'Foam

can affect your
bottom line today
... and tomorrow!

Roofing
Floatation

Cavity Walls
Storage Tanks
Perimeter Walls
Storage Vessels
Pipeline Insulation

Cryogenic Insulation
Cold Storage Facilities
Below Grade Insulation

Controlled AtmosPhere Buildings

The versatility of sprayed polyurethane foam makes it a practical and

economical solution for many needs. Discover its performance

advantages in our fact-filled folder. It's yours for the asking.

Write or call today ... or simply complete the reader

. service card in this publication.

The Society of the Plastics Industry, lnc.
Polyurethane Foam Contractors Division

1 275 l( $trcet t.W. -Suite 400. Washington, 0G 20005' 800'523'61 54
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I MORE REASONS TO JOIN TODAY!

You get the best 0nd newesl books from ALL publisheF!
ooks ore selected from o wide ronge of publishers by experi editors
')d consullonts to give you continuing occess io the best ond lotest
ooks in your field

. You get big sovings! Build your librory ond sove money, too! Sov-
rgs ronge up to 40olo or more off publishers' list prices.

:

I You get bonus booksl You will immediotely begin to porticipote in
pr Bonus Book Plon thot ollows you sovings up to 70% off the pub-
sher3 prices of mony professionol ond generol interest books.

r You gef the convenience you deserye! i 4-l 6 times o yeor (every
t-4 weeks) you receive the Club Bulletin FREE. lt fullv describes the
]oin Selection ond olternote selections. A doted RepiV Cord is in-
iuded lf you wont the Moin Selection, you simply do nothing - lt will
e shipped outomoticolly lf you woni on ollernole seleclion - or no
pok ot oll - you simply indicote it on the Reply Cord ond return it by
rc dote specified. You will hove ot leost 10 doys io decide, ll becouse
f lote delivery of the Bulletin you receive o Moin Selection you do not
70n1, you moy return it for credit of the Club's expense.

S o Club member you ogree to buy just three more books during your

fst yeor of membership, Membership moy be discontinued by either
ou or the Club ot ony time ofter you hove purchosed the three oddi-
onol books,

I

b join ond get your books, coll
OLL- FREE I .8OO.2.MCGRAW.

)r fill oul theottoched cord ond
noil todoy! lf the cord is missing,

writeto: Architects Boolt Club'

TAKE THESE TWO
GIANT REFERENCES
FOR ONLY SI 4.95
when you join the Architecls' Boolr Clubo
A Sl 47.00 Volue!

McGrow-Hill3 Architects' Book Club offers o wide voriety of books to help
you in 0ll phoses of your work, For exomple, these two from the renowned
Time-Sover Stondords Seriestotol some 2,000 poges of vitol informotion
for orchitecls ond plonners - including professionol building doto, design
procedures, focts, definitions, ond procticol exomples, Both books will help
you design betler, more cost-effective buildings. They will olso sove you
time ond money - ond lhey ore bolh yours for ONLY S14.95 when you join
the club.

TIME.SAVER STANDARDS FOR
BUILDING TYPES, 2nd Ed.
Edited by Joseph De0hioro ond John Coilender

r plons, dimensions, ideos ond doto for more thon 100 types
of buildings

r functionol relotionships of the components of eoch building
type

t 1,277 informolion-pocked poges wilh contributions by more
thon 90 top experls

r over 1,500 illustrotions - including floor plons, diogroms,
schemolics, 0nd tobles of technicol doto

Publisherb Price: S79.00

TIME.SAVER STANDARDS FOR
RESI DENTIAL DEVE LOPMENT
Edited by Joseph DeChioro

r informotion on oll ospects of residentiol plonning ond
development

r comprehensive design criterio for oll lypes of residences
r essenliol d0to for developing preliminory designs ond

pr0p0s0ls

r over 1,300 illustrotions - including floor plons, scole drow-
ings, lobles, ond specificotions

Publisher's Price: S82,50 5845ss.5

P0 Box 582, Hightstown, New Jersey 08520-gg5g f,it
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FACUTTY POSITIONS VACANT

The Department of Architecture at Cornell
Universiiy is seeking.a Chairperson.for a five
vear appointment at the ranK ot protessor wltn
tenur6 beginning 1 .luly. 1988. The dgPartment
reouires a oerson who ls a dlsttngulsneo arcnl-
teci and eiperienced teacher wiih strong lead-
ershio and idministrative skills to head an inter-
nationally known f ive year undergraduate archi-
tectural program and 2 year gra.du.ate proFrams
in urban design, architectural deslgn, archltec-
tural historv, ind architectural science. Interest-
ed oersons should send a curriculum vitae to:
lohh Miller. Chairman of the Search Commit-
iee, Department of Architecture, 143 East Sibley
Hall. Cornell University, lthaca, New York
14853. Aoolications should be received no later
than April 198B. Cornell is an equal opportunity
/ affirmative action employer.

The Universitv of Tennessee School of Archi-
tecture is searthing for an Assistant / Associate
Professor for a tenure track position to begin
August 1, 1988. Persons who have engaged in
sub-stantial scholarlv or professional activities
supoortinq design work 'are needed to teach
desisn colrses in the 5 year Bachelor of Archi-
tectire proqram. There'is a particular need for
facultv to tdach in first, second and third year
design courses, and elementarY computer ap-
plica"tions. Candidates are required to hold the
Masters of Architecture degree and license to
oractice or Ph.D. Send resu-me, names and ad-
dresses of three references and evidence of
work to: Roy F. Knight, Dean,217 ArtlArchitec-
ture Building, lTltVolunteer Blvd., University
of Tenness6e, Knoxville, Tennessee 37996-
2400. Aoolications will begin to be reviewed
March i.'1988. urK is an E{o/ AA/Title lX sec-
tion 504 Employer.

Ferris State UniversitY - Two tenure track fac-
ultv positions in Architectural Technology open
Se6Gmber 1988. Teaching responsibilities
colld include basic draftins, architectural pre-
sentation, working drawings and related sub-
iects in establishe-d associaie degree program.
Faculty will also assist in development of bacca-
laureaie oroqramming in Facility Management.
Professiohal degree in Architecture with signifi-
cant architectuial practice exper.ience essential'
Familiarity with c6mputer giaphics important.
lnformatibn and application instructions may be
obtained from James B. Shane, AlA, Head, Con-
struction Department, Ferris State University,
Bie Rapids Mi 49307, (616\592-2360. Affirmative
Ac-tiori / Equal Opportunitv Employer. FSU is a
maior unit <if the Michiean iollege and universi-
tv wstem and a leader i-n professional and tech-
nicil education. The campus is located in the
heart of a vear round recreational and scenic ar-
ea. an hours drive north of the state's second
largest city.

THE ARCHITECTURAL CAD SYSTEM

GEOCAD is the most friendly ond eosy
to mosler AutoCADs bosed CAD Pto-
grom, becouse we ore Architecis ond
we creoted it to work the woY we do:
simply ond logicolly.

It is ovoiloble os o complete .furnkey

system, bosed on the ffEC APCIV

computer. GEOCAD soflwore is olso
ovoiloble seporotely.

Coll us or write us to find out more
oboui GEOCAD, olso obout GEOEST

our Bill-of-moteriols-estimoting Module
ond GEOVUF our new One-Poinl ond
Two-Point Perspective Module.

-=<Gr€ffiF

m!
A'TOCAD'

Rudolph
^ 
HOTOWIIZ

ASSOCAICS
Archrtecb

P.O.Box '186 LAUREL ROAD
POUI.D I?IDGE, N.Y. 10576
TELEPHONE 914 164-40]2

SPECIAL SERVICES

Models; Architectural, Engineering. lurge
Creenwich, 7 1 8/ 462-5379.

Cost Estimating, Quantity Surveys, Computel
Aoolications, C-orp, DOD, GSA, VA. Construc-
tiirir Cost Systems, Chicago, (312) 858-5441;
Tampa - (813) S87-5600.

Architectural CADD Consultants - Obiective-
lv help vou phase in computing for your archi-
t'ectuial' prictice. 2106 Massachusetts Ave',
Troy, NY 12180,518-274-5600 / 518-274-5544.

MATERIATS TOR SAIE

Wanted: Photographs or perspe.ctive render-
ine houses that can be made available tor plan
sa[es. 500,000 circulation offers good royalty to
architect. Write Country Living Magazine, Box
622, Princeton, New Jersey 08540,609/ 924-
9655.

COtl^PUTER

SOFTWARE
SE}ID YtIUR

AD G(IPY

W
UIA

TELECtIPIER

To enable you to get
your classified
advertising typewritten
copy into lhis section
at the last possible
minute, we've installed
a XEROX 295
TELECOPIER (which
also receives copy
from other makes) in
our Ne$, York home
office.

lf you have a telecopier,
just call the number
below lo see it your
equipment is
compatible. ll you
don't have a tel€bopier,
call and we'll help you
locate the nearest one.
It could even be in your
own firm or building.

NOTE: The Xerox 295
cannot accept photos
or art, but as always,
lhere is no charge lor
typesetting and layout
service.

CALL

MCGRAW.HILL

(2121

512-6800

Architectural Record's
Computer Soltware
Section
Post Office Box 900
NewYork, NY 10108

1988 ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
COMPUTER SOFTWARE SECTION

718\2 3/8 Artwork or
1 718x2318 lilmPreterred.
2718x23/8 Typesetting
37/8x2318 freeof charge.
1718x5 118
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988 A.R.E. Gandidates!

rrthefirsttime, NCARB
produced an audio-
sette taoe that accom-
ies volume one of the
8 A.R.E. Handbook.
;professionally pro-
ed tape offers practical
lications of the grading
rria used by graders of
1987 exam. Under-
rd, point-by-point, the
ngths of a solution as
follow along with the
ralsolution in the Hand-
K.

te Handbooks have
n revised to include
rpletely new and up-to-
: narratives that explain
>xam divisions and of-
sefuladvice. The 1988
dbook also addresses
;hanges that have been
rrpor?ted into the June
n. Volume one covers
sion A: Pre-Design; Di-
rn B: Site Design and
sion C: Building De-
. Volume two covers Di-
rn D/F:Structural
rnology-General and
J Span; Division E:
ctural Technology-
rralForces; Division G
rhanical, Plumbing and
;tricalSystems; Divi-
H: Materials and

rods and Division l:

struction Documents
Services.
rder your Handbooks
ending your check or
rey order in the correct
runt with the orderform
e address indicated.
may charge your
dbook on yourVisa,
terCard orAmerican
ess. Please specify a
plete daytime address;
ost office boxes
se.

NCARB Handbooks Gontain Cassette Tape of Design Gritiques

VOLUME 1

(DIVISIONS A, B and C)
. Expert critiques of the de-

sign solutions from the
1987 A.R.E.

. Sample questions from
prevtous exams plus a
summary of the problem

. Contents of examinee test
booklets & Juror's Manual

. Practical advice on pre-
paring for the June exam

. Updated bibliographies
for Divisions A, B and C

VOLUME 2
(DtvtstoNs D/F, E, G, H
and l)
. Sample exam questions

from previous exams
. Official test information

booklets

. Updated bibliographies
for Divisions D/E E, G, H
and I

r----
i m*Younf0gS[.R.E lffimdcftmilGlffil ---*-r-l

Detach and mail payment to NCARB, Dept. 061g, Whshington, DC 20073-061g.
Make checks payable t0 NCARB. Delivery takes 4{ weeks.

QTY VOL PRIEt-

_ sEr $95

TOTAT(Ploess print)

Company
(lt applicable)

(0aytm6-t'lo PO Eores)

City/Statezip

IDP Oouneil record no.

NCARB USE-DO NOTWRITE IN THISSPACE
D/R O(MO
IDP/OK AMT

DUEAUTH

{tt appticable)

'?Brsons with active llc RM0p Council records pay: Sef : $g0, Volume 1: $60,
trolume 2: tiils. Include your lDp number to quality. 

'

TOTAL

tr Payment enclosed

n Charge my:

tr Msa n Master0ard ! Arnerican furess

_ v0L.1

- 
v0L2

$70

w

Acct. llo

Expiration Date

Sionatrlre



Introducing the tw
on eart

J*qlwt*Tutr {

YIYYY

The new COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/20"

The world now has two new
benchmarks from the leader
in high-performance personal
computing. The new 20-MHz
COMPAQ DESKPRO 386120 and
the 20-1b., ZO-MHz COI\4PAQ
PORTABLE 386 deliver system
performance that can rival
minicomputers'. Pius they intro-
duce advanced capabilities
without sacrificing comPatibil-
itv with the software and hard-
*ur" you already own.

Both employ an industrY-
standard Intel" 80386 microPro-
cessor and sophisticated 32-bit
architecture. Our newest Porta-
ble is up to 25Vo faster and our
desktop is actually uP to 50%
faster than 16-MHz 386 PC's.
But we did much more than
simply increase the ciock sPeed.

Fbr instance, the COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386120 uses a cache
memory controller. It comPle-
ments the speed of the microPro-

cessor, providing an increase in
system performance uP to 25Vo

over other 20-MHz 386 PC's. It's
also the first PC to offer an oP-
tional Weitek" Coprocessor Board
which can give it the performance
of a dedicated engineering work-
station at a fraction of the cost.

They both provide the most
storage and memory within their
classes. Up to 300 MB of storage
in our latest desktop and uP to
100 MB in our new Portable.

@

, 1 .r I '

r t-t I Y

!!

It simply works better.



nost po\Merful PCb
,nd off.

and the new 20-MHz COMPAQ PORIABLE 386*

Both use disk caching to inject
more speed into disk-intensive
applications and both will run
MS'OS/2.

As for memory get up to 16 MB
of high-speed 32-bit RAM with
the COMPAQ DESKPRO 386120
and up to 10 MB with the COMPAQ
PORIABLE 386. Both computers
feature the COMPAQ Expanded
Memory Manager, which supports
the LotusYlntel'/Microsoft' Ex-
panded Memory Specification

to break the 640-Kbyte barrier
imposed by DOS.

With these new computers
plus the original COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386*, we now offer
the broadest line of high-
performance 386 solutions.
They all let you run software
being written to take advantage
of 386 technology, including
Microsoft Windows/386 Presen-
tation Manager. It provides
multitasking capabilities with

today's DOS applications to
make you considerably more
productive. But that's just the
beginning. For more informa-
tion, call I-800-231-0900,
Operator 43. ln Canada, call
416-7 33:7 87 6, Oper ator 43.

Intel, Lotus, Microsoft, and Weitek are
trademarks of their respective companies.
01987 Compaq Computer Corporation.
All rights reserved.

EOMPAC
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When Charles King Hoyt
writes about architectural business,

architects take a
professional interest.



RECORD

Nortnan McGrath photos

Registered architect, member of the AIA and of the

National Society of Architectural Historians, author of

flve books on architecture and interior design, Charles

King Hoyt is part of the largest, most experienced, most

professional editorial team in architecture.

It's the team that produces architecture's best-read. most-

used professional magazine.

You read Architectural Record because of editors like

Charles King Hoyt. Advertisers use Architectural

Record because ofreaders like vou.

Architectural Record, it all begins with an editor.



WhyThe
Natrbn's Leading
Architects
SpecifV

Ceorgia
Marbla

Marble is ider
It is beautifu

I.ilTIJJ

Materialic.o,gi.
for exteriors or interiors.
Class A, and permanent.

Craftsmanship: ,, the be:

in the industry. Skilled'craftsmen an
modern equipment meet every demanr

Experience.' ou., a cen tu ry o

coun'tless architectual design demand
have shaped our expertise to meet an

and all requirements.

SefViCe.' fror our initiat satt
call through final erection of the marblr
Georgia Marble specialists are there 1

serve your every need.

E,^,^,^ Mr,.
trL(JLUI I lf . Georgia Marble is

unique marble, Tree of impurities thi
cause eventual staining and with an al

sorption rate much lower than otht
marbles and granites. This means ver

low maintenance costs over the life <

the building.

Building:
McDonnell Douglas Plaza Tower 17,lrvine,Ct
Architect:
Herbert Nadel and Partner Architects
Marble:
White Cherokee and Solar Gray Georgia Marbl

For more information and samples of
Georgio Marble, coll Toll Free:

t -800-334-01 22
In Georgia: 1 -800-342-1 382

Cg.rergr.a n.tarblc
'.'.,..tS]P.,=il)nelson, georgra 3Ol 5l [4O 4)7 3= - 25=

r grm OrftcreomPany

Reference Sweets, O/UOO/G E M

II



Tectum Acousti-Tough Ceiling Syiteri -I/ARBANTED AGAINST BBEAKAGE FOBSIEYEARS!

z/..og ct,\

/rJ">K 
''r-\

\A YEAR .9 )
\-4 srrrr\rr . /
\t"'ruso/

/yt

You won't have to panel -
it's a Tectum panel

ipecially designed to take abuse in school halls, gyms and other areas where
;eiling tile damage is a problem, this suspended acoustical ceiling system leatures
tectum panels, the only hard surfaced, durable panels that can take repeated
rlows from basketballs, volleyballs and soccer balls without crackinq and breakinq.
fhe integral Tectum Keep Clip allows a panel to rise when stiuck and the"n
epositron itself. Each system c0mes with a limited ten-year warranty on panels
;racking, breaking or falling out 0f the ceiling Call, write or see Tectum in Sweets
\rchitectural File

TECTU M I N C. l,o"'*?,P'til,:.;:iu : ?u,?i#:8un,

Circle 90 on inquiry card

TheTbchnical

Thermopane@ insulating gass has provided clear solutions
to widely differing technical problems for decades.

Now its more versatile than even Consideq for example,
Thermopane with an outboard lightof Vari-Tiano solar control
$ass. tt offen the dual benef its of reduced air-to-air heat transfer
plus solar radiation control.Which means enhanced visual and
thermal comfort for the people within.

Or consider Thermopane with a neutralJanusiteo low-emis-
sivity coating,which admits high levels of visible light,yer blocks
longware infrared radiation. tt provides unparalleled reduction
of air-to-air heat transfel along with an uncoated appearance.

For morc information on today5Thermopane insulating
gass, contact Spectrum Glass Producs, PO. Box 408, Clinton,
NC 28328. (919\5921101. Glex: 910 380 9098.

iil '! rl

II iISPECTRUM
TS :'IGLASSPRODUCTS

Circle 92 on inquiry card
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DRAINWATER,
NCTTYOURBUDGET

Armco STRIPDRAIN 75 drains more water
a 14t-thick sand or 17u-thick qravel drain.

Armco@ STRIPDRAINTM 75 is the cost-
efficient alternative to aggregate drain-
age systems for foundation walls and
footings and retaining walls. lt com-
bines a geosynthetic filter fabric with
a high-density, f lexible polyethylene
core for superior drainage, high com-
pression resistance and long-term dura-
bility, Because it's so lightweight, it's
quick and easy to install, which results
in much lower excavation and installa-
tion costs.

STRIPDRAIN is designed, man ufactured
and distrib uted by Contech Construction
Products Inc. (formerly Armco Con-
struction Products)
FREE CATALOG. Send for a free copy
of the Armco STRIPDRAIN Catalog.
Contact your local Contech Sales Engi-
neeL or write Contech Construction
Products, Dept. 1808, PO. Box800,
Middletown, Ohio 45A42. Or call toll-
free 1-800-338-1122 (in Ohio:
1 -800-7s2-8899).

Circle 93 on inquiry card
192 ,1. rchitectural Rt:cLttl [.t,brttrr ru I.ll,x
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iti{ ' , E1^,' 4-,/4^Crl.,^,^.'a^.4\ ..a4\a43
1+a annhn"\n^.'1'^!. qe\*14J\,6\n-\

EUGENE HOPKINS SPEAKS WITH AN ACCEI
"As an architect I work with a wide range of products In designir
olln home I kntlrv Shakertown Siding woLrld provide the cedar sl

effect lwas looking for. And Fanc.y Cuts allowed the exterior
crerative and fun as werll as aclding cletailed eye appeal "

I r]gene Hopkins, Alt\. \rchttetls f

SHAKERTOWN FANCY CUTS@
Callnow toll free 1-800'426-8970 for a free template and design kit.

Or write P.O. Box 400, Winlock. WA 98596.



BigScvings.
ttdwaitinE.
Thousqnds ol brcnd nqme drcfting,
print qnd plotter supplies crt 20-50o/ooll
with scme dcy shipment.

In{

FREE SATALC,Gi Igoo-227-6t9t I
DATAPRINT '

r Scrme dcy credit cpprovcl
r Huge in-slock selection
r Scillslqction gucrcnteed
FNEE CATATOG I

Drcdilng, klni cnd Plotter Suppllos
Corporote Oflice 700 S. Clqremont St
P O Box 5910, SqnMqteo. CA94402
Dlstnbution Centers locoied throughout the U S

Circle 96 on inquiry card

lhe
Srrcrce-Scrvincr
hlterncrlincr-
lrecrd Sfoirl

. Ergonomically designed alternative
to vertical ladders, ship's ladders,
steep conventional stairs, spirals.
. Unique alternating tread design

3.u. provides more useable tread depth

\

than ladders or steep conven-
tional stairs requiring the
same amount of floor space.
. Proven in thousands oi

applications world wide
. Available in 56o and 680 steel,

680 aluminum, and 560 wood.

Call toll free for more infor-
mation, or to order. We need
only one accurate dimension:
lower to upper f loor height, to
grve you prce ano tree
dimensional drawings.

1-800-53s-7631

T,APEYNEsntn'
LA. Res: 504-733-6009
Telex: 6821268
New Orleans, LA.

Circle 97 on inquiry card

Spectrum5 wide arny of high performance gass products
could be instrumenal to resolving your funestration problems.

Select Thermopaneo insulating glass with neutrauanusiteo
coating to enhance thermalperformance, hrt retain tteaesthe-
tics of uncoated $ass. Or choose from 34 varieties of VAri-ltano
solar control $ass, ranging fnom bright and shiny to dark and
subdued. Coatings include Antique Silve[ Srerling Silver; Sapphire
Blue and Burnished Bronze.

Design spandrels with $asses which closely match the ap-
pearance of vision areas. Or band the Nilding subtly or in a bold
expression of colol:

For fu rther deails on the complete anay, call or write
Spectrum Glass Products, P 0. Box ,rto8, Clinton, NC 2832&
\9191592-711.Rlex: 9t0 380 9@8.

llll*rsssm
Circle S on inquiry card



In the Public Interest

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD announces In the Public Interest, an annual awards
program aimed at encouraging and recognizing excellence in the design and
planning of public architecture. Each year RECORD's editors will select a relevant
building type and solicit entries in that category from architects, private
developers, government agencies, private/public development consortiums, and

community design centers for building projects completed during the past
three years.

The building type for 1988 is HOUSING, which includes, but is not necessarily
limited to, the following categories:

1. Government- or privately sponsored low-income housing;
2. Subsidized mixed-income housing (if the project includes market-rate units, at Ieast 50 percent
of the development must be reserved for low- or middle-income tenants);
3. Shelters for the homeless;
4. Shelters for victims of abuse;
5. Housing for the blind, the elderly, or the physically disabled;
6. Housing for the mentally disabled;
?. Residential drug- or alcohol-treatment centers.

Elisibility:
All entries must be new or remodeled construction designed by registered architects and

completed since January 1, 1985. Work previously published in other national design
publications will be considered.

Submissions:
More than one project may be submitted. There are no entry fees or forms, but each

submission should include color photographs of the completed project, reproductions of plans,

and a one-page project description-all bound firmly in an 8 l/2- by 1l-inch folder. A brief
statement from the client or user, a report from a civic body, and articles from local

newspapers attesting to the significance of the project to the community may be included in

support of the submission.

Deadline:
All entries must be postmarked no later than May 1, 1988.

Submissions should be mailed to:
Paul M. Sachner
ARCHITECTTIRAI, RECORD

1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N. Y. 10020

Publication:
Winning entries will be featured in the November 1988 issue of AROHITECTURAL RECORD. Other
submissions will be returned or scheduled for a future issue.

For additional information, call Paul Sachner at212/512-3088.
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Circle g9 on inguiry card

The Rool Edge System provioes a
permanent, waterprool.',no-
slip" grip on the roofino mem-
brane. And only Hickmin otfers
an extruded, heavier-qauoe
aluminum fascia. 2-oi6ceivstem
in 10' leng_ths lmetric sizes. too).
See us in Sweet's (7.3 Hi).

@i;?e,,.
Available in Canada US patent 4.O7l.gg7

hrfonliance
Spectrum

, Whenyourdesigncallsforhigh-performancesolarcontrol
$ass, specify Vari-Tan@ meallic coatings from Spectrum.

Our four distinct series of coatings encompass a wide vari_
ety of $azing applications. Each functions to minimize solar heat
garn, reducing air conditioning requirements and opemting costs.

Daylight cransmittances range from2@/oto less than"10%;
shading coefficients to 0.15

Formore information on the entire Vari-Tran family, or for
information on our full line of products, call or write Spirtrum
6lass P_roducrs, pO. Box 408, Ctinton, NC 28328. tgtStSS2lfit,
Telex: 910 380 9098.

llllq#$Brru
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Advertising index

Bold face-page number
Italics-Reader Service number

A
AllianceWall Corp., 6; I [G]

(404) 447-5043
Alumax Building Specialties, 92; 61

tGl
(214) 285-8811

American Consulting Engineers
Council, 166;76
(202) 347-7474

American Matazzi Tile, lnc., 34; 29

tG-L-Dl
Qrq n6-0rl0

Amoco Fabrics & Fibers Co.,
186-187;88 tEJ

Andersen Corp., 170-171; 82 lG-Ll
Architeet's Book Club, 177 to 179

Armstrong World Industries, Inc.,
Cov.II-l; I tG-E-Dl
(800) 233-3823

Autodesk, [nc.,148;65

B
BASF Corporation Fibers Div.,

Geomatrix Systems, 64; 50

lG-E-L-Dl
(704) 667-7713

Besteel Industries, 32Sb; 27
(213) 253-825r

Bigelow (Designtec), 30-31; 19

Bilco Co., il; Ut [G-E l-L]
(203) 934-6363

Bond Cote Systems Co. Div.,
WestPoint

Pepperell, Cov.III; 703 [G]
1 (800) 368-2160

Buckingham-Virginia Slate Corp.,
32Eb;22 lGl
(804) 3554351

C
Carlisle Syntec Systems, Div. of

Carlisle Corp., 33; 28 [G-E-I]
(800) 233-0551

Chadsworth, Inc., 191; 9.7

(404) 876-M1o
Chemstar, lnc., 32Wc; 25

Commonwealth Aluminum' 48; 38

Compaq ComPuter CorP.' 184-185
(800) 231-0900

Computer Associates, lnc.,49; I0
(800) 533-2070

Contech Construction Products, Inc.,
192;9s

Cooley Roofing SYstems, 145; 63

tG-I]
(40r) 72t-o490

Corbin Div., Emhart Hardware
Group,

&l-85; 57 [G]
(2$) n5-74rr

C/S Group, 66; 5t [GE-L]
(2Or) 272-5200

D
Dataprint Corp., 193; 96

(800) 227-6191
Deleo Clay Tile, 32Wa; 2/t

1 (800) 654-1119
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For detailed data, prefiled catr
logs ol the manufacturers listed
below are aveilable in your 1987

Sweet's Catalog File as lollows'

Dover Elevator Systems, Inc., 86-87 Kinnear, Div. of HARSCO Corp.,

tcl le2;
(60r) 3$-2110 gtt tc-l!

Dow Chemical Co.-St1'rofoam Brand (614) 294-4451

Products Div., 156;6s IG-E-II Kroin, Inc', 57; 6 tGl
DuPont Co. -Corian. 20-21:. 13 (617) 492-4000

(800) 345-8601
DuPont Co. -H1aalon, 152; 66

1 (800) 44r-7111
DuPont Co. - Textile Fibers,

164-165; 75
(800) 448-9835

Duro-Last Roofing, lnc.,56; 16

tG-EJ

E
Edison Electric Institute, 88-89; 59

EICH Corp., 50; r'./
(2r3) 38r-7424

Elliptipar, Inc., 195; 99

(203) 932-2266
Ellison Bronze Co., Inc., 36; 30 [Gl

(716) 665-6522

F
Florida Power & Light, 32Sa;26

(305) 2274324
Follansbee Steel Corp., 154;67 [Gl

(800) 6%-6906
Formica Corp., 5; 3 [G]

(800) 543-3000

G
Georgia Marble Co., 190; 89

tG-I-L-Dl
(404) 735-259r

Georgia-Pacific CotP., 44; 35,36

tG.I-L-Dl
(800) 225-6119

Glen Raven Mills, Inc., 14-15; I [G]
(9r9) 227-621r

H
Herman Miller, Inc., 22-23; llt

(800) 851-1196
Hickman Co., W.P., f95; 700 [G-IJ

(704) 274-4000

I
Innovative Marble and Tile, Inc.,

a3; ?tt [G-D)
(516) 752-0138

Interna Designs, Ltd.,32; 20

1 (8OO) INTERNA
ISICAD, lnc., 1461. 6/t

(7r4) 821-2600

J
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.' 173,175

r (800) 526-5368

K
Karastan, 18-19;12

(2r2) 980-3434
Kawneer Co., Inc., 39,41;31,32 lGl

L
Lapelre Stair, Inc., 193; 8Z [G-I]

1 (800) 535-7631
Lees Commercial Carpet Co., 58-59;

l+7

(800) 523-5647

M
Manville Corp. -Roofing Systems
Div.,

24-25; 1s LG-E-II
(303) 978-4900

Marble Institute of America, 167; 77

(313) 476-5558
Marble Modes, lnc.,32Ea; 21

(718) 539-1334
Marvin Windows, 10-ll; 7 [GJ

(800) 346-5128
Mayline Co., 160; 70

(4r4) 457-5537
MBCI, 42; J3 tGJ
Mirafi, Inc., 85; 58 [G-E]

(8oo) 438-1855

N
NCARB, I83
Nevamar Corporation, 28'29; 18

1 (800) 233-9485
Norco Windor.r's, Inc., 90-91; 60 [Gl

(715) 585-6311
Northwest, 150

(800) 447-4747
Nucor Corp., 26-27; 16,17 [G)

o
Overly Mfg. Co., 144; 62 [G-E]

P
Pantone, Inc., 158;69

(8oo) 222-1149
Pella Rolscreen Co.,52-53; ltS

tG-L-D1
(512) 628-1000

Philips CPMS, 488-48C; 3e

Pittsburgh Corning CorP., 174;85
tG-E-Il
(412) 327-6100

Polyurethane Foam Contractors Div.
-SPI, 176;86
(800) 253-6154

R
Raceway Components, Inc., 172'173;

83
(201) 661-1116

Red Cedar Shingle & HandsPlit
Shake

Bureau, 168; 79

Rohm & Haas, 180;87

General Buildins & Renovation
Engineering & Retrofit
Industrial Construction &
Renovation
Homebuilding & Remodeling
Contract Interiors

S
Sargent & Co., 68; 52 [G]

(203) 562-215r
Sentry Electric Corp., 160; Z2 [G]

(516) 379-4660
Shakertown Corp., 160,192;, 7 1,95

tG-Ll
(800) 426-8970

Sitecraft, 46; :t7 lG-ll
Sloan Valve Co. -Plumbing Div., 16;

lo tG-E-Il
Spacesaver Corp., 78; 56 tG-Il

(414) 563-6362
Spectrum Glass Products,

191,193,195,197; 9e,98,101, 102 [Gl
(919) 592-7101

Spring City Electrical Mfg. Co.,
169; 8r [G-tl]
(215) 948-4000

Steel Joist Institute, 55; 15
Steelcase, Inc.,2-3; 2

(8oo) 447-4700
Stevens Elastomerics Div. of J.P.

Stevens & Co., 62-63; t+9 lG-Il
(413) 586-8750

Sto-Industries, Inc., 51;42 [G]
(802) 775-4tr7

Stow & Davis, 12-13;8
(800) 447-4700

T
Tectum, Inc., 191; gLt [Gl

(6r4) :145-9691

Thermo Materials, Inc., 168; 28

Thoro Systems Products, Inc.,
60-61; 18 [G-E]
(305) 592-2081

U
USG Interiors, Inc., Commercial

Ceilings, Cov.lY;' 10t+

US Intec, 72; 54 tG-ll

V
Velux-America, Inc., 17; ll [G-L]
Vermont Structural Slate Co., 198

(800) :143-l9oo
VersaCAD Corporation, 8; 5

(7r4) 960-7720
Versatec, a Xerox CompanY, 74-75;

(800) 538-e77
V.T. Industries, 161; 73 [G]

w
Walker Systems, 168; 80

Wa;me-Dalton Cory., 162-163; 74

tG-I]
(216) 674-7015

WilsonArt, 70; 53
(800) 433-3222

Wolverine Technologies, Inc., 32Ec;
23 IG-LI
(313) 386-0800

(G)
(E)
(r)

(L)
(D)
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Wide productoffering,narrow focus.That sums upspectrum.
specialists in fabricating high performance gass forconstruction.'

You can benefit. From proven products,which live up to the
high standards set for them,every time. From reliable technical
assistance and competitive pricing.

. And not least, from on-time delivery. Because our reserva-
tton system.can protect your construction schedule by com_
mitting production time as soon as dass has been awarded to
Spectrum.\ /ell in advance of the final order Other schedulinp
techniques assure quick tum on wftrp-up orders needed rc ifose
up the buildingand complete thejob.

_ _ _For more-information, callor write Spectrum Glass products,
PO. Box,108, Clinton, NC 28328. (919l}9}l101.Rlex: 910 3g0WS.
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Hats On to the Winners.. .

unique gazebos
Contcst. " In my

I'ua au"a'
opinion,

I'm Bill Markcrow and I
want to thank thc morc
than 140 peoplc from all
ovcr the world who
designed some of thc
most intcrcsting and

seen for my first-ever "Design a Gazebo
thev'rc all winncrs.

... of the First International
Design a Gazebo Contest.

I'd also likc to thank the distinguished panel of iudges who worked
a long and cxhausting day, painstakingly selccting our twelvc prizc
winners. Thesc hard-working dccision-makers from both cduca-
tional and architcctural backgrounds includc: Robert Campbcll,
Architect, Cambridge Massachusctts, contributing cditor to
Architecture and critic for "Thc Boston Globc" . . . Patrick L. Pin-
nell, Principal Architect, Cass Er Pinnell Architects, Washington,
D. C., and instructor, Yalc Univcrsity . . . Stcphcn Potters, Stcphcn
Potters Architccts, Ncw York City . . . Suzanne Stcphens, jour-
nalist, critic, editor and tcachcr, Barnard College, New York City,
and contributor to House and Garden, Manbattan, Inc. and Art in
America. . . and Crais Vhitakcr, Craiq \Whitakcr Architccts, Ncw
York Citv.

And the winners are:
[] Robert Botwin and Rick

Mctcalf, New York City, NY
n C.L. Fornari, Chatham, NY
fl Lee Hill, Guilford, CT
n John Keshar'Wcnderoth,

Gradyville, PA
fl Marc l.'ltalien, New York

City, NY
I Robert L. Millcr,

Vashington, D.C.
[1Jesus Porras, Houston, TX
E Paul Villiam Smith, Ann Arbor, MI
E Patrick Roberson, Dallas, TX
n Karen Schindler, Chicago, lL
n Daniel \Wintcrbottom, Boston, MA
E The Skyline High School Architecturc Cluster, Dallas, TX

It was quite a contest . . .with submissions ranging from beauti-
fullv deiigned models to nine sets of colored drawings, and entrants

ranging fiom high school students to the world's top architects.

Some of the unusual designs ranged from the Niagara Falls

Gazebo and the Garbage Gazebo (covered entirely with garbage,

believe it or not) . . . to the Fairy Tale Gazebo.

Thank you gazebo designers everywhere, for making my "First
International design a Gazebo Contest" such a success. My special

thanks to ,1t1.r."n-year-old John Keshar 'Wenderoth for his clever

and imaginative "Gazebo for Duck Hunters. "

Vatch for the innovative gazebo dcsign entries to be exhibitcd in

March and April at the National Institute for Architectural Educa-

tion, 30 Vcsi 22 Street, New York, Nl from March 9 through
Aprill5-

VERMONT STRUCTURAL
SLAIECOMPANY
Fair Haven, VT 05743
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Useyour
STAG number!

XXXXXXXXXXXs-DIGIT 69699
.-

6400 00Q876543-D FEB90 S07
TE RRY DOTTTIIf ASSOC I ATE S

128 l'lAIN STREET
ANYTOI,IN IL 69699

eed oroduct information fast? Your Archilectural Record Subscriber
Telephone Access Card number can help speed information to you
about any product or service (advertised or new products/manu-

facturers literature items) described in this issue

Architectural Record's exclusive STAC number system enables you to call
and key your "more information" requests directly into our computer via
touch-tone telephone. Your personal STAC number is conveniently listed
above your name on the mailing address label for each issue. IMPORTANT:
Your STAC number starts after the first four numbers and is separated from
them by a space. lf your STAC number starts with one or more zeros, ignore
them, as well as the hyphen. (For example, the STAC number on the above
label is 98765432.)

Soon after your call, advertisers can access your requests by phone from our
computer, and start speeding information to you. So when you need informa-
tion fast, free help is as close as your STAC number. And STAC service is
available to you 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

BEFORE YOU DIAL:
I WriteyourSTACnumberinthe
| . boxes in Step 4 below. Do not

add leading zeros.

a Write the Reader Service num-
l.bers for those items about

which vou want more infor-
mation in the boxes inStep 6.
Do not add leading zeros.

CALL STAG:
rl Usinq a standard touch-tone
rl. telephone. call 4131 442-2668,

and follow the computer-gener
ated instructions.

ENTER YOUR STAC NUMBER
AND ISSUE NUMBER:

Number, including symbols,
from your list below. lgnore
blank boxes. Wait lor the prom-
pt belore entering each subse-
quent number (maximum 17
numbers).

1 ntrIntrtr
2 trNTTtrE
3 nIntrtrtr
4 trtrtrtrtrB
5 NItrItrtr
6 nntrntrE
7 trtrnntrtr
8 trtrIntrtr
e tr1trxtrtr

10 ntrnntrtr
11 L]f]trItrtr
12 !fltrItrtr
13 Tf]NItrtr
14 flflf,Dtrtr
15 Efltrntrtr
16 EIIXtrtr
17 IlIntrtr

END STAC SESSION:
ar When you have entered all your
I . Inquiry Selection Numbers and

the rebordinq prompts, "Enter
next inquiry -numbei," End the
call by entering:

trtrtrtr8tr

When the recording says,
. "Enter your subscriber

number..." enter vour STAC
number by pushin! the num-
bers and symbols (#
or 

.) on your telephone keypad.
lgnore blank boxes. Enter

NTtrTTTNTtrtrtr
When the recording says,

. "Enter magazine code and is-
sue code..." enter these num-
bers and symbols:

tr trtr trtrEtr
ENTER YOUR INQUIRIES:
ra When the recording saYs,
t). "Enter (next) inquiry nimbei..''

enter the first InquirY Selection

lfvou are a subscriberand need assistance,call2121512-3442. lfyou are nol
a'subscriber, fill out the subscription card in this issue, or call Architectural
Record Subscription Services at 91 4 I 628-0821.
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